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Abstract

This thesis presents observations of the terrestrial magnetotail plasma sheet made by 

the European Space Agency Cluster mission. The Cluster mission is composed of 

four identical spacecraft, the first such multi-spacecraft mission, and enables, for the 

first time, the disambiguation of time versus space phenomena. Using the data from 

2003, when the spacecraft were at their smallest average separation to date, many 

small-scale processes, both microphysical and macrophysical, are investigated.

In the first study presented, two small flux ropes, a possible signature of multiple 

X-line reconnection, are investigated. By the development and utilisation of various 

multi-spacecraft methods, the currents and magnetic forces internal and external to 

the flux ropes, as well as the internal structure of the flux ropes, are investigated. In 

addition, a theory of their early evolution is suggested.

In the second study presented, various terms of the generalised Ohm’s law for 

a plasma are determined, including, for the first time, the divergence of the full 

electron pressure tensor, during the passage past the spacecraft of an active recon

nection X-line. It is found that the electric field contribution from the divergence 

of the electron pressure tensor is anti-correlated with the contribution from the Hall 

term in the direction normal to the neutral sheet. In addition, further signatures 

of reconnection are quantified, such as parallel electric field generation and Hall 

quadrupolar magnetic field and current systems.

In the final study presented, the anti-correlation between the divergence of the 

electron pressure tensor and Hall terms is investigated further. It is found that the 

anti-correlation is general, appearing in the direction normal to the neutral sheet



because of a cross tail current. In a simple magnetohydrostatic treatment, a force 

balance argument leads to the conclusion that the gradient of the anti-correlation 

is a function of the ratio of the electron to ion temperatures, as well as providing 

information regarding the spatial scales of the pressure tensors.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Basic concept

1.1.1 Quasi-neutrality

A plasma is a collection of positively and negatively charged particles, interacting 

through electromagnetic forces. If a charge imbalance occurs, the imbalance will 

attract a neutralising charge due to an electrostatic restoring force. As the electrons 

are lighter than the ions it is the electrons that will move the most. Due to the 

electron overshooting the ion and therefore feeling an opposite restoring force, the 

electrons will oscillate around the ion. The natural frequency of these oscillations 

is called the plasma frequency, uope.

Due to any relatively small charge imbalances being transient, the plasma is said 

to be quasi-neutral. For quasi-neutrality to hold, the electric Coulomb potential <j> 

from each charge q at a distance r must be sufficiently shielded by other charges:

( 1 . 1 )

47re0r
(1.2)
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where e0 is the permittivity of the vacuum. As is discussed in Baumjohann and 

Treumann (1996), the shielded potential takes the form of the Debye potential:

Ad

r
(1.3)

Thus, for a plasma to be considered quasi-neutral, the characteristic length scale 

of the system, I, must be large when compared to Ad, the Debye Length;

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, Te is the electron temperature, n is density (as

suming ne ~  Ui) and e is the charge of the electron.

1.2 Single particle motion

1.2.1 Larmor orbits

The simplest way in which plasma physics can be approached is by the analysis of 

the motion of single particles. In this regime particle interactions are ignored and 

only the effect on a single particle by electric and magnetic fields is considered. The 

equation of motion, where m, v and q are the particle mass, velocity, charge and E 

and B are the electric and magnetic field, is:

If we assume the electric field is zero and there exists a constant magnetic field, 

by differentiating Eqn. 1.5 with respect to time, the following may be obtained:

This is recognisable as an equation of simple harmonic motion with a frequency

(1.4)

m — =  q(E +  v x B) (1.5)

(1.6)
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This frequency, ujl, is known as the Larmor frequency (or the gyro frequency). 

Associated with the Larmor frequency is the Larmor (or gyro) radius:

mv±
( 1.8)

Therefore, in the presence of a magnetic field particles will gyrate around a 

‘guiding centre’ with frequency u L and at a radius of rL. These two quantities 

are magnetic field and charge dependent. It is noted that the velocity parallel to the 

magnetic field is unaffected by this motion. Thus, if the particle initially has parallel 

velocity, the effect of this interaction is to cause the guiding centre of the particle to 

move along the magnetic field. The motion of the particle will therefore be helical 

around the magnetic field line (Fig 1.1).

Figure 1.1: The motion of an electron (blue) around a magnetic field line (red). The guiding 
centre moves parallel to the magnetic field line. An ion would have a larger gyroradius and 
rotate in the opposite sense.

The angle which the magnetic field makes to the velocity is defined as the pitch 

angle, 9:

If 9 is 0° or 180° then the particles are moving parallel or anti-parallel to the 

magnetic field respectively. Other values of 9 mean that the particle has some gyro- 

motion around magnetic field lines.

9 =  arctan (1.9)



1.2.2 Drift motion

E x B drift

If a steady state electric field is introduced perpendicular to the magnetic field, dif

ferentiating Eqn. 1.5 with respect to time leads to:

d2y 2 /  E x B
=  - lu l 2 [ \ -------- — - ( 1. 10)

dt2 " \  B 2

A more intuitive solution can be shown by writing:

= - u l 2 ( v -  vd) (1.11)

where in this equation is defined as:

Vd = ^ r

This is a transformation to a frame in which the velocity of the particle is a sum 

of its gyromotion (Eqn. 1.6) plus a drift v .̂ In effect, the particle gyrates around the 

guiding centre whilst the guiding centre itself drifts across the magnetic field lines 

due to the electric field. The electric field will accelerate the particle on one half 

of the gyration and decelerate the particle on the other half. Ions, with larger mass, 

gyrate slower with large r^, and electrons gyrate quicker with small r^. In this way 

the E x B drift is charge and mass independent (Fig. 1.2).

1.2.3 Generalised drift

The concept of drift can be generalised by noting in the above case that the force 

F =  qE and writing the generalised drift equation:

v ' -  I S ?  <U 3 >

In general, it can be seen that charge independent forces will produce a charge

16



OUUllMIMJU^^ ,
Electrons E

o
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Figure 1.2: Electron and ion drift under E x B drift. With the electric (black) and magnetic 
(red) fields shown, both species drift to the right of the page. The larger, slower orbits of 
the ions are matched by the faster, smaller orbits of the electrons.

dependent drift motion where electrons and ions drift in opposite directions, i.e. a 

current. Two common examples of drifts that produce flow perpendicular to the 

magnetic field are drifts caused by gradients in the magnetic field and curvature of 

the magnetic field.

1.3 Magnetohydrodynamics

1.3.1 Concept

To determine fully the behaviour of a plasma, one must consider the full particle 

distribution in phase space. Particle distributions will be briefly mentioned in the 

next section and in the description of the instruments used in this thesis. However, 

in many cases it is not necessary to know fully the particle distribution at the mi

croscopic level. To satisfactorily describe the plasma in certain circumstances, all 

that is required is a simpler macroscopic description of the plasma (the moments of 

the distribution, such quantities as temperature, density and velocity). Ideas such as 

density, temperature and velocity are well known from fluid dynamics. The combi

nation of the theory of fluid dynamics and the fact that the plasma fluids are elec

trically conducting and are subject to internal and external electromagnetic fields, 

gives rise to the theory (Alfven, 1942) known as magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).
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MHD is essentially a simplified set of fluid and electrodynamic equations and can 

describe most plasma behaviour. In this discussion of MHD, quasi-neutrality is as

sumed, therefore n* «  ne =  n. As discussed above quasi-neutrality is valid when 

the length scales are larger than XD. The approximation that is MHD is valid for 

length scales larger than a gyroradius, and for frequencies smaller than the gyrofre- 

quency.

For electron and ion masses of m  and M  the mass density is defined as:

p =  riiM +  nem  «  n il/ (1-14)

The local charge density a, as:

a = ( r i i -  ne) e (1.15)

The current density j, thus;

j =  e (ni\ l -  ne\ e) «  ne (v* -  ve) (1.16)

where v* and ve denote the ion and electron bulk velocity respectively.

The continuity equation for species s is:

^  +  V - ( n sv,) =  0 (1.17)

which describes the conservation of number density (as well as mass and charge). 

The simplest equation of state is often assumed, p oc n1 with 7 =  5/3.

With these equations, an equation of motion can be derived (Baumjohann and

Treumann, 1996) for species s;

=  M e  (E +  v x B) - / - v .  Ps (1.18)
dr m s m s

where P is the pressure tensor and d /d t specifies a total derivative. After linearising

18



the velocity and the inclusion of a simplified collisional term that leads to the re

sistivity rj, the generalised Ohm’s law can be derived (Baumjohann and Treumann, 

1996) by subtracting the equation of motion for ions from that of electrons:

0-19)

Note that the electron pressure Pe is generally a non-isotropic tensor. This equa

tion is very important in plasma physics and will be discussed in detail later in this 

thesis. In the magnetosphere, it is generally sufficient to neglect all terms apart from 

the —Vi x B term. As will be discussed further, in certain circumstances the other 

terms can, and sometimes do, become important.

The Maxwell equations complete the set;

where c is the speed of light in free space. These are the basic equations of MHD. 

Many interesting results arise from the manipulation of these equations. For exam

ple, combining Eqn. 1.21 with the simplified version of Eqn. 1.19 gives rise to the 

magnetic induction equation:

( 1.20)

the second term in Eqn. 1.20 is neglected in the MHD approximation;

( 1-21 )

V .B =  0 ( 1.22)

(1.23)

_  =  V x (vz x B) +  t?V2B 
ot

(1.24)
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The first term on the right hand side of Eqn. 1.24 is the change in the magnetic 

field over time associated with plasma motion, the second is associated with the 

diffusion of magnetic field lines through plasma. The ratio of the first to the second 

term is called the magnetic Reynolds number, R m. When R m is much larger than 

unity the diffusion term is negligible and no diffusion of magnetic field lines through 

plasma can occur. This is commonly known as the ‘frozen flux’ approximation 

(Alfven, 1942). In the frozen flux approximation, the plasma and magnetic field 

are frozen together and the amount of flux through any surface convecting in the 

plasma remains constant. This means that if the plasma moves the magnetic field 

must move with it and visa versa. This concept is important in the discussion of the 

behaviour of planetary magnetic fields. If R m is much larger than unity then the 

electric field, as discussed above, is given only by —v* x B.

1.3.2 Magnetic forces

The magnetic force density is expressed in the j  x B terms in Eqns. 1.18 and 1.19. 

By substituting the current density with Eqn. 1.20 the magnetic force density term 

can be resolved into quantities known as magnetic tension and pressure

The first term on the RHS of this equation is the magnetic pressure, the second 

being the magnetic tension. In this interpretation of magnetic force, the two terms 

arise from an over or under-density of magnetic flux relative to surroundings and 

curved magnetic field lines respectively.

These forces describe the way in which the magnetic field behaves. Therefore 

kinked magnetic field lines will have a j  x B such directed as to straighten them 

(Fig. 1.3), inversely proportional to the radius of curvature, and a high magnetic 

flux density will have a j  x B directed down the pressure gradient (Fig. 1.4).

The magnetic pressure can be directly compared to the plasma pressure in the

20



Magnetic tension

Figure 1.3: Magnetic tension force density (black) arising from a curved magnetic field 
line. The amount of tension is inversely proportional to the local radius of curvature of the 
magnetic field line.

Magnetic
pressure

Figure 1.4: Magnetic pressure force density (black) arising from an over density of mag
netic field (red).

concept of plasma 0, the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure.

(nekTe +  riikTi)
0 = (1.26)

|B |2/2/x0

This quantity determines which forces dominate the plasma-magnetic field sys

tem. If 0  is low the magnetic forces are dominant, whereas when 0  is large the 

plasma forces are dominant.
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1.4 Plasma physics in the solar system

1.4.1 The Solar Wind

The Sun is a star with intermediate luminosity and size and is the primary energy 

source for the entire solar system. The upper solar atmosphere, the hot, tenuous and 

topologically complex corona (see Aschwanden, 2005), extends a number of solar 

radii out into space. A large plasma pressure difference exists between the solar 

corona and interplanetary space, leading to solar magnetic field and plasma being 

driven from the Sun. Rm is of the order of 1017 and suggests tfrat the magnetic field 

and plasma are frozen together. Therefore, ideal MHD should be sufficient in the 

study of the solar wind.

At 1 AU, the solar wind, composed mainly of protons and electrons with a 

smaller proportion (4%) of alpha particles, is supersonic (Parker, 1958), and can be 

classed into two sub-types; slow and fast solar wind (McComas et al., 1995). Slow 

solar wind originates above, or close to, closed magnetic field loops on the Sun with 

velocity ~  300 - 500 kms'1. The fast wind originates in the cooler regions of the 

solar corona where the magnetic field is open. The velocity of fast solar wind is 

typically ~  600 - 900 kms'1.

The magnetic field in the solar wind is weak, being many orders of magnitude 

smaller than that at the surface of the Earth. Table 1.1 lists some average properties 

of the solar wind at Earth distances, however, these quantities can vary significantly. 

The solar wind exerts a large influence on the terrestrial magnetic field as will be 

discussed in this introduction.

Table 1.1: Average solar wind parameters at 1 AU from Kivelson and Russell (1995). 

As the magnetic field and plasma are frozen together, the solar magnetic field
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follows the radial plasma streamlines away from the Sun. As the Sun spins the mag

netic field is twisted into an Archimedean or Parker spiral (see Figure 1.5, Parker, 

1958), making an angle of ~  45° to the Earth-Sun line at Earth distances.

Figure 1.5: The magnetic field (black), frozen into the plasma, flows along the plasma 
streamlines (blue). As the sun spins (red), the magnetic field forms a spiral shape, the 
Parker spiral (Parker, 1958).

1.4.2 The Magnetosphere

Due to the frozen in flux approximation, the solar wind magnetic field and plasma 

cannot mix with the terrestrial magnetic field and plasma. The terrestrial magnetic 

field therefore presents an obstacle to the solar wind flow which must be diverted 

around it. A cavity is formed from a total pressure balance between these two sys

tems, called the magnetosphere. The ‘nose’ of the magnetosphere is approximately 

10 Earth radii (R^) from the Earth, but this distance, the ‘stand-off’ distance, as 

well as the overall size and shape of the magnetosphere, is dependent on the solar 

wind conditions.

The undisturbed terrestrial magnetic field, in the absence of the solar wind, 

would be almost dipolar, and tilted approximately 110 to the rotation axis.
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A coordinate system often used in the magnetosphere is the Geocentric Solar 

Ecliptic (GSE) system (see Hapgood, 1992). In this system the X axis points from 

the Earth towards the Sun. The Z axis is aligned to the ecliptic north pole, with the 

Y axis completing the right hand set (and therefore pointing towards dusk). The 

zero point of these axes are defined at the centre of the Earth. Therefore, locations 

in the nightside of the magnetosphere have negative X coordinates.

A variant of this coordinate system is introduced by the tilt of the Earth’s dipole. 

In the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system, the X axis points 

again from the Earth towards the Sun, but the Z axis is defined as the projection of 

the Earth’s magnetic field dipole tilt onto the GSE YZ plane. The Y axis completes 

the set and again points towards dusk.

The magnetosphere consists of various regions that will be discussed in the re

maining parts of section 1.4, and are shown in Fig. 1.6. Briefly, they are the dayside 

magnetosphere where the dipole-like terrestrial field lines are compressed by the 

solar wind, the cusps at the Earth’s magnetic poles, the inner magnetosphere close 

to the Earth where the radiation belts lie and the nightside magnetosphere where the 

terrestrial magnetic field lines are stretched away from the sun.

Bow shock

Magnetopause

Lobes

Plasma sheet
Solar wind

Plasmasphere

Cusp
Magnetosheath

Figure 1.6: The magnetosphere of Earth. Various important magnetospheric regions are 
marked and will be discussed in this introduction.
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1.4.3 Bow shock and dayside magnetosphere

The solar wind upstream of the magnetosphere is supersonic (i.e. the speed of the 

solar wind is faster than the speed of any pressure wave that could act to divert the 

flow around the obstacle presented by the magnetosphere). A shock wave standing 

in the flow is therefore formed in order to slow the solar wind down to subsonic 

speeds, the shocked solar wind then flows around the magnetosphere. The kinetic 

energy of the solar wind plasma is converted to thermal energy at this bow shock. 

This region of slowed solar wind located between the shock and the outer boundary 

of the magnetosphere is known as the magnetosheath.

The boundary between the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere is called the 

magnetopause. This boundary is a thin current sheet acting to separate these two 

topologically different regions (Chapman and Ferraro, 1931; Dungey, 1961).

The ionosphere is important in the study of the magnetosphere as it is the loca

tion of closure of different current systems. As will be discussed later, observations 

of the aurora, or particles coming from other parts of the magnetosphere (i.e. the 

plasma sheet) colliding with neutrals in the ionosphere, can be used as a diagnostic 

of magnetospheric activity.

The ionosphere is created by the ionisation of the upper atmosphere by solar ra

diation. Particles in the ionosphere that have enough energy to escape the attraction 

of gravity form the plasmasphere. The plasma in the plasmasphere is cool (~  1 eV) 

and dense ( r 103 cm 3).

The radiation belts (van Allen, 1981) consist of energetic, trapped, field aligned 

particle populations that can cause damage to spacecraft. The radiation belts are 

more dense at the equator as interactions with the neutral atmosphere removes par

ticles at lower altitudes. The outer belt consists of energetic electrons (~  1 MeV), 

with a small amount of protons. The inner radiation belt consists mainly of high 

energy protons, to ~  100s of MeV.
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1.4.4 Nightside magnetosphere

The nightside magnetosphere, also called the magnetotail or simply the tail, extends 

many hundreds of from the Earth and is, in its most simplified form, cylindrical 

(see Fig. 1.6). The two parts of the magnetotail, defined by the opposing directions 

of the magnetic field, are separated by a current that flows across the magnetotail 

(Ness, 1965). This cross tail current flows from dawn to dusk (+Y in the GSM coor

dinate system). At the centre of the current sheet where the magnetic field reverses 

the magnetic field can become negligibly small (if the system is two dimensional, 

the magnetic field is zero by definition at this point). This region is known as the 

neutral sheet. Figure 1.7 is a schematic of the magnetotail, indicating some of the 

different plasma regions that exist, the magnetic field and the neutral sheet.

Earth

<•>

Magnetic field

Plasma sheet boundary layer 

Lobes

Plasma sheet 

Open-closed boundary 

Neutral sheet 

Magnetopause

Figure 1.7: Schematic view of the magnetotail of the Earth (not to scale). The magnetic 
field topology, and different regions of the magnetotail are marked. The polar region to 
which open (lobes) and closed (plasma sheet) magnetic field map are indicated on a cartoon 
Earth. The GSM coordinate system is indicated. Note that the lobes are generally much 
larger in spatial extent than the plasma sheet.

Above the neutral sheet the magnetic field lines point towards the Earth and
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map to the northern polar ionosphere. The magnetic field points away from the 

Earth below the neutral sheet, being connected to the Earth through the southern 

polar ionosphere. A number of distinct regions in the magnetotail exist, defined by 

their proximity to the neutral sheet and by their connectivity (Fig. 1.7).

Above and below the neutral sheet, magnetic field lines in the ‘lobes’ are con

nected to the northern or southern polar ionosphere only, and are open to the Inter

planetary Magnetic Field (IMF). The lobes that contain these ‘open’ magnetic field 

lines are characterised by low to negligible plasma density and large magnetic field 

strengths (~  50 nT at X = -20 R e).

‘Plasma sheet’magnetic field lines are connected to both the northern and south

ern polar ionospheres and are termed ‘magnetically closed’. Closed magnetic field 

lines reverse in the magnetotail through the neutral sheet (not shown in Fig. 1.7). 

This is the region in which most of the magnetotail plasma is located. This area is 

characterised by relatively high plasma density (~  1 cm-3) and low magnetic field 

strengths (0 to 10 nT). During active times in the magnetosphere, the proportion 

of heavier ionospheric ions can become large (Shelley et al., 1972). In this thesis, 

a working definition of the plasma sheet is assumed to be where (3 > 0.3 (East

man et al., 1984; Baumjohann et al., 1989). In the polar ionospheres, the boundary 

between open (lobes) and closed (plasma sheet) magnetic field lines is called the 

‘Open-Closed Boundary’ (OCB).

Topologically, the location and orientation of the plasma sheet and lobes can 

vary significantly, but in a simplified magnetosphere the plasma sheet surrounds 

and encompasses the neutral sheet, above and below which are the magnetic lobes. 

A boundary layer exists between the plasma sheet and lobes (Eastman et al., 1984) 

called the plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL). Strong field aligned beams of parti

cles are often observed in this layer (e.g. Eastman et al., 1984; Eastman et al., 1985; 

Parks et al., 1998; Henderson et al., 2006b).
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1.4.5 Magnetospheric current systems

Currents in the magnetosphere arise to separate regions across which the magnetic 

field strength or direction changes (by Ampere’s law, Eqn. 1.20), such as at the 

magnetotail neutral sheet and the magnetopause (see Fig. 1.8). The dayside mag

netopause or Chapman-Ferraro (Chapman and Ferraro, 1931) currents flow in a 

duskward direction, as does the magnetotail neutral sheet current in the centre of 

the plasma sheet. The magnetopause tail current, flowing on the outer boundary of 

the tail, flows in the dawn ward direction. Due to the differential drift of the ions and 

electrons (due in turn to the different directions of drift for gradient and curvature 

drift) in the radiation belts, a westward ring current is set up (Frank, 1967). Cur

rents flowing in the polar ionosphere are connected to those in the magnetosphere 

via field aligned, or Birkeland currents (Birkeland, 1908).

Figure 1.8: The magnetospheric current systems, from Baumjohann and Treumann (1996). 
The tail magnetopause current is shown by the arrow at the right hand edge of the plot.
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1.5 Reconnection

1.5.1 Motivation: The Dungey cycle

The solar wind does not simply flow around the magnetosphere. There is some 

intermixing of solar wind into the magnetosphere made possible by the so-called 

reconnection process. For example, if two anti-parallel magnetic field lines come 

into contact it is possible that they may reconnect to achieve a lower total energy 

state. A magnetic X-point will therefore be formed (Parker, 1957; Petschek, 1964; 

Vasyliunas, 1979).

i

Figure 1.9: Two anti-parallel magnetic field lines (1) come together (2), they then recon
nect through the current sheet (3) which changes the magnetic topology. The magnetic 
field lines begin to move apart (4) under magnetic tension. The current sheets that exist to 
separate two topologically different regions are marked in purple.

In Fig. 1.9 a schematic outline of the magnetic reconnection process is given. In 

1, two oppositely directed magnetic field lines are drawn. A current sheet will exist 

to separate these two regions (purple). In 2, the two magnetic field lines are drawn 

approaching a central point (note that in general, the magnetic field in the horizontal
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component of Fig. 1.9 is significantly larger than that in the vertical component). 

At this central point, 3, the magnetic field lines can disconnect and reconnect across 

the current sheet. The j x B force, or more specifically the magnetic tension force, 

will then force the magnetic field lines to move apart and straighten, 4.

Figure 1.10: The Dungey cycle. In this schematic, two magnetic field lines from the solar 
wind and Earth (1) connect at the magnetopause. After reconnection (2), they move around 
the magnetosphere embedded in the solar wind flow (2-6), being connected to the IMF at 
one end and the Earth at the other. The magnetic field lines reconnect at the Distant Neutral 
Line (DNL, 7), creating two new magnetic field lines (8), one moving back towards the 
Earth in the magnetotail wholly connected to the Earth and one in the solar wind wholly 
connected to the IMF. Figure adapted from Baumjohann and Treumann (1996).

Figure 1.10 shows a schematic of the Dungey cycle (Dungey, 1961). The mag

netic field lines marked by the numbers 1 to 8 will now be discussed. The magnetic 

field of the Earth and Sun meet at the subsolar point (1) and can reconnect in a 

way such that magnetic field lines (and associated plasma) move away from the 

X-point under magnetic tension (2), the dayside magnetosphere is eroded (Aubry 

et al., 1970). These magnetic field lines will then be connected to the Earth at one 

end and open into the IMF at the other. The magnetic field and plasma will therefore 

convect with the magnetosheath flow (3-6) and move around the Earth, moving into
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the magnetosphere and then the magnetotail (Cowley, 1980). This process therefore 

moves flux into the magnetosphere across the magnetopause. In order to maintain 

a steady state this flux must be removed from the magnetosphere in some process. 

This happens in the magnetotail where an X-point in formed (7), the Distant Neu

tral Line (DNL) approximately ~  100 downtail (Slavin et al., 1985). Magnetic 

flux and plasma that is tailward of this point will not be connected to the Earth and 

will be ejected from the tail. After DNL reconnection, two new magnetic field lines 

will be created (8), one moving back towards the Earth in the magnetotail wholly 

connected to the Earth and one in the solar wind wholly connected to the IMF. In 

this way a steady state may be achieved, where the reconnection process cycles the 

solar wind plasma and magnetic field through the magnetosphere. Reconnection 

is therefore a process which can result in the entire magnetospheric magnetic field 

being reconfigured.

1.5.2 The applicability of MHD to reconnection theory

In the magnetosphere, a global electric field, the convection electric field or ‘recon

nection electric field’(E^), exists across the magnetotail. It is this electric field that 

causes an E x B drift of material towards the reconnecting region, the X-line, from 

both above and below the current sheet.

On a global scale the reconnection electric field can be supported by MHD. 

However, at the current sheet, when the length scale is reduced to a certain point, 

the ions start to diffuse across the magnetic field lines and no longer move with the 

magnetic field. This ‘ion diffusion region ’(Sonnerup, 1979) has a scale size of the 

ion inertial length, where the inertial length of species 5, As, is given by:

In the magnetotail, the ion diffusion region is on the order of a few hundred km 

at X = -20 Re - In addition, the same process occurs for the electrons at the electron

e0m sc
(1.27)
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inertial length, Ae, in the electron diffusion region. In the magnetotail this region is 

on the order of a few km at X = -20 R#. The cause of the diffusion could be due 

to non-ideal MHD (i.e. anomalous resistivity, Labelle and Treumann, 1988; Watt 

et al., 2002; Petkaki et al., 2003; Petkaki et al., 2006) or other additional effects 

outside ideal MHD such as the divergence of the electron pressure (Hesse et al., 

1999; Kuznetsova et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2001). It is within these diffusion regions 

that MHD breaks down and electrons and ions diffuse across the magnetic field 

lines.

The diffusion of the plasma across the magnetic field allows the breaking and 

reconnection of the magnetic field lines as seen in Panels 2 to 4 in Fig. 1.9. After 

the reconnection, the highly kinked magnetic field lines will move away from the 

X-line under magnetic tension.

1.5.3 Reconnection Theory

The first steady state model of reconnection was the Sweet-Parker model (Parker, 

1957). In this MHD model, the magnetic field is reconnected in a long and narrow 

diffusion region (Fig. 1.11).

The efficiency of this reconnection process, also known as the Sweet-Parker 

reconnection rate, 1ZSP , defined by the ratio of the outflow velocity to the inflow 

velocity:

n SP = R~1/2 (1.28)

As discussed in Section 1.3.1, R m in space plasmas is generally very high and 

is usually considered high enough for these plasmas to be considered collisionless. 

In the Sweet-Parker model reconnection is very slow; the model effectively predict

ing that reconnection is not an important process in the magnetosphere. There is 

a large body of evidence in the scientific literature (including this thesis) that sug

gests reconnection is an important process. A model was developed by Petschek
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Diffusion region Inflow

^  Magnetic field Outflow

Figure 1.11: The magnetic field topology around an X-line in the Sweet-Parker model.

(1964) where the diffusion region is shrunk to a much smaller size. In the Sweet- 

Parker model all the reconnecting material must pass through the diffusion regions, 

whereas in the Petschek model only a small fraction of the reconnecting material 

must do this. The diffusion region can therefore become much smaller. Most of the 

material abruptly changes direction from inflow to outflow at shocks (Fig. 1.12).

In this way the physics inside the small diffusion region in which the reconnec

tion happens is not important, the solution can be constructed by analysing the MHD 

shocks away from the central X-point. For large Reynolds numbers, the Petschek 

reconnection rate is given by:

For a given magnetic Reynolds number, Petschek reconnection is a vastly more 

efficient process in which to merge magnetic field lines.

The first improvement on ideal or resistive MHD is to relax the neglect of the 

Hall term in Ohm’s law (Lighthill, 1960). This allows the diffusion of the magnetic

ftp = ^InRi (1.29)
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Shock Inflow

Magnetic field Outflow

Figure 1.12: The magnetic field topology around an X-line in the Petschek model. A small 
diffusion region exists at the centre of the picture.

field from the ion fluid, but not the electron fluid, in the ion diffusion region. This 

theory is known as Hall-MHD (Witalis, 1986) and has often been used in simula

tions (e.g. Yin et al., 2001).

1.6 Substorms

The substorm is a very important process in studies of space plasma physics in the 

magnetotail. The substorm process (Akasofu, 1964; Akasofu, 1968; McPherron, 

1970) can be separated into three distinct phases, with the magnetotail dynamics 

being shown in Fig. 1.13.

Initially, the magnetosphere is in equilibrium. The first phase (panel 1), the 

growth phase, is where the magnetic flux stored in the tail lobes increases. This is 

usually associated with southward IMF Bz  and dayside reconnection (not shown in 

this figure). In fact, all that is required for a substorm growth phase is that more 

magnetic flux be added to the system on the dayside than is removed on the night

side. The increased amount of flux in the tail leads to a flaring of the tail lobes,
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Figure 1.13: The evolution of a substorm. From growth (panel 1), expansion (panel 2) and 
recovery phases (panel 3). From Baumjohann and Treumann (1996).

which in turn leads to the pressure building across the magnetotail. Flux is added to 

the polar cap, which expands equatorwards (Russell, 1972; Cowley and Lockwood, 

1992; Chisham and Freeman, 2003). The additional pressure exerted on the magne

totail is transferred to the plasma sheet and causes it to thin (e.g. Hones et al., 1967, 

Hones et al., 1984, Dewhurst et al., 2004).

This thinning of the plasma sheet leads to the formation of a Near Earth Neutral 

Line (NENL), an X-line with the same topology as Fig. 1.9, generally considered 

to be located in the region of X = -20 to -30 (Baker et al., 1996; Nagai et al., 

1997). Associated with this NENL formation is the diversion of part of the current 

inside the plasma sheet via field aligned currents through the ionosphere (McPher- 

ron et al., 1973b), the Substorm Current Wedge (SCW). A large increase in the AE 

index, derived from the horizontal component of the magnetic field at the surface of
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the Earth and a measure of auroral current activity, is observed. In this phase (panel 

2), the expansion phase, the energy stored in the magnetotail is explosively released 

in reconnection at the NENL. Flux is removed from the polar cap, which contracts 

polewards. The aurora (Akasofu, 1964; Akasofu, 1968) and particle beams ob

served in the PSBL (Eastman et al., 1984; Eastman et al., 1985; Parks et al., 1998) 

at this time may be explained by acceleration at a reconnection X-line. In the NENL 

model (McPherron et al., 1973b; Baker et al., 1996), one or more X-lines will be 

formed due to a global reconnection electric field (see section 1.5.2). When the re

connection propagates out to the lobe magnetic field lines all the material tailwards 

of the X-line will move away from the Earth in the anti-sunward direction, often 

in the form of a large bubble of plasma and magnetic field, a plasmoid (Schindler, 

1974). All the material Earthwards of the X-line will move towards the Earth, in 

a Bursty Bulk Flow (BBF) (Baumjohann et al., 1990a; Angelopoulos et al., 1992; 

Angelopoulos et al., 1994; Schodel et al., 2001). Observations by Slavin et al. 

(2002) revealed a close temporal correlation between Earthward BBFs and tailward 

plasmoid ejection using two spacecraft in the tail, suggesting that these phenom

ena were the result of the outflow from reconnection events. Dipolarisations of 

the magnetic field may be observed (Fairfield and Ness, 1970; McPherron et al., 

1973a), associated with the reduction in the cross tail current caused by the SCW, 

where the field moves from a highly stretched Earthwards-tailwards configuration 

to a more dipolar-like configuration due to the reconnection further down tail and 

the propagation of material Earthwards.

The NENL then retreats down the tail with the solar wind flow to become the 

DNL in the final, or recovery, stage (panel 3). Plasma flows, of many hundreds 

of kms-1 are often observed (Angelopoulos et al., 1994) as the NENL passes the 

observing spacecraft. Other manifestations of this phase of the substorm are known, 

such as the flapping motions (Sergeev et al., 2006) associated with the energisation 

of the plasma sheet as well as a thickening of the plasma sheet (Bame et al., 1967).
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Alternative substorm models exist, where the cause and effect discussed above 

is different, the most popular being the Current Disruption model (see the review 

by Lui, 1996). In this model, a disruption of the cross-tail current, usually by some 

instability, causes the dipolarisation of the magnetic field close to the Earth via the 

SCW. This then propagates down the tail and causes an X-line to form. Unfortu

nately, the time resolution needed to confirm either (or both) model is smaller than 

the time resolution currently available (usually the resolution of imaging cameras 

to image the substorm onset time from images of the ionosphere). In the near fu

ture missions such as Double Star (Liu et al., 2005) or THEMIS, that use multiple 

spacecraft to achieve global magnetospheric coverage, should be able to add to this 

debate.

1.6.1 Flux ropes

As mentioned above, there is no reason why only one magnetospheric X-line may 

form in the tail. If the magnetic field lines in the magnetotail become close to 

anti-parallel over a large distance, many X-lines may form (Lee, 1995) in a pro

cess called Multiple X-point Reconnection (MXR). In this way the magnetic field 

between each X-line can form flux ropes (Elphic et al., 1986; Hughes and Sibeck, 

1987; Slavin et al., 2003b), coiled ropes of magnetic field. These flux ropes will then 

be embedded in the outflow from the X-line. These flux ropes can cause bulges in 

the plasma sheet, Travelling Compression Regions (TCRs), observed as a transient 

plasma sheet excursion or distortions of the lobe magnetic field (Slavin et al., 1992; 

Slavin et al., 2003c; Owen et al., 2005). Flux ropes and TCRs are thus interpreted 

as evidence for reconnection in the magnetotail.
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Chapter 2

Instrumentation and techniques

2.1 The Cluster mission and its experiments

The original Cluster I satellites were destroyed after the launch failure of Ariane 5 

in 1996. A mission utilising the Cluster I flight spare, Phoenix, was proposed but 

it was decided that the aims of the original Cluster mission could not be achieved 

with one spacecraft. The decision was made in 1997 to rebuild the Cluster I mission, 

Cluster II.

The Cluster II (now generally referred to simply as ‘Cluster’) spacecraft were 

launched on the 16thJuly and the 9thAugust 2000 from the Russian cosmodrome in 

Baikonour, Kazakhstan. They were launched on two Soyuz rockets, each carry

ing two Cluster satellites. The spacecraft reached the first of their many tetrahe

dral constellations by the end of August, the mission being declared operational on 

l stFebruary 2001 after commissioning.

Cluster is in a polar orbit with apogee and perigee at 19.6 and 4 respec

tively. The plane of the orbit is fixed in inertial space. As the year evolves, the 

Earth sweeps through the fixed plane allowing full coverage of the magnetosphere. 

The orbits of each spacecraft are designed such that an optimised tetrahedron is 

formed for multi-spacecraft methods in different parts of the magnetosphere at cer

tain points of the year. For example, the ‘tail season’ occurs between approximately
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June and November, where the apogee is in the magnetotail. During this time the 

spacecraft cross the neutral sheet from the north to the south, and can spend many 

hours in the plasma sheet. However, apogee is not necessarily at the neutral sheet 

crossing location. As the plasma sheet is dynamic, the neutral sheet can in fact pass 

over the spacecraft more than once in one orbit, leading to multiple observations of 

the neutral sheet. The ‘dayside season’ occurs between approximately November 

and June, the tetrahedron being optimised for observations of the magnetopause, 

bow shock and cusp. At perigee the spacecraft follow each other on approximately 

the same trajectory, leading to the term ‘string of pearls’ configuration. This con

figuration can be used to perform temporal variation analysis, but is however not 

utilised in this thesis.

The separation of the individual Cluster spacecraft within the tetrahedron has 

changed throughout the mission. The periods studied in this thesis occurred during 

the 2003 tail season, during which the average separation between spacecraft was 

approximately 200 km in the plasma sheet.

The multi-spacecraft nature of Cluster can be used to provide a three dimen

sional viewpoint of plasma physics processes in various regions of the magneto

sphere. Each spacecraft carries identical instrumentation making inter-spacecraft 

comparison of physical parameters at high time resolution theoretically simple, 

however this can become difficult in practice. The instrumental complement of 

each Cluster spacecraft is outlined in Table 2.1. Note that the DWP, EFW, STAFF, 

WBD and WHISPER form the wave experiment consortium.

This thesis utilises data from the PEACE, FGM, CIS and EFW instruments. As 

well as the electric field, the spacecraft potential can be measured by EFW and is 

sometimes used in the calculation of moments from the PEACE instrument (see 

section 2.2.5). These instruments are described in this chapter.
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Table 2.1: The instrumental complement of each Cluster spacecraft (after Escoubet et al., 
2001).

2.2 PEACE

The Plasma Electron And Current Experiment (PEACE) detectors aboard Cluster 

(Johnstone et al., 1997; Fazakerley et al., 20071) measure the full three dimensional 

electron velocity distribution function. In fact, each PEACE instrument consists of 

two ‘top hat’ sensors mounted on opposite sides of each Cluster spacecraft, as well 

as a Data Processing Unit (DPU). Both sensors can measure the distribution from 

0.6 eV to 26 keV. The sensitivity of one sensor, the Low Energy Electron Analyser 

(LEEA), is lower than the other, the High Energy Electron Analyser (HEEA), in 

order to measure the higher fluxes generally seen at lower energies.

2.2.1 Top hat analysers

A top hat analyser consists of two nested hemispherical surfaces called deflection 

plates (see Fig. 2.1). If an electric field is set up between the two plates an electron 

(or in principle, an ion) with the appropriate energy will be able to pass around the 

gap. Electrons with other energies will hit the hemispherical surface and not be de

tected. In this way, by selecting the applied electric field, a top hat analyser can be 

‘tuned’ to detect certain energies of electrons from the full 360° distribution. The

1 Manuscript in preparation.
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detection of a single electron is difficult, therefore two semi-annular Micro-Channel 

Plates (MCPs, grey rectangle in Fig. 2.1) are arranged such that an incoming elec

tron will cause a cascade of secondary electrons, therefore amplifying the signal. 

With large enough gain, this cascade can be detected on a position sensitive read

out. The polar angle of the initial electron arrival direction will be measured from 

the position that the cascade is recorded on the read-out.

Figure 2.1: Cross-sectional schematic of top hat detector operation and a cross-section of 
one of the PEACE detectors (reproduced from Fazakerley et al., 2007). In the first figure, 
electrons with the ‘correct’ energy pass through the detector (trajectory marked red) and hit 
the semi-annular MCP (grey rectangle). Electrons at other energies strike the hemispheres 
and are not detected (trajectories marked blue). The hemispheres and annular MCP can be 
seen in the right hand figure.

LEEA has a lower Geometric Factor (GF) suitable for the higher fluxes typically 

seen at lower energy ranges. Physically, this is achieved by limiting the size of the 

input aperture. As the fluxes of higher energy electrons are (usually) smaller than 

that of lower energy electrons, the HEEA detector is constructed to have a larger 

GF (larger than that of LEEA by a factor of approximately 4).

Each top hat detector is mounted on the side of the spacecraft (Figure. 2.2) and 

can therefore only see 180° at any one time. As the spacecraft spins HEEA and 

LEEA combined can sample the full 3D distribution of electrons in a certain energy 

range every half-spin if the detectors measure the same energy range, or every single 

spin if the detectors measure different energy ranges.
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▲
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Figure 2.2: Detail of the location of the PEACE detectors. The detectors are marked as 
black semicircles, with their polar range and resolution (12 equally spaced bins) marked in 
red.

2.2.2 Resolution

The energy range of the sensors is from 0.6 eV to 26 keV in 88 levels. Between 0.6 

and 10 eV there are 16 linear levels. The other 72 levels are logarithmically spaced 

by a factor of ~  1.2. Each detector can sweep a maximum number of 60 levels at a 

time. The time during which the voltage is being increased to its starting voltage is 

known as the ‘flyback period’. The point at which the spin ‘starts’ is controlled by 

specifying a delay from the Sun pulse, the sweep rate being synchronised to the spin 

rate to ensure that an integer number of sweeps is made per spin. Moreover, each 

sweep consists of an integer number of accumulation bins, of which there are 1024 

per spin. The semi-annular detector ring is separated into 12 equal parts, meaning a 

15° polar resolution.

Each sensor has four modes of operation: Low Angular Resolution (LAR), 

Medium Angular Resolution (MAR, the standard mode), High Angular Resolu

tion (HAR) and Fixed Energy (FE). In FE mode the detectors can be set a constant 

energy level up to 1.8 keV. This mode is generally for operations use and thus will 

not be discussed here.
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LAR

In LAR mode the full 4 n angular coverage is composed of a grid of 12 polar bins 

by 16 azimuthal bins. 60 energy samples are recorded in each sweep.

MAR

MAR is the standard mode of operation. The azimuthal angular resolution is higher, 

12 polar bins by 32 azimuthal bins, whilst the time of the energy sweep is halved, 30 

energy samples are recorded. Note that 60 energy levels are covered (as in LAR), 

but two of these levels are combined into one energy sample.

HAR

The angular resolution is again higher, 12 polar bins by 64 azimuthal bins, with the 

sweep time again halved, only 15 energy samples are recorded. Note that only 30 

levels are covered, with two levels combined into one energy sample (similarly to 

MAR).

Table 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 detail the energy and angular resolution.

Mode Energy Angular resolution
coverage resolution samples azimuthal polar
(levels) (levels bin-1) (bins) (degrees) (degrees)

LAR 60 1 60 22.500° 15°
MAR 60 2 30 11.250° 15°
HAR 30 2 15 5.625° 15°

Table 2.2: PEACE modes

In addition, each PEACE detector can be set to cover a different energy range. 

Fig. 2.4 shows some of these ranges. As discussed above, if the detectors cover 

the same energy range (b), products covering this energy range can be returned 

each half spin, although it can be seen in this case that the full energy range is not 

covered.

Each detector can be in different modes at different times. It is common in the 

magnetotail for HEEA to be in MAR mode covering high energies (34 eV to 26
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Figure 2.3: PEACE angular resolution modes from Johnstone et al. (1997)

keV, the top, overlap and bottom ranges indicated in Fig. 2.4) with LEEA in HAR 

mode covering an intermediate range (83 eV to 2.3 keV, the overlap range indicated 

in Fig. 2.4). In this way HEEA completely overlaps LEEA.

2.2.3 Telemetry

There are six different science telemetry output rates allocated to PEACE, known 

(also) as modes (Table 2.3).

In nominal operation, Cluster operates in normal mode (NM1), however there
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Figure 2.4: The different energy ranges that may be observed by the PEACE instrument. 
Adapted from Johnstone et al. (1997).

Mode Bits telemetered per second
Normal mode 1 2515.42
Normal mode 2 1521.67
Normal mode 3 3540.22
Burst mode 1 15980.68
Burst mode 2 3658.23
Burst mode 3 1926.00

Table 2.3: Cluster mode operations
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are infrequent burst mode (BM1) times designed to observe specific regions of the 

magnetosphere.

2.2.4 Other electron sources

When spacecraft are subject to solar ultraviolet radiation, photoelectrons can be 

emitted from the spacecraft via the photoelectric effect. This effect leads to the 

spacecraft having a positive potential (Pedersen, 1995; Szita et al., 2001; Torkar 

et al., 2001). Those electrons that have an energy larger than this potential are able 

to escape. However, electrons that are at a lower energy than this potential will be 

attracted back to the spacecraft or trapped in the vicinity of the spacecraft. These 

electrons can then enter the instruments and be detected. Note also that higher 

energy electrons that do not exit the spacecraft surface along the normal may enter 

straight into the detectors.

The spacecraft potential will be determined by the requirement to balance the 

current arriving at and leaving the spacecraft. These currents are caused by elec

trons leaving via the photoelectric effect, which depends on the level of light, and 

electrons being attracted by the positive spacecraft potential, which depends on the 

potential and the number density of electrons.

In the plasma sheet, the main concern of this thesis, the spacecraft potential 

is kept low by the high plasma density. In other areas of the magnetosphere, for 

example the magnetotail lobes, the spacecraft potential can become high due to the 

low plasma density.

If the spacecraft potential is non-zero, the electron velocity distributions mea

sured by the PEACE detectors will be modified. This modification is a difference 

between the velocity distribution in the accelerated region near the spacecraft (the 

one that is measured) and the velocity distribution outside this region (the ‘cor

rect’ distribution).

Depending on where the PEACE energy ranges are set, the energy of the space
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craft potential, and therefore the photoelectrons, is often, especially in the magne

totail plasma sheet, below the bottom of the energies measured by PEACE. In the 

calculation of ground moments (see section 2.2.5), the spacecraft potential, how

ever small, is still taken into account due to the fact that it modifies the electron 

population. On-board moments do not have a spacecraft potential correction, but 

do exclude all electrons below 10 eV.

The PEACE instruments may also detect secondary electrons caused by the col

lision of high energy electrons with the insides of the instrument that may not have 

been deflected sufficiently by the electric field. If these secondary electrons have 

the appropriate energy to be deflected correctly by the electric field then they will 

be detected. In addition, if solar ultraviolet radiation enters the instrument, photo

electrons may be generated inside the instrument. These effects are minimised by 

the use of baffles, consisting of a series of plates inside the aperture (see right hand 

part of Fig. 2.1) as well as the use of a diffusely reflecting, absorbant coating on all 

internal surfaces. It is noted that LEEA has a smaller aperture which also reduces 

these factors.

The expected effect of both internal secondary electrons and photoelectrons is 

shown in Fig. 2.5. In the generation of ground moments, the spacecraft potential 

of 4 eV would be subtracted, whereas with on-board moments, all electrons with 

energies less that 10 eV (i.e. all those shown) are ignored.

2.2.5 Data products

If one is interested only in the macrophysical physical quantities (the moments), 

the most efficient use of telemetry would be to perform all calculations on-board 

the spacecraft and telemeter the produced macroscopic values. However, due to 

underlying physical reasons (such as multiple populations, non-zero spacecraft po

tential, photoelectrons) this is not always the most accurate method. To be of most 

advantage, the raw data must be telemetered to the ground and processed. As the
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Figure 2.5: The different electron populations that may be observed by the PEACE in
strument (from Johnstone et al., 1997). These effects must be considered when calculating 
moments of the distribution.
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PEACE instrument collects data at a rate of over 3 Mbits s-1 a significant amount of 

compression of the data must take place. A hierarchy of data products is therefore 

used, with different products being given different ranks to reflect their importance 

(Table 2.4).

Product Size (bytes per spin) Abbreviation
Moments (CORE) 168 MOM
s/c potential (estimated, CORE) 7 SCP
Pitch angle distribution 780 PAD
Low-energy reduced 192 LER
3D reduced resolution 2880 3DR
3D single sensor variable 3DX
3D full resolution 23040 3DF

Table 2.4: PEACE data products

Moment calculations

If one can measure a 3D velocity distribution of particles, one can use a set of equa

tions to derive macroscopic measurable quantities, such as density and bulk velocity 

(Baumjohann and Treumann, 1996; Paschmann et al., 1998). The distribution is a 

function of electron velocity, position and time. As the macroscopic quantities are 

a function of position and time only, they can be calculated by integrating over

velocity. This integration is called taking moments. The \th moment has the form:

Mi  (x. t ) =  r  f  (v. x. t) \ ld \  (2.1)
J — oc

Only the first few moments of the distribution are of scientific interest.

The zeroth order moment can be identified with the number density:

n  =  f  f  (v) dv (2.2)
J —oc

The bulk flow velocity is related to the first order moment:

1 r°°
yb =  -  /  v /  (v) d \  (2.3)

n J-oo
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This flow is an average of the flow velocity of the particle species under con

sideration (i.e. electrons, protons). It is not an individual particle velocity (v) and 

therefore can be unrepresentative of the plasma if the distribution contains multiple 

populations.

The second order moment gives rise to the pressure (a tensor):

The heat flux vector (q) describes a flow of heat in a direction that may or may 

not be the direction of the main flow. It is the trace of the third moment (a dyad):

Of course, for these products to be computed, the bulk velocity must first be 

computed. Therefore, the standard moments (Eqns. 2.6 to 2.9), which do not con

tain the bulk velocity, are computed first.

(2.4)

Density:

(2 .6)

Particle flux:

(2.7)

Stress tensor:

(2.8)

Generalised heat flux:

(2.9)
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The relative moments (Eqns. 2.2 to 2.5) are then computed from these standard 

moments via Eqns. 2.10 to 2.13 (Gowen and Birdseye, 1988):

n — n (2.10)

(2 .11)

P = P ; — m n \b \b (2 .12)

q =  q' - —  v&  • P '  - f  mnv2\b (2.13)

CORE

Moment calculations are performed on-board the spacecraft, but, as mentioned 

above, may be inaccurate. These on-board moments are then telemetered as part 

of CORE. CORE is always telemetered and has been designed such that it can be 

transmitted in the mode with least PEACE assigned telemetry. As discussed previ

ously, the on-board method does not take into account the spacecraft potential and 

simply discards the energy levels below 10 eV. This is sometimes enough to dis

card any photoelectrons, but also some useful data in some cases. If the spacecraft 

potential rises above this level the moments can become contaminated with pho

toelectrons. This process is automated and cannot be controlled from the ground. 

If the onboard moments have been calculated using out-of-date calibrations they 

cannot be re-calculated using improved calibrations (which can be uploaded to the 

spacecraft).
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PAD

When the magnetic field is in the azimuthal view of HEEA or LEEA, the minimum 

required data to construct a 2D distribution are recorded, called PAD. PEACE is sent 

the magnetic field data via the inter-experiment link one spin later. To record data 

from the appropriate zones for the construction of the PAD data product, PEACE 

must therefore assume that the magnetic field does not vary significantly from one 

spin to the next. If the magnetic field does change significantly PAD can give mis

leading results. However, with high resolution magnetic field data, this product, 

and indeed any 2D or 3D product, can be reconstructed on the ground to produce 

an unambiguous 2D distribution. In this reconstruction however, not necessarily all 

pitch angles will be recovered.

LER

The Low Energy Range (LER) consists of the linear regime at the lower end of 

the energy scale measured by PEACE (0.6 eV < Energy < 10 eV). The space

craft potential, if smaller than 10 eV, can be estimated from LER by finding the 

energy bin at which the gradient between neighbouring points in the energy spec

tra (starting from the highest energy) turns positive (see Fig. 2.5). The algorithm 

then continues down the energy spectrum and finds the energy bin with the lowest 

count. This energy level is identified with the spacecraft potential. It is this estimate 

that is telemetered by CORE. However, the spacecraft potential measured by EFW 

(section 2.5) is normally used in preference to this method.

3D distributions

3DF is the full resolution 3D velocity distribution. Owing to the large product size 

required to contain the high energy and angular resolution it is rarely telemetered. 

A reduced version (3DR) is produced where each dimension is reduced in resolu

tion. For example, in MAR mode each dimension is reduced by half, leading to a
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data product one eighth the size. In NM1 even 3DR is not telemetered every spin. 

Indeed, larger data products, such as the 3D data products, can be broken up and 

telemetered in several segments before being reassembled on the ground. These 

3D distributions telemetered over a number of spins in normal mode are useful for 

checking on-board moment calculations. Due to the extra telemetry available be

cause of an inactive CIS instrument (see section 2.4) on Cluster 2, 3DR is available 

every spin in normal mode. The EDI instrument is also inactive on Cluster 4 which 

means that PEACE is able to telemeter 3DR at higher resolution than Clusters 1 and 

3, but still not at spin resolution. This is possible due to the flexible nature of the 

PEACE telemetry mode structure. Other instruments would be unable to modify 

their telemetry methods to use additional telemetry.

In burst mode it is possible to telemeter 3DR or 3DX every spin. 3DX is a 

product that can be modified to fit the available remaining telemetry and is the full 

3DF distribution summed over polar (3DXP) or energy (3DXE) bins.

In the magnetotail in burst mode it is normal for all spacecraft to telemeter 

3DX from all HEEA sensors. For the LEEA sensors, Clusters 2 and 4 telemeter 

3DX whereas Clusters 1 and 3 telemeter 3DR. In this way the moment calculations 

can be repeated on the ground. These calculations can be done at a later stage 

with knowledge of the spacecraft potential from EFW, as well as having improved 

calibrations. The proper calibration of 3D distributions is vital for the use of novel 

multi-spacecraft techniques.

2.2.6 The Y z  problem

When the moments from PEACE are compared with other instruments aboard the 

Cluster spacecraft, a number of inconsistencies have been noted. The number den

sity of electrons from PEACE compared to WHISPER is sometimes different (this 

problem is due to GF calibration errors) in situations where they should be similar. 

In addition, a difference in Z directed velocity (in GSE) between CIS and PEACE
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can sometimes be significant (this problem is due to inter-anode calibration errors). 

It is noted that these inconsistencies may be due to errors in the calibrations of the 

PEACE, CIS or WHISPER instruments.

The spacecraft spin plane is close to the XY GSE plane. In the calculation of the 

velocity in the X direction for example, the velocity of electrons in the +X direction 

is compared to that in the -X direction. These two measurements are taken with the 

same anode in the PEACE detector. Essentially, the velocity moment is calculated 

by the summation of these velocities. Any small constant calibration error is elim

inated in the differencing. This process is similar for the entire XY (GSE) plane. 

However, as the Z direction is out-of-plane, the summation in the Z direction is 

performed with different anodes. Therefore, any small relative calibration error be

tween the anodes will be important, giving a Vz offset. This problem, the so-called 

‘V^ problem’ is spacecraft, sensor, energy and MCP gain dependent, being more 

pronounced at higher energies. Figure 2.6 shows a plot of electron velocity from 

PEACE and proton velocity from CIS-CODIF. A large difference can be seen in the 

Z component of the velocity. In some circumstances the velocities of electrons and 

ions are unequal (i.e. current), but a difference on this scale is probably an unphysi

cal artifact due to the Vz  problem. Indeed, even if a difference between proton and 

electron velocities is physical, the PEACE detectors should approximately agree if 

they are in the same physical region (as in this example, where the spacecraft are in 

the plasma sheet with small separation). For this reason, intervals where agreement 

are expected are chosen in the calibration of data.

A large amount of effort has been put into the proper calibration of moments 

by the PEACE team. Initially, a least-squares fit was used in order to determine 

certain ‘correction factors’that, when multiplied by the phase space density, made 

the PEACE density agree with the CIS or WHISPER density and the PEACE veloc

ity agree with the CIS velocity. These correction factors were calculated for each 

anode from each sensor, and were gain and energy dependent. However, due to the
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Figure 2.6: PEACE and CIS velocity before Wz correction.

irreproducibility of the results, a new method has recently been implemented.

In this new method, the inter-anode calibration is improved without the need to 

fit PEACE velocities to CIS velocities. Intervals are chosen where the isotropy (or 

anisotropy) of the plasma is approximately constant, and a parabola is used to fit the 

differential energy flux versus pitch angle profile. Correction factors can be derived 

by realising that each anode should give the same profile. Producing histograms of 

velocity (not shown) with this method shows that the velocities are centred close to 

zero, having been significantly offset from zero previously. These correction factors 

are energy and gain dependent. PEACE is still compared to WHISPER in order to 

improve the density.

Figure 2.7 shows the same quantities as shown in Fig. 2.6 after the PEACE team 

has applied various improved calibrations. It is noted that the electron velocities 

are more variable than the ion velocities. This is due to the fact that the thermal 

velocity of electrons is generally much higher than the bulk velocity, whereas it is 

comparable for ions. As will be discussed below, many of the methods in this thesis 

rely on differencing techniques from spacecraft to spacecraft, therefore an accurate
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determination of electron moments from each spacecraft is necessary.
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Figure 2.7: PEACE and CIS velocity after Vz  correction.

2 . 3  T h e  F l u x g a t e  M a g n e t o m e t e r  ( F G M )

Each Cluster spacecraft carries an identical FGM instrument (Balogh et al., 2001). 

The instrument consists of two tri-axial fluxgate magnetic field sensors located on 

one of the two radial booms of the spacecraft and a Data Processing Unit (DPU) 

located on the main instrument platform of the spacecraft. The outboard sensor, 

located at the end of the 5 m boom, is designated as the primary sensor in normal 

circumstances, but either sensor can be designated the primary should one fail.

There are four magnetic field internal ranges of operation of the instruments, 

detailed in Table 2.5. In addition, one extra mode exists, a low resolution and high 

range mode that was used in calibration on the ground where the magnetic field is 

~30 000 nT, but is not used aboard Cluster

The primary sensor samples the magnetic field vector at a rate of 201.793 vec

tors sec-1. Unfortunately, this full rate cannot be telemetered to the ground due to 

the available telemetry rate. The 201.793 vectors sec-1 is therefore re-sampled at a
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Table 2.5: FGM operation ranges (adapted from Balogh et al., 2001).

lower rate in order for it to be telemetered, the most common lower rates are 22.417 

(full time resolution divided by nine) and 67.25 vectors sec-1 (full time resolution 

divided by three). These are telemetered to the ground in NM1 and BM1 respec

tively. The Microstructure Analyser (MSA) was planned to be used for storing short 

periods of high resolution data and also to store, during periods of no telemetry ac

quisition (such as in the early stages of the Cluster mission where only 50% of data 

per orbit was telemetered to Earth), data at spin resolution from the primary sen

sor. An additional 27 hours of data can be stored in this way. This data can be 

telemetered during burst mode 3 soon after the signal is regained.

The magnetic field vectors are converted from a spinning reference frame to 

a despun frame in geophysical coordinates, such as GSE or GSM, and scientific 

units (nT), on the ground using simple algorithms (note that there is a B z  problem, 

analogous to the PEACE Vz  problem, with the magnetometers).

2.4 The Cluster Ion Spectrometry Experiment (CIS)

CIS is capable of measuring three dimensional ion distributions at spin resolution 

and mass per charge resolution (Reme et al., 2001). It consists of two top hat based 

detectors, the Hot Ion Analyser (HIA, very similar to PEACE) and the time-of- 

flight Composition and Distribution Function analyser (CODIF) in addition to a 

Data Processing System (DPS).
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2.4.1 HIA

HIA has two 180° sections, which look in a plane parallel to the spin axis, known 

as high and low sensitivity (‘high G’ and ‘low g’ respectively). These sections 

are different in the polar resolution that they provide, but have the same azimuthal 

resolution of 5.625°. The azimuthal resolution arises because a two dimensional 

distribution can be recorded every 62.5 ms (the high voltage sweep rate) as the 

spacecraft spins. In this way, a full three dimensional distribution can be measured 

every spin. The energy range is from 5 eV q_1 to 32 keV q ~ \ with no differentiation 

between ions of the same mass/charge ratio.

In high G section the 180° polar range is divided into 16 equal sections of 

11.25°, whereas the low g section has 8 central 5.625° sections, surrounded by 

8 sections of 11.25°. This leaves two blank sections towards the spin axis with 

no coverage. In reality, ground calibration work revealed that these angles were 

5.1° and 9.7°. High G is meant for hot plasmas, whereas the low g is meant for the 

solar wind.

2.4.2 CODIF

CODIF consists of a top hat analyser to measure the energy per charge and a time 

of flight section that provides information about the mass/charge ratio. CODIF, like 

HIA, is split into two sections with different sensitivities to cover the large dynamic 

range required to observe ions both in the magnetotail lobes and the plasma sheet or 

magnetosheath. The sensitivity is different by a factor of approximately 100. One 

section will therefore have a statistically meaningful number of counts at any given 

time. Each section consists of 8 polar sections, giving a polar angular resolution 

of 22.5°. Typically, the instrument records the velocity space distributions of H+, 

He+, He2+ and 0 + in an energy range of 15 eV q-1 and 38 keV q-1 .

CODIF incorporates a Retarding Potential Analyser (RPA) in the aperture in or

der to extend the range of the instrument to below 15 eV q_1, down to the spacecraft
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potential. The RPA consists of a pre-acceleration region to accelerate low energy 

ions to energies where they can be measured by the main sensors. When the RPA is 

used, only data from this range are recorded by CODIF. This mode is rarely used.

2.4.3 Moments

The transmission of three dimensional distributions is not always possible at spin 

resolution. Therefore, like PEACE, some data processing is done on-board to pro

duce moments that can be telemetered at spin resolution. CIS telemeters the fol

lowing moments from HIA and CODIF (for four masses); particle density, three 

components of the velocity, six unique components of the momentum flux tensor 

and the ion heat flux tensor. From this the full ion pressure tensor can be derived 

(see section 2.2.5 for further details of this process). The limiting factor for the 

CIS on-board moments, like PEACE, is the finite energy and angular resolution, the 

limited energy range and problems with counting statistics.

Tables 5 and 6 in Reme et al. (2001) detail the many different telemetry products, 

consisting of on-board moments, one, two and three dimensional distribution and 

pitch angle distributions. Much flexibility exists in the selection of which products 

to telemeter. The products to be telemetered are selected according to the spacecraft 

telemetry mode (which may be different on different spacecraft), bit-rate sharing 

between HIA and CODIF, and the plasma environment (for example energy, angle 

and time resolutions can be optimised to extract the maximum amount of useful data 

from a time period). It is noted that the plasma environment is predicted by various 

models and can sometimes lead to inappropriate products being telemetered.

If in burst mode, spin resolution three dimensional distributions can be teleme

tered. This allows the production of ground calculated moments that use improved 

calibrations. These ground moments are generally better than on-board moments 

(however, many different caveats to this statement exist and depend on the period 

of interest). If the spacecraft is in normal mode a three dimensional distribution
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will be telemetered at a lower rate than the spin rate. These distributions can also 

be used to produce ground moments and can act as a check on the validity of the 

on-board moments.

The functioning CIS instruments in 2003 (the season investigated in this thesis) 

are: Cluster 1, HIA and CODIF; Cluster 3, HIA; Cluster 4, CODIF.

2.5 The Electric Fields and Waves instrument (EFW)

Each Cluster spacecraft carries an identical EFW instrument. Each instrument con

sists of four 8 cm spherical sensors deployed on 45.2 m cables in the spin plane. In 

addition, there are four deployment units (a rotating reel for the cable and a motor) 

and a separate electronic unit. The EFW instrument can be used in two ways, to 

measure voltage and current.

A measurement of the electric field is made by measuring the potential drop 

from one sensor to the another. The individual probe potentials are sampled at 5 s_1 

and, depending on the telemetry mode, the potential difference between selected 

probe pairs at 25 s-1 (NM1) or 450 s-1 (BM1). One probe failed on Cluster 1 

(28thDecember 2001) and on Cluster 3 (29thJuly 2002) which meant that until a 

‘work-around’was implemented on the 29thSeptember 2003 no high time resolution 

data was recorded on these spacecraft. However, as this only affected one probe, 

spin resolution is generally available. As the probes are in the spin plane, the electric 

field measured by EFW is 2D. Corrections and assumptions must therefore be made 

to construct this into GSE or GSM, such as correcting for the fact that the spin plane 

differs by a few degrees to GSE (to avoid shadowing of the probes) and subtracting 

the spacecraft-motion-induced electric field (—vsc x B).

In addition, if it can be assumed that there is no parallel electric field, i.e. E. B = 

0, then the third component (out of the plane, Ez) can be reconstructed:
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If B x / B z  or B y / B z  is large then small errors in Ex  or Ey  will be amplified, 

leading to an inaccurate E z . Therefore, care must be taken when the magnetic field 

is close to the spin plane (i.e. B z  is small).

The spacecraft potential can also be measured by the EFW instrument. The 

spacecraft potential measured by EFW is in fact the potential difference between 

the probe and the spacecraft. In most situations this is approximately equal to the 

potential difference between the plasma and the spacecraft, the real spacecraft po

tential. This can be sampled at the rate 5 s-1.

By voltage biasing the probes, and by stepping this bias, the current-voltage 

characteristics of the plasma can be measured to calculate the electron temperature 

and density. A positively biased probe collects an electron current in proportion to 

the plasma density, assuming that the electron temperature is constant. Variations in 

this density can be observed as variations in the current collected. Again, problems 

exist with photoelectrons, therefore this mode is mainly useful in dense plasma en

vironments (e.g. the plasmasphere, magnetosheath) where the spacecraft potential 

is low.

2.6 Multi-Spacecraft Methods

As mentioned earlier, Cluster is a multi-spacecraft mission. This aspect of the mis

sion allows the use of a novel set of techniques and methods to, for the first time, 

untangle space versus time ambiguities. Much of the work detailed below (and 

other novel techniques) uses methods described in Paschmann and Daly (1998).



2.6.1 Timing

By noting certain corresponding ‘events’ in the four Cluster spacecraft data sets oc

curring at different times, it is possible to derive the velocity of a postulated surface 

through the tetrahedron. The particular analysis outlined here is valid when the sep

aration of the spacecraft is small enough that the surface being investigated can be 

assumed to be planar and moving at a constant velocity. Other possible assumptions 

lead to further methods, for details see Paschmann and Daly (1998).

Perhaps the simplest method of doing this is the method described in Harvey 

(1998). In this methodology it is assumed that a discontinuity lies in a plane defined 

by its normal, n, and that the discontinuity is moving in the direction n with velocity 

V. The discontinuity is observed at spacecraft a  at time ta which is located at 

position rQ.

If spacecraft 3 is arbitrarily defined as the reference spacecraft, during time 

~ h) the discontinuity moves the distance V(ta — t3) along the normal direction. 

This is equal to the projection of the separation distance (rQ — r3) onto h. Therefore:

(rQ - r 3) - n  = V(ta -  t3) (2.15)

The above is generalised after considering all four spacecraft:

(2.16)

Here D and T are the matrix and vector:

D =  (n  — r3, r2 - r 3. r4 -  r3) (2.17)

(
h — t3

T t2 — t3 (2.18)
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If the spacecraft are not co-planar then the set of equations is solved by finding 

the inverse of D:

=  D_1r  (2.19)
V

2.6.2 Spatial gradients

By using a least squares fit, a linear approximation to the spatial gradients inside 

the spacecraft tetrahedral volume (Harvey, 1998) can be made.

Let k  be the spatial gradient of x so that:

dx
k i =  T -  (2 .20)

on

The criterion for optimising the value of k  is that:

s  = ^2 = lk  ‘ ( r «  ~  rd) ~  ~  X'3)f ( 2 -2 1 )
Ck —1 (3 = 1

be minimised, where a is the spacecraft number; I < a < N.

The least squares value of the gradient is therefore obtained (Harvey, 1998) 

from;

kl N 2
Y (  (xa ~ xp) (r,,k -  rJk ) (2-22)
a?l3

where the symbol J2Q̂(3 indicates the summation over all N  (N — 1) /2  indepen

dent terms with a ^  j3

Rki is known as the volumetric tensor:

1 N
Rfc/ =  r*jrak (2-23)

1 a=l

In the remainder of Section 2.6.2 a number of applications of equation 2.22 will 

be discussed.
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Application: The Curlometer

Perhaps the most widely used multi-spacecraft technique in the Cluster community 

is the Curlometer (Robert et al., 1998; Dunlop et al., 2002).

This technique estimates the current (j) from a knowledge of the magnetic field 

(B) via the simplified Ampere’s Law (1.20):

V x B =  /xqJ (2.24)

Or in full:

1
Mo

dB z dBY \ ,  ( d B x  dB z \ ,  f d B Y dBx \ f  
d Y  d Z  J \ d Z  d X  j 1 ' \ d X  d Y

(2.25)

where i, j and k are unit vectors along the X, Y and Z directions.

Each of these terms are in the form Eqn. 2.20 and can be solved by Eqn. 2.22.

The central assumption in the Curlometer technique is that there exists a linear 

field gradient between the spacecraft, implying that over the spacecraft tetrahedron 

the current is constant. The accuracy of the derived current can only be determined 

by noting the deviation of the measured current from a model current. However, 

with no a priori knowledge of the field to be observed, the quality of the result 

must be determined in other ways. As the divergence of the field should be zero, 

the calculated divergence of the magnetic field is a good quality indicator to use in 

place of the error. There is no direct one-to-one correlation between the error and 

the divergence of the magnetic field but it can be used in place of the error for simple 

current structures such as flux ropes. Many caveats to this statement exist and are 

detailed in Robert et al. (1998) and Dunlop et al. (2002). The error in the Curlometer 

current is mainly dependent on the spatial gradients of the current structure and the 

spatial sampling of the spacecraft. The assumption that the current is constant over 

the tetrahedron is most likely to be valid when the spacecraft separation is small, as
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in the 2003 tail season.

The best spatial sampling comes when the Cluster spacecraft are in a regular 

tetrahedral formation. The spatial sampling is characterised with the use of the 

elongation (E) and planarity (P) parameters. These parameters, ranging from 0 to 

1, define a suite of spacecraft configurations. The optimum configuration for most

multi-spacecraft techniques is the ‘pseudo-sphere’, characterised by \ / E 2 + P 2 be

low ~  0.4. Robert et al. (1998) and Dunlop et al. (2002) conclude that, if the 

spacecraft separation is small compared to the current structure being observed and

the tetrahedron is regular (taken here as y/E2 +  P 2 being small), the divergence 

is a good indicator of the quality of the result in place of the error. By dividing 

the divergence by the curl of the magnetic field a quantity is produced that is here 

identified with the relative error, x> in the Curlometer result:

IV.BI
* = i k i i  (2-26)

Application: Tensor Divergence

The above method may be extended to include other calculations. For example, in 

Ohm’s law (Eqn. 1.19) one term consists of the divergence of the electron pressure 

tensor (V. Pe).

In Cartesian coordinates, the divergence of a tensor, T, takes the form of:

/ n  T \ _  d T x x  , dTYX dTZx
)x " ax + ay + az

(V T) =  dTx y . +  +  (2 27)1 ji ax + dr az ( ’
(X7 T\ — XZ , dTYZ dTZz  
[ ' )z  -  d X  d Y  d Z

Again, each of these terms are in the form Eqn. 2.20 and can be solved by Eqn. 

2.22, subject to similar linear variation assumptions as the Curlometer. In Vogt and
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Paschmann (1998) the accuracy of plasma moment derivatives are discussed. Inac

curacies come from two factors; the error in the spacecraft position, and the error 

in the moments themselves (i.e imperfect calibration of the instruments). These au

thors found that the errors in the moments were the dominating factor. If spatial 

gradients of plasma quantities are to be calculated, the quality of the calibrations is 

paramount.

Therefore, spin resolution 3D distributions must be telemetered to the ground 

so that the highest quality spin resolution moments can be generated. This situation 

exists only when the spacecraft are in burst mode. A small separation between the 

spacecraft is also required for the assumptions of the linear estimator method (i.e. a 

linear gradient between the spacecraft) to be valid. Therefore, the most appropriate 

moments to use in the calculation of the V. Pe term are those from burst mode 

periods in 2003, where the spacecraft are at their smallest average separation to 

date. Unfortunately, this limits the size of the available database.
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Chapter 3

Flux ropes in the magnetotail

3.1 Introduction

Flux ropes have been interpreted as evidence for multiple X-line reconnection 

(MXR) in the near-tail associated with substorms (e.g. Elphic et al., 1986; Slavin 

et al., 2003a; Slavin et al., 2003b; Deng et al., 2004). The study of the formation 

and evolution of flux ropes, and therefore MXR, is important in learning more about 

the development of the current sheet during the substorm process.

In MXR, instead of creating one single X line in the tail, the conditions required 

for reconnection can be satisfied in numerous places, creating a number of X lines 

(Fig. 3.1).

Given an I M F  B y  component which penetrates into the tail (Hughes and Sibeck, 

1987), flux ropes can be created between such X lines. As Schindler (1974) first 

noted, one X line will generally reconnect plasma sheet field lines more rapidly 

than others. Reconnection at this X line will be first to propagate out to open field 

lines in the lobe, thus becoming the single dominant magnetotail X line. This X-line 

then produces Alfvenic jets in the Earthward and tailward directions. The newly- 

formed flux ropes between the remaining X lines will be embedded in these flows 

and thus move away from the point at which they were created.

In this simplest picture, the cores of the flux ropes are nominally directed across
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X-line outflow 
X-line inflow

Figure 3.1: Magnetic topology and X-line in/outflow in multiple X-line reconnection 
(MXR). Plasma sheet magnetic field lines, currently reconnecting magnetic field lines and 
reconnected magnetic field lines are marked in black, purple and green respectively. The 
inflow of magnetic field and plasma is in the direction of the blue arrows, with the outflow 
of the X-line being in the direction of the red arrows. Given an I M F  B y  component which 
penetrates into the tail (Hughes and Sibeck, 1987), the green magnetic field lines become 
helices and are known as flux ropes.

B

Flux rope 
X-line outflow 
X-line inflow

Figure 3.2: One X-line reconnects plasma sheet field lines quicker and becomes the dom
inant magnetotail X line. This X-line then produces Alfvenic jets in the Earthward and 
tailward directions.



the tail (i.e. mainly in the GSM Y direction) and the flux ropes travel towards or 

away from the Earth (i.e. mainly in the GSM X direction), depending on which side 

of the dominant X line they are located.

The gross, large scale properties of magnetotail flux ropes have been studied 

with the use of single spacecraft techniques (Elphic et al., 1986; Moldwin and 

Hughes, 1991; Slavin et al., 1995; Slavin et al., 2003a), but only recently have their 

small-scale properties been investigated with Cluster (Slavin et al., 2003b; Zong 

et al., 2004; Eastwood et al., 2005; Walsh et al., 2007; Lui et al., 2007). Observa

tions of these flux ropes are characterised by a bipolar Bz  signature, caused by the 

magnetic structure moving past the spacecraft, and often show a large increase in 

the magnitude of B caused by a strong core field. Events with a south-then-north 

(north-then-south) signature are seen to move Earthward (tailward), and are indeed 

usually embedded in fast plasma flows (Slavin et al., 2003a).

The simplest magnetic flux rope model is the ‘force-free’ flux rope. This model 

represents the minimum energy state for helical magnetic field lines, and could 

therefore represent the cores of well developed, fully evolved flux ropes observed 

in the deep tail (e.g. Moldwin and Hughes, 1991; Slavin et al., 1995). A popu

lar mathematical representation of a force-free flux rope is known as the ‘constant 

a ’ solution (e.g. Lepping et al., 1990). In this class of force-free flux rope, j  =  aB, 

where j is the current density vector and a  is a constant. The topology of the mag

netic field is a nested set of helical magnetic field lines ranging from a relatively 

weak tangential field on the outer boundary of the flux rope to a strong core axial 

field in the centre. This magnetic field topology is represented schematically in Fig. 

3.3. At all places in the flux rope the magnetic force, j x B =  0, since the current 

vector is everywhere parallel to the magnetic field vector. In this model, as |j| is 

proportional to |B|, the current in the centre of the flux rope is mainly axial and 

strongly peaked.

Surveys of flux ropes in the tail have been performed previously (Elphic et al.,
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Figure 3.3: The topology of a force-free helical flux rope. The strong axial magnetic field 
and tangential magnetic field direction are marked. In the centre of the flux rope By is 
zero, increasing to a maximum at the edge, whilst Ba is maximal at the centre, falling to a 
minimum at the edge of the flux rope. A cartoon spacecraft trajectory is marked, along with 
the variance coordinate system that would arise from a constant a  force-free flux rope.

1986; Slavin et al., 1995; Slavin et al., 2003a). Slavin et al. (1995) reported evidence 

for the existence of tailward moving plasmoids with force-free flux rope topologies 

in the distant tail (X ~  -230 RE). The observations of a strong core field or HFR 

(High Field Region) with typical scale sizes of ~  5 to 10 RE led the authors to 

suggest that a force-free core was embedded in a non force-free plasmoid. A survey 

of Geotail data (Slavin et al., 2003a) reported many ~  2 to 5 R^ diameter flux 

ropes between 15 and 30 R^ down the tail. A large proportion of these flux ropes 

was found to fit well with the model outlined above and to be fairly cylindrical 

in shape. This led to the conclusion that the j x B forces were small, i.e. many
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of these flux ropes were in a force-free configuration. This paper reported that a 

similar proportion of flux ropes were observed moving tailwards as Earthwards. 

Furthermore, Cluster observations of travelling compression regions (Slavin et al., 

2005), a probable signature of the passage of flux ropes in the lobes (Owen et al., 

2005; Walsh et al., 2007), show that at very near-tail distances (i.e. X > ~  -20 

R e )  80% of flux ropes are travelling Earthward. Slavin et al. (2003b) reported on 

a flux rope observed by Cluster in the 2001 tail season, where all four spacecraft 

sampled the structure directly. This was unexpected as the separation of the Cluster 

spacecraft was almost comparable to the size of the flux rope (~  1 R^). Slavin et al. 

(2003b) concluded that this flux rope was not in a force-free configuration as the 

perpendicular currents were larger than the parallel currents for the first half of the 

flux rope encounter, although they noted a good agreement with the magnetic field 

topology of the type illustrated in Fig. 1.

Walsh et al. (2007) reported a series of bipolar signatures observed at different 

points in the magnetotail. The authors concluded that the signatures had to be a 

series of separate flux ropes from the same reconnection event, and therefore sup

porting the MXR theory, rather than one flux rope of complex structure, based on 

the velocities and orientations of the structures.

Lui et al. (2007) reported the observations of a 2 RE diameter flux rope that was 

not force free, indeed having a very complex internal core magnetic field with a 

complex magnetic field configuration in the outer sections.

In this chapter, the results of which were first detailed in Henderson et al. 

(2006a), data from the Cluster mission is used along with applications of multi

spacecraft analysis methods to investigate flux ropes in the near-tail region of the 

magnetosphere of Earth. Multi-spacecraft timing and the calculation of an average 

curl of the magnetometer data is used in order to probe the internal structure of two 

such flux ropes. For the first time the magnetic forces are computed throughout flux 

ropes.
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The analysis techniques used in this chapter are described in the next section. 

Flux ropes in the 2003 Cluster tail season are discussed in section 3. Two case 

studies of flux ropes observed by Cluster are detailed in section 4 and 5. The results 

of the case studies and their implications are discussed in section 6.

3.2 Analysis techniques

Previous single spacecraft studies of flux ropes have used minimum variance anal

ysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967; Sonnerup and Scheible, 1998) in an attempt to 

determine the orientation of the structures (Elphic et al., 1986; Slavin et al., 2003a; 

Slavin et al., 2003b; Xiao et al., 2004; Walsh et al., 2007; Lui et al., 2007). Min

imum variance analysis is frequently used as a means to define a natural flux rope 

coordinate system. For the constant a force-free model, it can be shown that a 

variance analysis on the magnetic field components will give an intermediate vari

ance direction which corresponds to the axis of the flux rope (Xiao et al., 2004). 

Moreover, analysis of magnetic field data from a spacecraft following a trajectory 

directly through the middle of a constant a  force-free flux rope which is invariant 

along its axis will find the minimum variance direction to be along the spacecraft 

trajectory. The magnetic field in this direction will be zero, and will therefore have 

zero variance, of this field. The maximum variance direction is directed along a 

tangent to the cylindrical outer magnetic field line and the magnetic field in this di

rection will exhibit the bipolar signature seen in the study of flux ropes. In Fig. 3.3 

a coordinate system is sketched that would arise from a minimum variance anal

ysis of the magnetic field data from a spacecraft following the marked trajectory 

(dashed line) through the structure. In this structure, the magnetic field along the 

intermediate variance direction will peak at closest approach to the centre of the 

flux rope and at the zero crossing of the bipolar signature in the maximum variance 

direction. For trajectories that do not pass directly through the middle of the flux 

rope, the magnetic field in the intermediate and maximum variance directions will
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have smaller amplitude, while the magnetic field along the minimum variance di

rection will have non-zero variance. It can therefore be seen that, as the trajectory 

moves away from the centre of the flux rope, the magnetic field in the intermediate 

and minimum variance directions begin to look similar. A good separation between 

all three of the eigenvalues of the minimum variance analysis is therefore needed 

to accurately determine the flux rope orientation using this method. It is important 

to note, however, that these variance analysis results may also arise from other flux 

rope models (both force-free and non-force-free). Indeed, more complicated struc

tures may return different orientations of the variance analysis system with respect 

to the flux rope axis. For example, the intermediate variance direction may not nec

essarily correspond to the axis in a non-force-free flux rope if there exists a very 

strong core field. Thus the minimum variance analysis may not always accurately 

determine a ‘flux rope frame’ (Moldwin and Hughes, 1991; Slavin et al., 2003b). 

Further diagnostics are thus needed to establish accurately the structure of such flux 

ropes.

As discussed in section 2.6, the typical separation of the Cluster spacecraft was 

only 200 km in 2003, a separation useful for the determination of the properties of 

small-scale structures in the near-tail region. A unique set of tools and techniques is 

made possible with the multi-spacecraft nature of Cluster. By simultaneously mea

suring the magnetic field at four different spacecraft, the average current through 

the tetrahedron can be calculated.

With knowledge of the curl of the magnetic field and the gradient of the magni

tude of the magnetic field, the magnetic forces inside the flux ropes can be investi

gated (Eqn. 1.25).

The four spacecraft nature of Cluster can also be used for multi-spacecraft tim

ing, also known as four spacecraft timing (4SCT, section 2.6.1). In this study of flux 

ropes, the time at which each spacecraft observes a particular value of |B| (constant 

flux surface) near or shortly after (before) the time of the first (second) inflection
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Figure 3.4: Cartoon of constant flux surfaces. By measuring the time lag between observa
tions of constant flux surfaces at each Cluster spacecraft, the marked surfaces and velocities 
can be constructed.

point of the bipolar signature is noted. These instances are associated with the times 

at which each Cluster spacecraft observes the outer boundary of the flux rope. Fig. 

3.4 shows a cartoon of the two surfaces that would be resolved if this method was 

applied to a force-free flux rope. A planar surface can be constructed to locally 

approximate the curved flux rope surface. The velocity of the constructed surface 

along its normal, Vtimg, can be computed. Levels of constant |B|, as opposed to Bz  

or the magnetic field in any variance direction, are frame independent and remove 

any uncertainty arising from the choice of frame. For an axially invariant flux rope, 

the cross product of the inbound and outbound Vtimg vectors is the axis of the flux 

rope, i.e.

V tim g  X  V tim g  ~  ^ax is ( 3 - 1 )

Where eaxis is a unit vector along the axis (note that this methodology has since
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been formalised in Zhou et al., 2006). If the flux rope is in a force-free configura

tion, the intermediate variance direction should correspond with the axis determined 

from 4SCT (Xiao et ah, 2004).

^ax is  ~  ^intermediate ( 3 - 2 )

Where eintermediate is the unit vector along the intermediate variance direction. 

Consequently, if the structure is close to cylindrical, Eqn. 3.1 gives an alternative 

estimate of the axis of the structure, regardless of whether the structure is in a force- 

free configuration or not, and can act as an independent test of the applicability of 

the minimum variance analysis. If minimum variance fails to give a framework in 

which the structure of a flux rope may be easily determined, as could happen in a 

non-force-free flux rope, this method could be used to find an axial direction. This 

method can be used for flux ropes observed in the 2003 tail season, provided the 

scale size of the flux rope is significantly larger than the spacecraft separation, 200 

km (0.03 Re ).

3.3 Flux ropes in the 2003 Cluster tail season

An investigation of the 2003 Cluster small separation tail season has been under

taken in an attempt to find flux ropes in the plasma sheet using the Cluster Fluxgate 

Magnetometer (FGM; Balogh et al., 2001) and the Plasma Electron And Current 

Experiment (PEACE; Johnstone et al., 1997; Fazakerley et al., 20071) instruments. 

Periods when Cluster was close to apogee in the tail between early August and late 

October were investigated. Spin averaged data (~  4 second resolution) were used in 

the initial stages of the investigation, with high resolution magnetic field data being 

employed to study events in further detail. An upper threshold on |B| (30 nT) and a 

clear signature of plasma sheet electrons in PEACE was used to ensure that only the

1 Manuscript in preparation.
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Figure 3.5: Cluster observations of 2nd October 2003. Panels 1 to 4 show components of 
B and |B| from each spacecraft (Cluster 1 - black, Cluster 2 - red, Cluster 3 - green, Cluster 
4 - magenta). Panel 5 shows plasma Pi, derived from Cluster 1 ion (HIA) moments, pi 
= 0.3 is marked, a value of pi above this is indicative of plasma sheet conditions. Panel 
6 shows velocities from CIS (Cluster 1, V x  black, V y  red, Vz  blue). Panel 7 contains a 
spectrogram of the direction-averaged differential energy flux for electrons in the energy 
range 30 eV - 26KeV recorded by the PEACE instrument on Cluster 4. The flux rope event 
is marked between two black lines.

times when Cluster was in the plasma sheet were investigated. The periods that sat

isfied these tests were then manually surveyed. The criterion for the identification of 

a flux rope was a clear north-then-south or south-then-north bipolar signature (i.e. 

a rotation of the magnetic field component between two points) associated with a 

clear increase in |B| (to eliminate magnetic loop events, which generally exhibit a 

bipolar signature with no, or little increase in |B|).

Ten flux rope candidates were found in the data that satisfied all of the above 

criteria. However, two such events will be presented in this chapter. These events 

were selected due to their clear core fields and bipolar signatures.
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3.4 Case study one - 2ndOctober 2003 (A)

On the 2ndOctober 2003 at approximately 01:00 UT, the Cluster spacecraft were 

located ~  (-17, 8, -3) Re (GSM coordinates will be used throughout this chapter 

unless otherwise stated). Fig. 3.5 shows three components of the magnetic field 

from all spacecraft (Cluster 1 - black, Cluster 2 - red, Cluster 3 - green, Cluster 4 - 

magenta) and their magnitudes for the period 00:47 to 00:57 UT. Panel 5 shows the 

ion plasma beta (/?*) from the Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS HIA) experiment on 

Cluster 1, with $  = 0.3 marked by a dotted line. Values of $  above this value are 

indicative of plasma sheet conditions.

A difference is noted in the ion density determined from on-board moments and 

ground moments. The density generated from ground moments (12s time resolu

tion) is here higher than that generated from on-board moments (4s time resolution). 

In order to generate confidence in the plasma pressure measurements, the plasma 

pressure was ‘calibrated’ by assuming that total pressure was constant across the 

tail for the period close to the flux rope encounter. This process assumed that all 

plasma pressure measurements were modified by a constant multiplicative factor. 

For ground moments this factor was close to 1.0, giving confidence in the ground 

moments. For on-board moments this factor was close to 1.35. After taking this 

factor into account it was found that the plasma pressure determined from on-board 

moments and ground moments agree well (not shown). These ‘corrected’ ion pres

sure on-board moments (4s time resolution) are used throughout this study and are 

used here in the calculation of fa.

Panel 6 shows the components of plasma velocity from CIS (Vx  black, Vy red, 

Vz  blue) on Cluster 1. These velocity moments are determined on board the space

craft and agree well with lower time-resolution velocity moments determined by 

ground analysis (not shown) and are therefore not modified. The bottom panel con

tains a spectrogram of the direction-averaged differential energy flux for electrons 

in the energy range 30 eV - 26 keV recorded by the PEACE instrument on Cluster
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4.

The PEACE energy spectrogram shows a large differential energy flux of ~  

1 keV electrons. Together with magnetic field observations showing Bx (ranging 

between ~  -2 nT 10 nT), | B |  (~  5 nT and 20 nT) and /% ranging between ~  1 to 

10, this confirms that the Cluster spacecraft were in the plasma sheet throughout the 

period shown. At approximately 00:52 UT a large enhancement in | B |  can be seen 

(to ~  20 nT), along with a sharp increase in B x  (to ~  15 nT) and B y  (from ~  -5 

nT to ~  -15 nT). A bipolar south-then-north Bz  signature is also evident. The AE 

index for this time (not shown) indicates that the magnetosphere was in the recovery 

phase of a large substorm. The south-then-north bipolar signature suggests that this 

object was a flux rope moving in the Earthward direction. CIS ion velocity shows 

that this flux rope was embedded in a fast flow in the +X ( 150 kms'1) +Y ( 150

kms'1) direction, i.e. Earthwards and duskwards. The deflection in Bx (positive) 

and B y  (negative) indicates a strong core field in the +X and -Y direction. The 

bipolar signature is not symmetric which is the result of a core field contribution in 

Bz  (positive), i.e. the axis is aligned (+X, -Y, +Z) (see below).

A minimum variance analysis was carried out on high resolution FGM data. 

Fig. 3.6 shows the orientation of the variance directions determined from Clus

ter 1 with respect to the GSM axes. This figure is a 3D view of the GSM system 

(unit vectors used) where the minimum variance direction is coloured black, in

termediate variance direction is coloured red and maximum variance direction is 

coloured blue. Thin tracer lines show the projections of each vector onto the unit 

GSM axes. The direction of maximum variance is determined with a larger con

fidence than are the directions of minimum and intermediate variance since the 

minimum intermediate eigenvalue ratio is smaller than the intermediate: maximum 

eigenvalue ratio for all spacecraft. The frame with the largest eigenvalue separation 

was selected, which in this case was that returned from analysis of Cluster 1 data, 

where the minimum:intermediate:maximum eigenvalue ratios were 1:3.2:17.9. The
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Figure 3.6: A 3D view of the variance system in GSM unit space from Cluster 1 for the 
2ndOctober 2003 event. The minimum variance direction is coloured black, intermediate 
variance direction is coloured red and maximum variance direction is coloured blue. Thin 
tracer lines are plotted giving the projections onto the GSM unit axes as a guide to the 
direction of the vectors.

minimum variance direction is mostly in the (+X, +Y) direction. The intermediate 

variance direction is highly inclined to the XY plane. If, as would be expected for a 

constant a  force-free flux rope, this direction corresponds to the flux rope axis, the 

axis would be in the (-X, +Y, -Z) direction consistent with the opposite direction of 

the core field in the magnetic field measurements. The core field should therefore 

be negative along the intermediate variance direction.

The magnetic field observations are plotted in the minimum variance frame in 

Fig. 3.7. This figure shows four panels; the magnetic field in the minimum, inter-
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Figure 3.7: Magnetic field observations from 2ndOctober event transformed into the vari
ance frame of Cluster 1; the magnetic field in the minimum, intermediate and maximum 
variance directions (Fig. 3.6) and the magnitude from all spacecraft. Cluster colours are in 
the same format as those in Fig. 3.5. The approximate boundaries of the flux ropes, located 
at the inflection points, are marked by grey lines.

mediate and maximum variance directions and the magnitude from all spacecraft, 

with spacecraft colours in the same format as those in Fig. 3.5. Grey lines mark the 

approximate boundaries of the flux rope, identified in this chapter as the locations 

of the inflection points of the bipolar signature and the central core magnetic field. 

The magnetic fields in both the minimum and intermediate variance directions are 

peaked. The larger negative peak in the intermediate variance direction represents 

the core field. The bipolar signature appears in the maximum variance direction (a 

rotation of the magnetic field between ~  -15 nT and 9nT for Cluster 1). This is 

consistent with expectations from the simple constant a  force-free flux rope. The 

enhancement in |B| suggests a spacecraft closest approach time of 00:51:41 UT. As
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described above, 4SCT provides a test of the minimum variance analysis results. 

This analysis was performed on levels of constant magnetic field magnitude for 

both the inbound (20 nT) and outbound (18 nT) parts of the encounter and the Vtimg 

vectors produced can be seen in Fig. 3.8 in the variance frame of Cluster 1. This 

figure is a 3D view of the variance analysis axes (unit vectors used). The first Vtjmg 

is coloured red, the second coloured blue. Thin tracer lines show the projections of 

each vector onto the unit variance axes.

- 4 i m g  1

Figure 3.8: A 3D view of the variance frame with Vtimg vectors produced from constant 
flux surfaces on 2ndOctober event. The directions ‘Min’, ‘Int? and ‘Max’ correspond to the 
minimum, intermediate and maximum variance directions plotted in GSM unit space in Fig. 
3.6.

It can be seen that both inbound and outbound timing vectors lie close to the
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minimum-maximum variance plane and define a plane whose normal is close to 

the intermediate variance direction (see Eqn. 3.1). This result suggests that the 

intermediate variance direction is indeed close to the axis of the flux rope and that 

the variance analysis is returning a system that is consistent with a natural ‘flux rope 

frame’.

4SCT can also be used to compute a velocity of the flux rope over the space

craft. Fig. 3.9 shows a schematic of the velocities involved. In this figure the 

surface being investigated is moving along V, while the normal to the surface is n. 

The velocity Vtimg returned by 4SCT is the velocity of the surface along the normal, 

|Vtimg|= V.n, where V is the velocity of the flux rope. If the minimum variance 

direction can be assumed to be along or close to the trajectory, then the velocity V 

along this direction can be calculated by |V|= |Vtimg|/cos(9) where 6 is the angle 

between the minimum variance direction and Vtjmg. V was calculated on both in

bound (~ 130 kms'1) and outbound (~  190 kms'1) vectors and an average taken. A 

resultant velocity of 160 kms'1 corresponds to a size of ~  0.3R# (taking the time 

between the inflection points of ~  10s) for this flux rope. This is a lower estimate of 

the diameter of the flux rope, ~  0.3Re representing the distance between the bound

aries of the flux rope at this particular impact parameter, which is here defined as 

the shortest distance of the trajectory from the centre of the flux rope. The velocity 

of the flux rope determined by 4SCT is so directed that the flux rope is travelling 

Earthward, in agreement with the south-then-north polarity of the Bz  signature and 

CIS ion velocities. CIS ion velocities rotated into the minimum variance frame (not 

shown) give a velocity along the minimum variance direction of ~  190 kms'1 in ap

proximate agreement with the velocities derived from 4SCT, with smaller velocities 

along the intermediate and maximum variance directions of ~  40 kms'1 and ~  -60 

kms"1 respectively.

Note that 4SCT assumes that the size of the flux rope is large enough that the 

surface encountered can be considered planar. As the size of the tetrahedron is ~
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the velocities computed in 4SCT. The velocity Vtimg returned by 
4SCT is the velocity of the surface along the normal.

0.03 R.£, ten times smaller than the inferred size of the flux rope, this assumption 

should be valid in this case.

The Curlometer technique described above was applied to this period of data 

and the results are shown in Fig. 3.10. Panel 1 shows the current parallel to the 

magnetic field (black) and the magnitude of the current perpendicular to the mag

netic field (red). Note that the barycentric magnetic field is used; i.e. the predicted 

magnetic field at the geometric centroid of the Cluster tetrahedron. Panel 2 shows 

the current projected into the minimum (black), intermediate (red) and maximum 

(blue) variance directions of the magnetic field from Cluster 1 (Fig. 3.6) respec

tively. Panel 3 shows the magnitude of the current. Panel 4 shows the relative error 

in the Curlometer current, % (Eqn. 2.26). For this event E = 0.21, P = 0.30 giving a 

\ / E 2 +  P 2 of 0.37. The tetrahedron is therefore a good example of a pseudo-sphere 

and x »identified as the relative error, should give a good measure of the quality of 

the Curlometer result. Panels 5 to 8 show the magnetic force (black, barycentric 

magnetic field used), the magnetic pressure force (red, see Eqn. 1.25) and the mag

netic tension force (blue, calculated from j x B — V (<f~~)) transformed into the 

minimum, intermediate and maximum variance directions of the magnetic field of 

Cluster 1, and their magnitudes. Panels 9 and 10 show the electron and ion pressure
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Figure 3.10: Cluster Curlometer observations of 2ndOctober 2003. Panel 1 shows the 
current parallel (black) and the magnitude of the current perpendicular (red) to the magnetic 
field. Panel 2 shows the current projected into the minimum (black), intermediate (red) and 
maximum (blue) variance directions respectively. Panels 3 and 4 show the magnitude of the 
current and the fractional error in the Curlometer result respectively. Panels 5 to 7 show j x B 
(black), magnetic pressure (red) and magnetic tension (blue) projected onto the minimum, 
intermediate and maximum variance directions of Cluster 1 respectively. Panel 8 shows 
|j x B| and the magnitudes of the magnetic pressure and tension forces. Panels 9 and 10 
show the electron and ion pressure respectively, with the final two panels showing the Bz  
and IB I observations.
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derived from PEACE and CIS data respectively. The final two panels again show 

the Bz  component and |B| from each spacecraft for reference.
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Figure 3.11: |j| versus |B| and the angle (in radians) between the magnetic field and current 
density vectors for the 2ndOctober 2003 flux rope. For a constant a force-free flux rope 
|j| would be proportional to |B| and the magnetic field and current density vectors would be 
parallel.

Panels 1 and 3 show that there are three large current enhancements around the 

time of the flux rope encounter and that the first enhancement (00:51:33 UT) is 

largely directed parallel, the second two enhancements (00:51:38 and 00:51:44 UT) 

are directed anti-parallel (but with a small perpendicular component) to the mag

netic field direction. As the boundary of the flux rope is identified as being between 

the two inflection points of the bipolar signature (~  grey vertical lines), the first 

current enhancement (parallel to the magnetic field) is outside the flux rope by this 

definition (i.e. just Earthward of the flux rope), while the second two current en
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hancements are inside the structure. Also, the current is smaller in the centre of the 

flux rope than near the edges. It can be seen from panel 2 that the smaller first cur

rent enhancement inside the flux rope (00:51:38 UT) is in the intermediate (red) and 

maximum (blue) variance directions, whereas the larger second current enhance

ment (00:51:44 UT) is in the intermediate variance direction (red). This current 

would therefore seem to be mainly axially directed, but not located in the centre 

of the flux rope. The smaller currents in the maximum variance direction (blue) 

show a reversal during the flux rope encounter, first positive along the maximum 

variance direction (00:51:38 UT) changing to negative (00:51:44 UT). x (panel 4) 

is small, being generally less than 0.5 over the whole of the flux rope, apart from 

one small section close to the centre (00:51:41 UT) where the error becomes ~  1. 

In this region the current is small, meaning that a large x will have an insignifi

cant result on the overall current. Panel 5, the magnetic force along the minimum 

variance direction (assumed to be the trajectory), shows two direction reversals, or 

a tripolar signature. The force along this direction is first positive (00:51:37 UT), 

turning negative (00:51:44 UT), then quickly turning positive again very close to 

the trailing edge of the flux rope (00:51:46 UT). The direction reversal over the flux 

rope (i.e. between vertical grey lines) suggests that the magnetic force is acting to 

expand the flux rope, i.e. acting away from the flux rope centre, consistent with 

the magnetic pressure dominance of the total magnetic force. The total magnetic 

force along the axis (panel 6) is generally smaller than that of any other component. 

The magnetic pressure and tension forces generally have opposite signs along all 

directions, but are not balanced. Note that a force-free flux rope will have an exact 

magnetic pressure-tension force balance in the absence of a plasma pressure gradi

ent. The electron and ion pressures (panels 9 and 10) are reduced inside the flux 

rope.

In order to compute the total sum of forces acting on this flux rope, the spatial 

gradient of plasma pressure must be compared to the magnetic forces. The gradient
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in the pressure cannot here be calculated because CIS aboard Cluster 2 is not op

erational and the pressure gradient structure cannot be compared to the small scale 

magnetic force structure because of the low time resolution of the plasma instru

ments. In order to make an estimate of the total force acting on the flux rope the 

change in plasma pressure recorded at a point just before (or after) and inside the 

flux rope is compared to the magnetic pressure (calculated by |B|2/2 ^ 0) change 

measured on the same spacecraft over the same time range. Assuming most of the 

magnetic force comes from the magnetic pressure force (as it does in this case) a 

useful estimate of the balance of forces (both plasma and magnetic) can be made 

across the flux rope. Over the first half of the flux rope (Cluster 1 ion and magnetic 

pressure evaluated at 00:51:31 UT and 00:51:39 UT with the Cluster 1 electron 

pressure evaluated at 00:51:33 and 00:51:41 UT) a simple comparison shows that 

the change in magnetic pressure is a factor of ~  1.4 larger than that of the plasma 

pressure. Over the second half of the flux rope (ion and magnetic pressure evalu

ated at 00:51:39 UT and 00:51:51 UT, electron pressure evaluated at 00:51:41 and 

00:51:53 UT) the comparison again suggests that the change in magnetic pressure 

is larger than that of the plasma pressure, but this time by a factor of ~  2.3. This 

would seem to suggest that the flux rope is experiencing an expansive total force.

Fig. 3.11 shows a scatter plot of the magnitudes of the current density and 

magnetic field, along with the angle (in radians) between the current density and 

magnetic field vectors. In a constant a  force-free flux rope |j| is proportional to 

|B|, and the current density and magnetic field vectors would be parallel. |j| versus 

|B| for this event yields no clear proportionality and there exists a non-constant non

zero angle between the current density and magnetic field vectors. These results are 

inconsistent with the flux rope being in a constant a  force-free configuration.

If the magnetic force can be assumed to be acting only radially, finding the di

rection along which the magnetic force is minimal can give another estimate of the 

axial direction. A minimum variance analysis carried out on j x B gives the mini-
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Figure 3.12: Cluster observations of 13thAugust 2003 in the same format as Fig. 3.5.

mum variance direction to be (-0.759, 0.613, -0.219) with a minimumiintermediate 

eigenvalue ratio of 5.0. This direction makes an angle of 28° to the intermediate 

variance direction of the magnetic field, the assumed axis: (-0.481, 0.625, -0.614). 

The maximum variance direction of the current density is (-0.026, -0.442, 0.897) 

with an intermediate:maximum eigenvalue ratio of 3.0. This makes an angle of 

35° to the assumed axis and confirms that the current is not simply axial.

3.5 Case study two - 13lhAugust 2003 (B)

On the 13!hof August at approximately 03:00 UT, all four Cluster spacecraft were 

located at ~  (-18, - 7,0) R^. Fig. 3.12 shows the components of the magnetic field, 

CIS fa (using ‘corrected’ on-board density moments) and velocity from Cluster 1, 

and the PEACE electron spectrogram in the same format at Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.13: The variance system in GSM unit space from Cluster 1 for the 13thAugust 
event in the same format as Fig. 3.6

Again the PEACE electron spectrogram together with B* rsj — 7 nT, |B| rsj 7 

nT and ft ranging from ~  1 to 10 confirms that the Cluster spacecraft were in 

the plasma sheet throughout this period. At approximately 03:20:30 UT a large 

enhancement in |B| (to ~  17 nT) is concurrent with a small north-then-south bipolar 

Bz  signature. The AE index for this time indicates that the magnetosphere was 

in the expansion phase of a large substorm. The polarity of the bipolar signature 

suggests a flux rope moving tailward. The flux rope is embedded in a fast tailward 

flow, with V x  ~  -250 kms'1. The core field deflection is in (negative) B y  (from ~  

-3 nT to ~  -15 nT), with very little variation in B*, indicating that the strong core
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Figure 3.14: Magnetic field observations from 13thAugust event transformed into the vari
ance frame of Cluster 1 in the same format as Fig. 3.7.

field was in the -Y direction.

A minimum variance analysis was carried out on high resolution magnetic field 

data for this period and Fig. 3.13 shows the variance directions determined from 

Cluster 1 with respect to the GSM axes in the same format as Fig. 3.6. This space

craft again returned the largest separation of eigenvalues. However, the ratio of 

eigenvalues for this event is 1:41.4:149, suggesting that the minimum variance di

rection is determined rather better than the intermediate and maximum variance 

direction. The minimum variance direction is mainly in the -X direction. The in

termediate variance direction is close to the +Z direction. In this case it is the 

maximum variance direction which lies almost along the +Y direction, most con

sistent with the direction of the core magnetic field. This flux rope is therefore not 

consistent with the expectations of the constant a  force-free flux rope discussed in
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section 3.2.

—t i m g 2

Figure 3.15: Vtimg vectors produced from constant flux surfaces on 13thAugust event in 
the unit variance frame in the same format as Fig. 3.8. The directions ’Min’, ’Int’ and 
’Max’ correspond to the minimum, intermediate and maximum variance directions plotted 
in GSM unit space in Fig. 3.13.

Fig. 3.14 shows the magnetic field plotted in the variance frame in the same 

format as Fig. 3.7. The small bipolar signature observed in Fig. 3.12 becomes clear 

in the intermediate variance direction, while the unipolar core field appears in the 

maximum variance direction. It is therefore expected that the maximum variance 

direction should closely correspond to the axis in agreement with the magnetic field 

observations. The |B| signature suggests a closest approach time of 03:20:20 UT. 

4SCT can be used to provide an independent test of the interpretation of this result
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Figure 3.16: Curlometer results from 13thAugust event in the same format as Fig. 3.10.
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and was performed on surfaces of constant magnetic flux magnitude. The Vtimg 

vectors produced from 4SCT of inbound (9 nT) and outbound (10.5 nT) surfaces 

in the variance frame of Cluster 1 can be seen in Fig. 3.15, in the same format as 

Fig. 3.8. In this figure both vectors lie close to the minimum-intermediate plane 

and thus define a plane whose normal is close to the maximum variance direction, 

indeed consistent with the axis of this flux rope being directed along the maximum 

variance direction (see Eqn. 3.1). This result confirms that the variance analysis has 

successfully determined a good approximation to a ‘flux rope frame’. However, in 

contrast to the previous case, the maximum variance direction is the appropriate flux 

rope axis. By finding the appropriate velocity along the minimum variance direction 

(assumed to be approximately the same direction as the flux rope trajectory) for 

both inbound (180 kms'1) and outbound (220 kms'1) vectors and taking an average, 

a velocity of 200 kms'1 is resultant. This velocity again corresponds to a size of ~  

0.3R.£ (taking the time between the inflection points of ~  10s) for this flux rope. 

Again this is a lower estimate for the size of the structure. The velocity of this 

flux rope shows that it is travelling tailwards, consistent with the north-then-south 

polarisation of the bipolar signature. CIS ion velocities rotated into the minimum 

variance frame (not shown) give a velocity along the minimum variance direction of 

~  200 kms'1 in good agreement with the velocities derived from 4SCT, and along 

the intermediate variance direction of ~  50 kms'1 and maximum variance direction 

of ~  -50 kms'1.

The Curlometer technique described above was applied to this period of data 

and can be seen in Fig. 3.16, in the same format as Fig. 3.10. At the beginning 

of the encounter the magnitude of the perpendicular current (red) is approximately 

the same as the parallel current (black). In the middle of the flux rope (03:20:20 

UT) however, the perpendicular current falls to a level below the parallel current 

and then climbs again to the level of the parallel current at the end of the encounter. 

The parallel current stays almost steady throughout the flux rope encounter, with
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the change in the magnitude of the current being due to the change in the perpen

dicular component. It can be seen that the current is unidirectional in the minimum 

(black) and maximum (blue) variance directions and that it undergoes a direction 

reversal in the intermediate variance direction (red). It would appear therefore that 

the current circulates around the axis as well as having an axial component. For 

this event E = 0.21, P = 0.27 giving a ^JE2 +  P 2 of 0.34. The tetrahedron is again 

a good pseudo-sphere and x (Eqn. 2.26) is identified with the relative error in the 

Curlometer current, x (panel 4) is less than 0.3 throughout the flux rope, mean

ing the quality of the Curlometer result should be high. Panels 5 to 12 show the 

components of the magnetic forces (barycentric magnetic field used) transformed 

into the variance frame of Cluster 1, their magnitudes, the electron and ion pressure 

from PEACE and CIS, the Bz  component and |B|. The magnetic forces along the 

minimum variance direction (assumed to be the trajectory) shown in panel 5 exhibit 

direction reversals in both total and magnetic pressure force (positive at 03:20:16 

UT, negative at 03:20:23 UT). The direction reversals and the pressure dominance 

of the magnetic force suggests that the magnetic force is acting to expand the flux 

rope. A comparison across panels 5 to 7 shows that most of the magnetic force is in 

the plane perpendicular to the axis. The domination of the magnetic pressure force 

over the magnetic tension force over the flux rope agrees with the observed large 

core field and small bipolar magnetic field. The non-constant a force-free nature of 

the flux rope is confirmed in panel 8, showing a large increase in the magnitude of 

j  x B inside the flux rope. However, this force is again weaker in the centre than in 

the outer sections. The electron pressure from PEACE (panel 9) is reduced inside 

the flux rope as is the ion pressure (panel 10).

A simple comparison of the change in plasma pressure and magnetic pres

sure over the first (Cluster 1 ion and magnetic pressure evaluated at 03:20:10 and 

03:20:18 UT, Cluster 1 electron pressure evaluated at 03:20:12 and 03:20:20 UT) 

and second halves of the flux rope (ion and magnetic pressure evaluated at 03:20:18
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and 03:20:26 UT, electron pressure evaluated at 03:20:20 and 03:20:28 UT) show 

that the change in magnetic pressure is larger than the change in plasma pressure by 

a factor of ~  3.1 and ~  3.6 respectively. It is possible therefore that this flux rope 

was under a large expansive magnetic pressure dominated total force.
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Figure 3.17: |j| versus |B| and the angle (in radians) between the magnetic field and 
current density vectors for the 13thAugust 2003 flux rope.

Fig. 3.17 shows a scatter plot of the magnitudes of the current density and 

magnetic field, along with the angle (in radians) between the current density and 

magnetic field vectors. Again, |j| versus |B| yields no clear proportionality and 

there exists a quasi-constant but non-zero angle between the current density and 

magnetic field vectors. These results are inconsistent with the flux rope being in a 

constant a force-free configuration.

Again, an independent estimate of the axis direction can be made if the magnetic
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force is assumed to be only radially acting. A minimum variance analysis carried 

out on j x B gives the minimum variance direction to be (0.514, 0.858, -0.056) with 

a minimum:intermediate eigenvalue ratio of 11.9. This makes an angle of 12° to 

the maximum variance direction of the magnetic field: (0.386, 0.917, 0.100).The 

non-axial nature of the current is confirmed from the maximum variance direction 

of the current density; (-0.993, 0.063, -0.099). This makes an angle of 109° to the 

assumed axis.

3.6 Discussion

The event observed by the Cluster spacecraft on the 2nd October 2003 was moving 

Earthward. From a trivial investigation of the magnetic field components, the flux 

rope axis was not expected to be simply aligned in the ±Y direction nor moving 

solely in the ±X direction. The evidence for this came from the core field being 

in the (+X, -Y, +Z) direction. This direction was found to be close to the negative 

intermediate variance direction of the magnetic field, the direction along which the 

smallest component of the magnetic force was directed, as well as being the direc

tion along which the majority of the derived current was directed. The current was 

not maximum in the centre of the flux rope. The Vtimg produced in 4SCT also de

fined a plane whose normal was close to the intermediate variance direction, which 

thus can be safely concluded to be the axis of the flux rope in this case. It has 

been noted in previous studies (Moldwin and Hughes, 1991; Slavin et al., 2003b) 

that minimum variance analysis does not always satisfactorily define a flux rope 

frame. The multi-spacecraft timing method employed here is thus a useful test of 

the derived variance frame. In this case the test verified that the minimum vari

ance analysis technique did indeed provide a good approximation to the ‘flux rope 

frame’. The duration of the flux rope bipolar signature corresponds to a size of ~  

0.3 Re  and a velocity of ~  160 kms'1, in approximate agreement with CIS velocity 

moments. The size of the flux rope quoted here is a lower estimate of the diameter,
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0.3 Re corresponding to the distance between the boundaries of the flux rope at 

this impact parameter. The larger speed of the outbound Vtimg vector compared to 

the inbound vector shows that the constant flux surfaces are either closer together 

on the tailward side than on the Earthward side of the flux rope, that the flux rope 

is accelerating or that the flux rope is being compressed during the time that it is 

observed.

Fig. 3.18 shows a summary of these interpretations in the form of two schemat

ics. The first schematic shows the flux rope with the magnetic field (Fig. 3.7), 

4SCT vectors (Fig. 3.8) and current (Fig. 3.10) marked. The magnetic pressure 

(red) and tension forces (blue, Fig. 3.10) are marked on the second schematic. Both 

of these schematics are in the variance analysis frame. The magnetic force along 

the minimum variance direction exhibits a tripolar signature (Fig. 3.10). This sig

nature can be thought of as two bipolar signatures, one centred around the flux rope 

closest approach time and one observed either outside, or on the outer boundary of 

the flux rope. The magnetic tension and pressure forces in this flux rope appear to 

be unbalanced (Figs. 3.10 and 3.18). Throughout the duration of the first bipolar 

signature in the force along the minimum variance direction, the magnetic pres

sure force is acting away from the flux rope centre (Fig. 3.18), whilst the magnetic 

tension force is acting towards the flux rope centre. In the maximum variance di

rection, the magnetic tension force is generally acting towards the flux rope centre, 

with the magnetic pressure force acting somewhat away from the flux rope centre 

(Fig. 3.18). The resolution of these forces, j  x B, is generally acting away from 

the flux rope centre, i.e. acting to expand the flux rope. The magnetic force along 

the intermediate variance direction is generally smaller than any other component, 

showing that the force is mainly acting radially. The magnetic force which com

prises the second bipolar signature along the minimum variance direction, the large 

positive pressure dominated enhancement in j x B as the spacecraft leaves the flux 

rope, is most likely acting to push the flux rope Earthward. This could be caused by
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effects outside the flux rope such as a compression of the flux rope caused by the 

outflow from a nearby X-line, in agreement with the increased velocity of constant 

flux surfaces measured on the outbound part of the flux rope (Fig. 3.8). The mag

netic pressure dominance in this flux rope describes a strong core magnetic field 

and a circulating current. A simple comparison of the changes of plasma and mag

netic pressure over the flux rope suggested that the flux rope was experiencing an 

expansive total force.

Max

Min
-0  Int

Figure 3.18: Schematics of the main results of the 2nd October 2003 flux rope. The mag- 
netic field (Fig. 3.7), 4SCT vectors (Fig. 3.8) and current (Fig. 3.10) marked on one 
schematic, the magnetic pressure (red) and tension (blue, Fig. 3.10) marked on the other in 
the variance analysis frame. The relative trajectory of the spacecraft through the flux rope 
is marked by a dotted line.

The event observed by the Cluster spacecraft on the 13thAugust 2003 was mov

ing tailward. The flux rope, expected to be aligned to the ±Y direction and trav

elling in the ±X direction from trivial investigations of the magnetic field, was not 

expected to be in a constant a  force-free configuration. The evidence for this came 

from the observation of a large core field in the -Y direction, this direction being 

close to the maximum variance direction of the magnetic field and the direction 

along which the least of the magnetic force was directed. This was confirmed by 

the Vtimg produced in 4SCT which defined a plane whose normal was close to the 

maximum variance direction, again confirming that the minimum variance analy-
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Figure 3.19: Schematic of the main results of the 13thAugust 2003 flux rope in the same 
format as Fig. 3.18

sis returned a good approxim ation to a ‘flux rope fram e’. The flux rope bipolar 

signature duration corresponded to a size o f 0.3 R ^ , the flux rope was travelling 

at ~  200 k m s 1, in agreem ent with CIS velocity m oments. The current was not 

mainly directed along the m aximum  variance direction and was therefore not only 

axial. The current had significant com ponents along the m inimum  variance direc

tion (trajectory) and m axim um  variance direction (axis) and showed a reversal in the 

intermediate variance direction. It therefore appears that the current was circulating 

in a plane whose normal was the axis.

Fig. 3.19 shows two schem atics o f the 13thAugust 2003 flux rope in the same 

form at as Fig. 3.18. The m agnetic force is again unbalanced with the m agnetic 

pressure force along the m inim um  variance direction being bipolar (Fig. 3.16), 

acting away from the flux rope centre (Fig. 3.19). The m agnetic tension force 

along this direction opposes the m agnetic pressure force over the first ha lf o f the 

flux rope, i.e. toward the flux rope centre, falling to zero over the second half o f 

the flux rope. Along the interm ediate variance direction, the m agnetic pressure is 

acting away from the flux rope centre, acting to expand the flux rope. The force 

along the maximum variance direction is small, showing that the force is m ainly
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radial. Thus, the total force is magnetic pressure dominated, and is acting to radially 

expand the flux rope. This flux rope is dominated by a core magnetic field with a 

weakly circulating magnetic field, agreeing with the weak bipolar signature in the 

intermediate variance direction (Fig. 3.14). The current is mainly circulating around 

the axis (Fig. 3.16). The lack of magnetic tension as the spacecraft left the flux rope 

suggests that the spacecraft flew through a region where the magnetic field lines are 

weakly curved on the scale of the spacecraft separation. A simple comparison of 

the plasma and magnetic pressure changes over the flux rope was consistent with 

the flux rope experiencing a large net outward directed force.

The mechanism for the creation of these structures is important for the study of 

the break-up of current sheets near substorm onset. The flux ropes reported here are 

not force-free, indeed tending to be less force-free in the outer sections of the flux 

rope than in the centre. The cores of these flux ropes would perhaps be expected to 

relax in time into the constant a force-free flux rope state, the lowest energy state of 

a helical magnetic field, as is the case for those seen in the distant tail. If the process 

responsible for the creation of these flux ropes is MXR and if it is occurring close 

to the point where the flux ropes are observed, the flux ropes might not have had 

time to fully relax into this force-free state. However, as the flux in the centre of the 

flux ropes would have reconnected before that in the outer sections, the central flux 

would have had more time to begin the evolution towards a force-free configuration. 

The outer sections would therefore be expected to less force-free than the centre, as 

observed in both flux ropes reported here.

The lower estimate sizes of these flux ropes are consistent with previous studies 

of the near-tail plasma sheet. Although Slavin et al. (2003a) estimates flux rope 

diameters of ~  2 to 5 at X ~  -15 to -30 R# using Geotail, a number of flux 

ropes had estimated radii in the region ~  0 to 1 R^. In addition, Walsh et al. (2007) 

reported flux ropes sizes of between 0.2 and 0.4 R^, approximately the same size 

as those reported here. Due to the small sample of flux ropes reported here (and
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previous studies), this study is unable to determine whether flux ropes at X ~  -20 

R.£ are generally smaller than those observed out to X ~  -30 R^.

Slavin et al. (2003a) found a large range of orientations of flux ropes; the highly 

inclined orientation of the 2nd October 2003 flux rope reported here may not be 

particularly unusual. The reason for deviation of the flux ropes’ orientation away 

from the GSM axes remains unclear, but could be due to tilted X-lines or the effects 

of shear in the plasma sheet flows in which the flux ropes are embedded (Winglee,

2004).

Eastwood et al. (2005) recently reported on the motion of two X lines in the tail 

and an associated flux rope. The flux rope reported by Eastwood et al. (2005) was 

observed 5 minutes before the 2nd October 2003 flux rope reported in this chapter. 

Eastwood et al. (2005) identifies, using different multi-spacecraft timing methods, 

a flux rope moving at 140 kms'1 in the direction (0.778, 0.595, 0.158). This 

direction is approximately the same as the minimum variance direction reported 

here and the velocity is approximately the same as reported using 4SCT rotations 

here. This could suggest that these two flux ropes could be from the same MXR 

event.

In Slavin et al. (2003b), the current in the presented flux rope is calculated and 

is found to be not always parallel to the magnetic field. Fig. 3 in their paper shows 

that at some points the magnitude of the current perpendicular to the magnetic field 

exceeds the magnitude of the current parallel to the magnetic field. This again 

shows that near-Earth flux ropes seem not to exhibit the characteristics of a constant 

a class of force-free flux ropes.

Slavin et al. (2003a) find that approximately 60% of the flux ropes found be

tween X ~  -15 to -30 Re were a good fit to a force-free model and were gener

ally larger than those reported here. One interpretation of the tailward moving flux 

ropes observed at the distances that Slavin et al. (2003a) investigated is a sample of 

‘older’ and larger tailward moving flux ropes than the 13thAugust event reported in
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this chapter. The fact that not all flux ropes reported in Slavin et al. (2003a) seem to 

be force-free could be explained if some are evolving away from the form detailed 

here to a more force-free configuration.

In Slavin et al. (2003a) the plasma beta is reduced during a flux rope encounter 

(their Fig. 7). The authors note that without the benefit of high resolution plasma 

instruments to resolve inside the flux rope, this reduction could simply be caused by 

an increase in the magnetic field rather than by any reduction in plasma pressure. 

Figs. 3.10 and 3.16 of this chapter would suggest that the reduction could be due a 

combination of both factors.

There is a build up of plasma pressure on the Earthward side of the 2nd October 

2003 Earthward-moving flux rope (not shown). This, along with a large enhance

ment of current just before the flux rope core (Fig. 3.10), could be explained if 

the flux rope was pushing up against oppositely directed terrestrial closed magnetic 

field lines. There would be a ‘snow plough’ effect as the plasma and magnetic field 

Earthward of this flux rope was compressed by the flux rope. As the flux rope mag

netic field lines and the closed field lines have opposite polarity, re-reconnection 

could take place, essentially stripping away the outer layers of the flux rope as it 

travelled further Earthward. If this were the case a small current sheet would be 

formed with opposite polarity to that inside the flux rope. Indeed, Fig. 3.10 shows 

that the current enhancement is mainly in the intermediate variance direction of 

the magnetic field, i.e. in the axial direction, but directed oppositely to the current 

inside the flux rope.

Both of the flux ropes reported here are under expansive magnetic forces in their 

outer sections. These observations could be due to their evolution towards the force- 

free configuration seen further down the tail after formation in MXR. If this is the 

case and the 13thAugust event is a young flux rope, multiple X point reconnection 

must have happened shortly Earthward of ~  18 down the tail.
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3.7 Conclusions

Few well-formed flux ropes were found in the 2003 Cluster tail season, but two 

have been investigated in detail in this chapter. Neither flux rope was found to be in 

a magnetic force free configuration, demonstrated by the computation of the j x B 

forces inside the flux ropes. The magnetic force was smaller in the centre than in 

the outer sections of the flux ropes and was generally small along the axis. The 

magnetic force was magnetic pressure dominated and generally acted away from 

the flux rope centres, i.e. acting to make the flux ropes radially expand. In one 

case the axis of the flux rope was in the intermediate variance direction, in the other 

the axis was in the maximum variance direction. The axis directions were con

firmed using multi-spacecraft timings, and were consistent with trivial observations 

of the magnetic field. The flux ropes were small and slow moving, derived from 

multi-spacecraft timings, consistent with CIS ion moments. Plasma pressure (both 

electron and ion) was reduced inside the flux ropes. Both flux ropes were under 

net expansive total forces, this force imbalance being larger in the 13thAugust 2003 

(tailward moving) flux rope.

These flux ropes have been interpreted as evidence for multiple X-line recon

nection in the near-tail close to Cluster apogee (X ~  -20 R e). If the flux ropes are 

newly formed their centres may have had more time to relax towards the force-free 

state observed further down the tail, consistent with observations of smaller mag

netic forces in the centres of the flux ropes. These more distant-tail flux ropes are 

generally much larger than those observed here, possibly consistent with the expan

sive magnetic pressure dominance of the j x B force and overall force imbalance 

in the 13thAugust 2003 flux rope. The observation of a tailward moving flux rope 

suggests that this flux rope was created Earthward of X ~  -18 R^.
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Chapter 4

Ohm’s law near an X-line

4.1 Introduction

The large and small scale behaviour of the magnetosphere is governed by electric 

fields. The flow of magnetic field and plasma from the solar wind gives rise to 

the convection electric field that permeates the magnetosphere. On smaller scales, 

electric fields are thought to play a vital role in the microphysics of reconnection.

Electric fields are governed by the generalised Ohm’s law (Eqn. 1.19):

„  ^  j x B V. Pe m e d \e . , „ , x
E =  —Vi x B + -----------------------------TT+HJ (4-1)

ene ene e at

Here, E, v, n and P are electric field, velocity, density and pressure tensor re

spectively (subscripts e and i denote the species). B, j and 77 are the magnetic field, 

current density and the resistivity respectively and e is the electronic charge.

The first term on the RHS is the ideal MHD term expressing frozen-in convec

tion of magnetic field and plasma. The second term is the Hall term and becomes 

important when the scale size of the system approaches the ion inertial length. At 

this scale size the ions become demagnetised and no longer move with the mag

netic field. The electrons remain magnetised until the electron inertial length where 

they too become demagnetised. The third and fourth terms are the divergence of
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®E,

Figure 4.1: Magnetic field, electric field and current topology around an X-line. The 
field-aligned current system (Jjj) associated with the Hall current system and quadrupolar 
magnetic field system (Bjj) are marked. Previous observations and simulations show that 
the Hall electric field normal to the current sheet (Ejj) points towards the current sheet. The 
reconnection electric field (Er ) points across the magnetotail.

the electron pressure tensor (V. Pe) and electron inertia terms. Attempts have been 

made to estimate the V. Pe term (e.g. Andre et al., 2004) and empirically argue its 

role in parallel electric field generation (e.g. Scudder et al., 2002). However, neither 

the V. Pe or the electron inertia terms have, to date, been properly determined in 

previous observational studies. In the absence of anomalous resistivity caused by, 

for example, wave-particle interactions (Labelle and Treumann, 1988; Schmitz and 

Grauer, 2006), the last term can be normally considered negligible in collisionless 

space plasmas.

The plasma sheet is a prime location for magnetic reconnection (Vasyliunas, 

1979) to occur and create one or more X-lines (Fig. 3.1). The reconnection itself is 

believed to occur within an extremely localised region of the magnetotail called the 

‘diffusion region’. This surrounds the X-line and comprises two distinct parts, the 

ion and electron diffusion regions (Sonnerup, 1979). These regions are on the scales 

of the ion and electron inertial lengths (Eqn. 1.27), which, in the plasma sheet, are 

on scales of a few hundred km and a few km respectively.

As was discussed in section 1.5, reconnection can occur when two anti-parallel 

magnetic field lines come into contact. In the GSM coordinate system these field
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lines would be in the positive and negative X direction. Figure 4.1 shows the mag

netic topology of an X-line in the GSM coordinate system. The reconnection elec

tric field would be in the same direction (+Y) as the cross tail current and cause an 

E x B drift of plasma and magnetic field towards the X-line from above and below 

the neutral sheet.

Assuming there is no guide magnetic field in the Y direction, the magnetic field 

at the X-line vanishes. Thus, the Hall and ideal MHD terms cannot support the 

reconnection electric field at this point. The electron terms must therefore play a 

significant role at the X-line. Theory (Vasyliunas, 1979) and simulations (Hesse 

et al., 1999; Kuznetsova et al., 2001; Yin et al., 2001a; Yin et al., 2001b; Yin and 

Winske, 2003) suggest that the spatial derivatives of the off-diagonal components 

of Pe support the reconnection electric field in a small region around, and at, the 

X-line. Outside this small region, the reconnection electric field is supported by the 

Hall term, then the ideal MHD term at larger distances.

The measurement of the V. Pe term is therefore very important for both the 

understanding of the general properties of the plasma sheet and the reconnection 

process.

Equation 4.1 can also be used to investigate the general electric field properties 

of the plasma sheet. As the electrons continue to move towards the X-line with the 

magnetic field, a charge separation is set up by the ions, no longer moving with the 

magnetic field. This occurs when the scale size of the system is reduced to the ion 

inertial length. In this way a Hall electric field pointing towards the neutral sheet on 

both sides appears (Figure 4.1) (Nagai et al., 2001, Borg et al., 2005, Wygant et al.,

2005).

Additionally, the electron pressure would be expected to be larger towards the 

centre than the edges due to the convective nature of the reconnection electric field. 

This simple effect will lead to an electric field pointing away from the neutral sheet 

from the V. Pe term in the normal (Z) direction.
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Hall-MHD simulations by Yin et al. (2001), which include the full electron pres

sure tensor to initiate reconnection, find that in the X direction the contributions are 

generally towards (away from) the X-line for the V. Pe (Hall) term. The electric 

field contributions normal to the neutral sheet (Z) from the Hall (V. Pe) term points 

towards (away from) the neutral sheet and is largest at the X-line. The contributions 

normal to the neutral sheet were found to be more spatially extensive and larger 

than those in the plane of the neutral sheet. In order to observe this field, it can be 

seen that a spacecraft would have to approach very close to the X-line.

As well as the creation of a neutral sheet directed electric field, the differential 

motion of ions and electrons within the ion diffusion region creates Hall currents di

rectly related to reconnection. These in turn drive a system of field aligned currents 

outside the ion diffusion region, which act to close the Hall currents and also cre

ate the quadrupolar magnetic field structure previously reported (Nagai et al., 2001, 

Runov et al., 2003, Asano et al., 2004, Borg et al., 2005, Alexeev et al., 2005). 

These systems are illustrated in Fig. 4.1.

The four-spacecraft nature of the Cluster mission can be used to directly deter

mine both the Hall and V . Pe terms using the multi-point observations.

In this chapter, section 2 will give an overview of the period of data selected 

for this study. In the section 3 the contributions to the electric field, as well as 

the currents and magnetic field will be investigated in a region close to an active 

X-line. Hall signatures of reconnection are also investigated. In the section 4 the 

data comes from a region very close to an active X-line. The results will then be 

discussed in section 5 and conclusions drawn in section 6. These investigations 

include the first calculations of the full V. Pe term calculated from 3D electron 

phase space distributions as first described in Henderson et al. (2006b).
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4.2 Data Overview - 17thAugust 2003

At 16:00 UT on the 17thAugust 2003 the Cluster spacecraft were located at (-16.6, 

-5.3, 4.1) Re (GSM coordinates will be used throughout section 4.2), near apogee 

in the magnetotail. As discussed in section 2.1, the average separation of the Clus

ter tetrahedron in this tail season was only 200 km. The multi-spacecraft methods 

described in section 2.6 assume that the measured quantity varies linearly over the 

tetrahedron. This assumption will be most valid at times when the spacecraft sep

aration is small, ideally smaller than the structure being observed. The spacecraft 

were in burst mode (see section 2.2.3) which meant that 3D data from the PEACE 

instruments on board all four Cluster spacecraft, as well as CIS on Cluster 4, was 

sent to the ground. As usual for burst mode events in the magnetotail, Clusters 1 

and 3 provide 3DR (LEEA) and 3DX1P (HEEA), with Clusters 2 and 4 providing 

3DX1P (LEEA) and 3DX2P (HEEA). It is noted that Cluster 4 CIS CODIF was the 

only CIS instrument functioning. The fact that the spacecraft were in burst mode 

allows one to derive the divergence of the electron pressure tensor (as described in 

section 2.6.2). This divergence appears in the generalised Ohm’s law (Eqn. 4.1) 

and can be compared to the Hall term. This latter term can be determined after 

measuring the current via the Curlometer technique (as described in section 2.6.2). 

These two derived quantities are in some sense averages through the tetrahedron 

which should be applied at the barycentre of the tetrahedron. Great care and effort 

has been made to verify the calibration of the four PEACE data sets in order to 

support differencing of the data from different spacecraft to produce valid gradients 

required here. Section 2.2.6 briefly describes this correction of the electron mo

ments due to the Vz problem. It is important to note that all the plasma data were 

interpolated onto the time stamps of Cluster 4 PEACE, while high time resolution 

FGM data, and the current density derived from this data, were averaged onto these 

time stamps.

Figure 4.2 shows data from the 17thAugust 2003 between 15:55 and 17:35 UT.
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Panels 1 to 4 show the magnetic field components, Bx, BY, Bz and |B|, with Cluster 

1 in black, Cluster 2 in red, Cluster 3 in green and Cluster 4 in magenta. This 

colour scheme will be used throughout this chapter. As the magnetic field lines are 

stretched into the magnetotail and point towards Earth above the neutral sheet and 

away from the Earth below the neutral sheet, B x  can often be taken as a proxy for 

the position of the spacecraft relative to the neutral sheet. It is important to note 

that the velocity of Cluster is generally much less than the velocity associated with 

the motion of the plasma sheet. In this way, it is most often the plasma sheet which 

moves over the stationary spacecraft rather than the spacecraft moving over the 

stationary plasma sheet. According to panel 1, the spacecraft were initially north of 

the neutral sheet (15:55 UT) and slowly crossed to the south of the neutral sheet at 

approximately 16:05 UT.

There were a number of quicker crossings at approximately 16:30 and 16:40 

UT. This behaviour could be indicative of the plasma sheet flapping as geomagnetic 

activity increased (this behaviour was statistically shown in Sergeev et al. (2006)).

The spacecraft moved away from the plasma sheet (B^ becoming increasingly 

negative) between approximately 16:40 and 16:55 UT. At 16:55 UT the spacecraft 

moved back towards the neutral sheet, and with the exception of one crossing at 

~  17:00 UT, remained south of it. At the end of the period presented here the 

spacecraft remained close to, but south of, the neutral sheet.

The AE index for this time (panel 5) shows an enhancement from approximately 

16:30 UT. It is noted that the AE index starts to decrease from its peak at approx

imately 17:10 UT. At the peak, AE index reaches ~  800 nT, indicative of strong 

substorm activity and reconnection in the tail.

If one assumes a simplified pressure balance across the tail, in which the total 

pressure is constant over the tail (Baumjohann et al., 1990b), then the pressures in 

the lobes and plasma sheet can be described thus:
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Figure 4.2: Panels 1 to 4 show the magnetic field from all spacecraft (Cluster 1 - black, 
Cluster 2 - red, Cluster 3 - green, Cluster 4 - magenta). Panel 5 shows the AE index. 
Panels 6 and 7 show the estimated lobe magnetic field strength (Equation 4.3) and the X 
component of velocity for protons (black) and electrons (red) from Cluster 4. Panel 8 shows 
the estimated current sheet half thickness (black crosses, Eqn. 4.7, Green; boxcar average) 
and the proton inertial length (red). The final two panels show the full plasma beta and an 
energy time spectrogram of electrons in the energy range 30 eV to 26 keV from Cluster 4.
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B  2 b  2
— + (riikbTi + nekbTe)L = +  nekbTe)PS (4.2)
Zfio z/io

Where Z?, n and T  are the magnetic field, number density and temperature re

spectively. The subscripts PS, L, i and e denote the contributions from the plasma 

sheet, lobes, ions and electrons respectively.

If the plasma pressure in the lobes is negligible (a working definition of the 

lobes) and one can measure the magnetic field and plasma parameters in the plasma 

sheet, it is possible to estimate the magnetic field in the lobes (Bl)'-

B r  = B  +  2ifiokb (n{Pi +  neTe) (4.3)

B l (Eqn. 4.3) is shown in panel 6 of Fig. 4.2. It can be seen that B L was ~  55 

nT until approximately 16:30 UT. At this point the field strength became smaller, 

reaching ~  40 nT at approximately 17:00 UT. If B l can be identified as a measure 

of the amount of magnetic flux stored in the tail, the overall trend during this time 

(ignoring high frequency variations) suggests that flux was being removed from the 

tail in the locality of Cluster.

Panel 7 shows the X component of velocity from protons (black) and electrons 

(red). This panel shows fast flows in the negative X direction for both protons and 

electrons (~  500 kms-1) between approximately 16:30 and 16:55 UT. After 16:55 

UT however, the flow reversed to the positive X direction for both protons and 

electrons 1000 kms x).

This signature is consistent with the tailward retreat of an X-line. Under this 

interpretation, the X-line crossed over the Cluster spacecraft at approximately 16:55 

UT. Indeed reconnection at an X-line would act to remove open flux in the tail, 

consistent with the inferred reduction in B L (panel 5).

If one assumes a magnetic field profile is of a Harris (1962) type, then the half 

thickness of the current sheet can be derived. A Harris (1962) magnetic field profile
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is a one dimensional current sheet, where all magnetic field is assumed to be in the 

X direction and is a function of Z only:

B(z) =  B ^tanh x (4.4)

Differentiating B with respect to 2 gives:

(4.5)

or:

21
(4.6)

Therefore, by measuring the spatial gradient of the magnetic field (V ZB X) and 

by knowing the magnetic field in the lobes (Bl ), the half thickness hcs can be esti

mated (Runov et al., 2005b):

Equation 4.7 is an estimate of the half-thickness of the current sheet. hcs is 

plotted in panel 8 as black crosses. Overplotted in green is a boxcar average of 

these points (between 0 and 10000 km) to show the general trend throughout the 

period.

It can be seen that at the beginning of the encounter, the boxcar average lies 

near 5000 km. Towards 16:35 and 17:00 UT this is reduced closer to 2000 km 

but with many points measured in hundreds of km. This suggests that the current 

sheet thinned as the spacecraft moved closer to the reconnection site (e.g. Hones 

et al., 1967, Hones et al., 1984, Dewhurst et al., 2004). The scale length of the 

proton diffusion region (the proton inertial length) is also plotted (red, Eqn. 1.27). 

It can be seen that during the removal of flux, where Bl is reduced between 16:30 

and 17:00 UT, the half thickness of the current sheet approached the proton inertial

(4.7)
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length. At this scale non-ideal-MHD processes become important and may play a 

role here.

Panel 9 shows the full plasma (3 (Eqn. 1.26), with (3 =  0.3 marked. (3 =  0.3 is 

here identified with the boundary between the plasma sheet and lobes. It can be seen 

that at the beginning of this interval (from 15:55 to 16:30 UT) (3 remained above ~  

1, showing that Cluster remained inside the plasma sheet. Indeed, during the first 

crossing of the neutral sheet (16:05 UT), (3 approached 100, consistent with a very 

low magnetic field (panel 4). During the second and third crossings of the neutral 

sheet (16:30 and 16:40 UT) (3 began to fluctuate, at points being reduced to ~  0.3, 

indicating that the spacecraft moved towards the edges of the plasma sheet. This 

movement away from the centre of the plasma sheet is concurrent with the current 

sheet half thickness decreasing and could be indicative of the thinning of the plasma 

sheet.

Panel 10 shows an energy-time spectrogram of electrons with energies between 

approximately 30 eV and 26 keV. The Z axis is the differential energy flux. The 

thinning of the current sheet is dramatically shown in panels 9 and 10 between 16:40 

and 16:55 UT. (3 dropped below 0.3 and the differential energy flux of electrons was 

dramatically reduced. This is consistent with the plasma sheet thinning, resulting in 

the spacecraft moving out into the lobes.

The energy of the peak differential energy flux in the spectrogram is at approx

imately 300 eV at 16:00 UT. Throughout the period between 16:30 and 16:55 UT 

the plasma sampled as the spacecraft encountered the plasma sheet or PSBL had a 

higher energy peak, reaching approximately 6 keV at 16:55 UT, consistent with an 

energisation of the plasma sheet. The plasma sheet enveloped the spacecraft after 

approximately 16:55 UT, with the peak energy of the surrounding plasma ~  1 keV 

at 17:00 to 17:10 UT. At approximately 17:10 UT the spacecraft entered a region in 

which it observed increasingly hotter plasma until the end of the encounter.

It can be seen that during the period shown in Fig 4.2 the magnetosphere was
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very dynamic. During this period flux was removed from the tail and bipolar signa

tures were observed in the X component of plasma flow, consistent with the tailward 

retreat of an active X-line. A large enhancement in the AE index was also observed. 

The plasma sheet thinned to scales approaching the proton inertial length and the 

spacecraft encountered regions containing increasingly hotter plasma. These signa

tures are all consistent with the occurrence of a substorm (section 1.6) during this 

period.

The following case studies will detail the observations of two sets of crossings 

from this day.

4.3 Case study one - Remote sensing of the X-line

Fig. 4 . 3  shows observations from a 5-minute period between 1 6 : 3 8  and 1 6 : 4 3  UT, 

containing a number of neutral sheet crossings in the same format as Fig. 4 . 2 .  It can 

be seen that all B x  were initially negative, indicating that all spacecraft were nom

inally south of the neutral sheet, but became positive as the spacecraft crossed the 

neutral sheet at approximately 1 6 : 3 9 : 2 0  UT. After several more crossings between 

1 6 :4 1  and 1 6 : 4 2  UT the spacecraft moved south of the neutral sheet at approxi

mately 1 6 : 4 2 : 3 0  UT. B y  was negative throughout most of this time and B z  was 

small. The magnitude of the magnetic field observed at high resolution ( 1 0  vectors 

per second, not shown) is small (~  2  nT) at all spacecraft when = 0 ,  suggesting 

there was little or no guide field.

It has been assumed that GSM satisfactorily approximated the current sheet 

frame (with magnetic field reversal in the X direction, cross tail current in the Y 

direction and neutral sheet normal in the Z direction). In some cases this approx

imation can be invalid, leading to significant deviations from GSM (Zhang et al., 

2002, Sergeev et al., 2003). A minimum variance analysis (Sonnerup and Cahill, 

1967) is therefore performed on this period of data and suggests the neutral sheet 

normal, identified with the minimum variance direction, was in the (-0.037, 0.088,
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Figure 4.3: Data from case study two in the same format as Fig. 4.2.
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-0.995) direction, with a minimum:intermediate eigenvalue ratio of 3.7. The GSM 

system should therefore satisfactorily represent a natural neutral sheet frame at this 

time, with GSM Z corresponding to the neutral sheet normal direction. GSM will 

therefore be used throughout this section.

The current sheet thickness (panel 5) was thin, approximately less than 1000 

km. Plasma (3 remained above 1 (panel 6) and a clear signature of ~  1 keV electrons 

indicates that the spacecraft were in the plasma sheet throughout this period (panel 

7).

Note that these spacecraft were separated by only ~  220 km in the Z direction at 

this time. At a neutral sheet crossing location (16:39:49 UT) the plasma density was 

~  0.8 cm-3, giving a proton (electron) inertial length ~  255 km (~  6 km), which 

defines the scale length of any proton (electron) diffusion region. The flows in the 

period shown here were in the tailward direction (Fig. 4.2), which suggests that the 

active X-line was located Earthwards of the spacecraft.

Figure 4.4 shows the magnetic and electric field observations for this time pe

riod. Panels 1 to 4 show the four components of the magnetic field measured on 

each spacecraft. Panel 5 shows |T r P e, an indication of the total electron pressure 

observed at each spacecraft. Panels 6 to 9 show the electric field contributions par

allel to, and the three components perpendicular to the magnetic field respectively 

from the Hall and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law. In these panels the electric field con

tribution from the Hall term is in red, whereas the electric field contribution from 

the V. Pe term is in black. Note that as the Hall term is always perpendicular to 

the magnetic field no red trace can be seen on panel 6. The magnetic field used in 

the derivation of the contributions parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field 

is the barycentric magnetic field, the predicted magnetic field at the centroid of the 

Cluster tetrahedron.

Panel 5, the magnitude of the electron pressure ( \T r  Pe) from each spacecraft, 

shows that the electron pressure was generally higher when the spacecraft were
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closer to the neutral sheet.

Panels 6 to 9 in Fig. 4.4 show the full components of the electric field arising 

from the V. Pe term (black) and the Hall term (red) in the generalised Ohm’s law 

(Eq. 4.1). These are derived from the gradients between each of the 4 Cluster 

spacecraft and are the first such calculation performed (Henderson et al., 2006b).

There was little electric field contribution parallel to the magnetic field from the 

V. Pe. If the other terms in Ohm’s law that could produce a parallel electric field are 

negligible at this time then the lack of parallel electric field would suggest that E .  B 

is close to zero, in turn suggesting that MHD is valid. At 16:39:30 UT, the X and Y 

components of the perpendicular electric field from the Hall term (red trace) are both 

negative. As at this time ~  B y ,  this electric field would seem to the directed 

across the tail, but could in some part be associated with the Hall term pointing away 

from the X-line in agreement with Yin et al. (2001). Moreover, no clear sustained 

signature of a reconnection electric field in the (positive) Y direction supported by 

the V. Pe term can be seen (panel 8). A number of peaks in the (positive) Y direction 

can be seen in the contribution from the Hall term and these could be supporting 

(part of) the reconnection electric field away from the X-line. Panel 9 shows the 

Z component of the perpendicular electric field (i.e. the component normal to the 

nominal neutral sheet). Where the spacecraft were close to the neutral sheet (i.e. 

around the B^ = 0 crossings) it can be seen that the Hall term pointed towards the 

neutral sheet while the V. Pe term pointed away from it. The bipolar signatures in 

this component are thus caused by the spacecraft barycentre crossing the neutral 

sheet.

Between 1 6 : 4 1 : 4 4  and 1 6 : 4 2 : 1 0  UT the 4  second averaged magnetic field data 

shows that Cluster 1 was north of the neutral sheet (Bx  ~  + 1 0  nT), whereas Clus

ter 4  was south of the neutral sheet (B^ ~  - 1 0  nT). The same data suggest that 

the spacecraft concurrently observed significantly different By (Cluster 1 observed 

B y  ~  -5 nT, Cluster 4  observed B y  ~  +5 nT). The high time resolution magnetic
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field data show some high frequency fluctuations, but generally reflect the behaviour 

seen in the 4 second averaged data. For exam ple, at 16:41:49 UT C luster 1 observed 

Bx  = +10 nT and By = -6 nT, whereas C luster 4 observed B x  = -8 nT and By = 

+6 nT. At 16:41:55 UT Cluster 1 observed B x  = +11 nT and By = -8 nT, w hereas 

Cluster 4 observed B x  = -12 nT and By = +4 nT.
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C luster 2 
C luster 3  
C luster 4  
B arycen tre
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Figure 4.5: A scatter plot of the magnetic field observed on all spacecraft and the barycen
tre between 16:41:44 and 16:42:10 UT.

Fig. 4.5 is a scatter plot o f the B x  and By com ponents of the high tim e res

olution m agnetic field from  this period. It can be seen that the B x  and By are 

anti-correlated, in agreem ent with the expected polarity from  observations o f the 

tailward part o f the Hall quadrupolar m agnetic field system  (Fig. 4.1). A best fit 

line is plotted with a gradient o f -0.55 and an intercept at B x  = 0 of By = -1 .2 nT, 

again showing that there was little or no guide field at this tim e. The correlation 

coefficient is -0.67 (statistical significance >  99% ) and shows that the data from  all 

spacecraft and the barycentre are well correlated.

Figure 4.6 shows the spatial derivatives o f all the elem ents o f the electron pres
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sure tensor that comprise the contribution to the electric field from the V. Pe term. 

The contribution to the electric field in the X direction comes from the sum of the 

first three panels, the contribution to the Y direction comes from the sum of the 

second three panels with the contribution to the Z direction coming from the sum of 

the final three panels.
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The contributions from  the spatial gradients o f the off-diagonal com ponents o f 

the electron pressure tensor to the V . P e term are generally sm aller than those o f the 

diagonal terms. However, this is not always the case (Fig. 4.6). For exam ple, some 

of the off-diagonal com ponents becom e significant around 16:39 UT, becom ing 

com parable in size to those from  the diagonal com ponents.

Fig. 4.7 shows a scatter-plot of the Hall and V . P e contributions to the perpen

dicular Z direction electric field m easured betw een 16:38:30 and 16:42:30 UT. A 

best fit straight-line shows that the Hall term was well anti-correlated (correlation 

coefficient = -0.91, statistical significance >  99%) with the V . P e term  and is on 

average ~  5.3 times stronger during this period.
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Figure 4.7: Scatter-plot showing the contributions to the perpendicular Z direction electric 
field from the Hall term and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law. The coordinate system in this Figure 
is GSM.

As detailed in section 2.5, if it can be assum ed that the parallel electric field 

is negligible (i.e. E. B =  0), then the tw o-com ponent electric field m easured by 

the EFW  instrum ent can be reconstructed to a three com ponent electric field. As 

shown in Eqn. 4.1, the only terms that can produce a breakdow n o f E. B =  0 are
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—V. Pe/en€, —(me/e) (d \e/dt) and 77j. As stated earlier, the last term is normally 

considered negligible in space plasmas. The other terms in Ohm’s law are all by 

definition perpendicular to the magnetic field. Therefore, if it assumed that the 

electron inertia is smaller than the V. P e term (e.g. Schmitz and Grauer, 2006), 

then Fig. 4.4 shows that E. B =  0, and that the reconstruction of the full electric 

field should be valid. The thresholds used for reconstruction (see section 2.5) were 

B z > InT  and \(BX/ B Z)\ < 10.

Figure 4.8 shows the full electric field as measured by the EFW probe on Clus

ter 4 (black), — v,- x B (red) as measured by CIS and FGM on Cluster 4, j  x  B /e n e 

(green) as measured by the FGM instrument and —V. Pe/ene (blue) as measured 

by the PEACE instruments. In addition, the pink line shows the total of the contri

butions measured in the red, green and blue traces and, if these are the only terms 

that contribute to E , should be the same as the black trace. However, note that while 

j  x  B /e n e and —V. Pe/ene are measured at the barycentre, E  and —v* x  B are 

measured at Cluster 4.

E -v i  x B JAB /n e  — d iv (P e )/n e  (JAB /n e  —vi x B — d iv (P e )/n e )
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Figure 4.8: The full electric field as measured by the EFW probe on Cluster 4 (black), 
—\i x B (red) as measured by CIS and FGM on Cluster 4, j  x B /ene (green) as measured 
by the FGM instrument and —V. Pe/ene (blue) as measured by the PEACE instruments. In 
addition, the pink line shows the total of the contributions measured in the red, green and 
blue traces, and should be the same as the black trace.
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It can be seen that the electric field in the X and Y directions are small ( E y  being 

positive on average) and mostly supported by the ideal MHD term (—v* x B). In 

the Z direction, the electric field is again supported by the MHD term, however the 

Hall term makes significant contributions in some places (eg 16:39:30 to 16:40:00 

UT, 16:41:25 to 16:41:45 UT). At these points, the closer correspondence between 

the sum of the measured components of electric field (pink) and the electric field 

(black), than simply the MHD (red) and electric field (black) is clear. The contribu

tion from the V. Pe term is relatively small.

The electric field here is dominated by the ideal MHD term, with an appreciable 

contribution from the Hall term. However, it is important to note here that the 

electron inertia and the anomalous resistivity have been neglected. This assumption 

is probably valid in this case if these factors is assumed to be on the same order as, 

or smaller than, the V. Pe term.

Figure 4.9 shows the currents and associated velocities for electrons and protons 

during this period. Panels 1 to 4 show the current parallel and perpendicular to the 

barycentric magnetic field derived from the Curlometer method (black). Panel 5 

shows the relative error, x  (Eqn. 2.26). Panels 6 to 9 show the velocity of electrons 

(black) and protons (red) parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field on Cluster 

4. Data from this spacecraft are used to calculate the particle velocities from the 

moments of the distributions of the phase space density from the PEACE and CIS 

instruments respectively.

Magnetic field data are used to transform these data into field aligned coordi

nates. As the magnetic field inferred at the barycentre may be different to that 

measured at Cluster 4, panel 10 shows a comparison of these two measurements.

Panel 1 shows that the majority of the Curlometer-derived current was aligned 

to the magnetic field. The main perpendicular component was in the Y direction 

and can be identified with the cross tail current. Three enhanced current contri

butions parallel to the magnetic field are highlighted and labelled A to C. On the
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Figure 4.9: Panels 1 to 4 show the parallel and three perpendicular components of the 
current density derived from the Curlometer technique (at barycentre). Panel 5 shows the 
relative error, x  (Eqn. 2.26). Panels 6 to 9 show the parallel and three perpendicular com
ponents of velocity from electrons (black) and protons (red). The particle measurements are 
from Cluster 4. The bottom panel shows B x  at the barycentre and at Cluster 4.
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basis of concurrent magnetic field strength, A is observed when the spacecraft were 

located close to, but south of, the neutral sheet whereas B and C were related to 

currents nearer the boundaries of the plasma sheet (north and south of the neutral 

sheet respectively). Current A was directed anti-parallel (i.e. in the + X direction, 

towards the X-line), B was in the anti-parallel direction (in the - X direction, away 

from the X-line) whereas current C was in the parallel direction (again in the - X di

rection). The relative error in the curlometer current is small throughout this period, 

only becoming large when the current is close to zero (16:40:30 UT). At this time 

(16:40:30 UT) E = 0.22 and P = 0.25, giving a yjE2 +  P 2 of 0.33. The tetrahedron 

is therefore a good example of a pseudo-sphere and x, identified as the relative er

ror, should give a good measure of the quality of the Curlometer result. Panels 6 to 

9 suggest that the electrons generally carry the current. The highlighted Curlome

ter current signatures are consistent with enhancements of electron velocity during 

periods of constant proton velocity at Cluster 4. Signature B (C) is consistent with 

the movement of protons (electrons) anti-parallel to the magnetic field and electrons 

(protons) parallel to the magnetic field.

It is again noted that the magnetic field used to derive field-aligned coordinates 

for the Curlometer was that inferred at the barycentre, whereas that used to derive 

coordinates for the particles came from Cluster 4. A comparison of the X compo

nents of the magnetic fields at these two points is given in the final panel of Fig. 4.9. 

At some points the traces can be different by some nT (e.g. during current enhance

ment A). In these places care must therefore be taken when comparing results from 

the Curlometer and particles. For example, a spacecraft may observe locally per

pendicular current that could be in the same direction as the barycentric magnetic 

field, perhaps giving misleading results.

During current enhancement A, all spacecraft see similar parallel electron flows 

to those observed on Cluster 4 (not shown). However, as Cluster 1 approaches 

the neutral sheet and B^ is close to zero, its local magnetic field becomes almost
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perpendicular to the mainly -X directed barycentric magnetic field. At this point 

(16:39:15 UT) Cluster 1 sees large negative perpendicular X directed electron flows 

(not shown).

4.4 Case study two - In the vicinity of the X-line

Figure 4.10 shows a plot of the magnetic field from the period 16:54 to 17:04 UT, 

as well as the estimated current sheet half thickness (Eqn. 4.7), full plasma (5 (Eqn. 

1.26) and an electron energy time spectrogram in the same format as Fig. 4.2. Panel 

1 shows Bx  and suggests that the spacecraft generally stayed south of the neutral 

sheet for the majority of the encounter, with one excursion of all spacecraft north 

of the neutral sheet at approximately 17:01 UT. However, individual spacecraft did 

briefly cross the neutral sheet (16:56, 16:59 UT). B y  was generally negative and 

Bz  was positive. As can be seen from panels 6 and 7, the spacecraft started in the 

lobe and entered the plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) at 16:55 UT. The PSBL 

plasma was hot, around 6 keV, when first observed. If GSM is assumed to be a good 

approximation to the neutral sheet frame, it can be seen from panels 6 and 7 that the 

spacecraft moved towards the neutral sheet between 16:56:00 and 16:58:30 UT and 

moved away from the neutral sheet to the PSBL between 16:58 and 17:00 UT. At 

17:00 UT the spacecraft entered the cooler central plasma sheet again and remained 

there until the end of the time period shown here, apart from one excursion into the 

plasma sheet boundary layer at 17:02 UT.

A minimum variance analysis was carried out on this period of data in an attempt 

to determine whether the GSM coordinate system approximates the neutral sheet 

frame during this period. A variance analysis on the period 16:59:30 and 17:02 UT 

provided the best separation of eigenvalues which were stable to small changes in 

the time interval chosen. The minimum variance direction was derived as being 

in the (0.39,0.56,0.73) GSM direction, with an intermediate:minimum eigenvalue 

separation of 4.5. It can be seen that the neutral sheet is therefore somewhat tilted
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Figure 4.10: Data from case study three in the same format as Fig. 4.2.



away from the natural GSM frame, which was considered a good approximation 

only 20 minutes before this period. The system used in the remainder of this section 

will be this variance analysis frame. Note that the current sheet thickness in panel 5 

of Fig. 4.10 was estimated using the current system in this variance frame.

During 16:59:30 to 17:02 UT, the spacecraft observed the largest change in |B| 

and should therefore give the largest cross-sectional sampling of the plasma sheet. 

Indeed, this is also the period of the largest change in B^, which is close to the 

maximum variance direction in GSM. The plasma (probably plasma sheet plasma) 

observed in this short time period is at a somewhat different energy than that ob

served previously (e.g. around 16:56 UT, probably PSBL). It is possible that the 

orientation of the neutral sheet may have changed due to the rapid flapping mo

tions.

Figure 4.11 shows the magnetic field (in the variance analysis frame), ^2>Pe 

and electric field contributions from the Hall and V. Pe terms (in the variance anal

ysis frame) in the same format as Fig. 4.4. In the variance analysis frame it can 

be seen that the spacecraft cross briefly the neutral sheet on only one occasion 

(17:00:30 UT), at all other times the spacecraft staying south the neutral sheet (note 

that B m a x  being positive is very approximately a proxy for being on the southern 

lobe side of the neutral sheet). As is expected, the electron pressure is generally 

higher towards the neutral sheet, however, it is highest towards the beginning of the 

encounter. This again suggests that there could be two separate plasma populations, 

a high pressure high energy plasma sheet between the start of the encounter and 

17:00 UT and the other, a lower energy, plasma sheet population from 17:00 UT to 

the end of the encounter. This could be a temporal or spatial effect, the separation 

of the Cluster tetrahedron is not large enough to differentiate between these effects.

There is a guide field fluctuating around -10 to -20 nT in the intermediate vari

ance direction and the magnetic field in the minimum variance direction is generally 

small, except for a large value towards the start of the interval. Again, the large mag-
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netic field in the minimum variance direction is suggestive of a lack of applicability 

of the minimum variance frame, derived from data between 16:59:30 and 17:02 UT, 

to the beginning of this period. It is again noted that no minimum variance frame 

could be derived for this earlier time that was consistent when small changes in the 

start and end times of the analysis period were made.

A parallel electric field arising from the V. Pe term can be seen in panel 6. The 

largest parallel electric field contribution from this term came at the beginning of 

the interval in the PSBL (16:55 to 16:56 UT) and the plasma sheet (16:56 to 16:58 

UT). Further away from the beginning of the interval (and therefore the X-line) the 

parallel electric field became smaller, falling to negligible levels at the end of the 

interval. Note that all spacecraft see similar plasma here, suggesting that this is not 

an edge effect.

The perpendicular electric field contributions from the Hall and V. Pe terms are 

not anti-correlated between 16:54 and 16:57 UT, where the contributions are some

times in the same direction (for example in the minimum and maximum variance 

directions at 16:56 to 16:57). After 16:57 UT the behaviour reverts to the famil

iar anti-correlated pattern, again suggestive of two separate plasma populations and 

the inapplicability of one minimum variance frame to the whole of the period. It 

is interesting to consider whether if the correct frame in which to view this initial 

period of data (16:55 to 16:57 UT) could be found, whether the component that 

contains the correlated electric field contributions might be in the reconnection field 

direction.

During this interval, the full 3D electric field from EFW cannot be reconstructed 

as the reconstruction process assumes no parallel electric field is present, which is 

not true here. However, the effects of the parallel electric field can be observed 

by analysing the two components that EFW does measure in the spin plane (a few 

degrees from GSE). Note that from Fig. 4.10 it can be seen that the magnetic field 

is also mainly in the X and Y (GSM) directions.
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Figure 4.12: Panels 1 and 2 show the contribution to the electric field from the V. Pe term 
in the X and Y (black) and perpendicular X and Y (red) directions. Panels 3 and 4 show the 
X and Y directed electric field as measured by EFW (black), the sum of the Hall and ideal 
MHD terms (green) and the sum of the Hall, ideal MHD and V. Pe terms (red).

Panels 1 and 2 o f Fig. 4.12 show the contribution to the electric field from 

the V . P e term in the full GSE X and Y (black, i.e. with the parallel electric field 

included) and perpendicular GSE X and Y (red, i.e. w ithout the parallel electric field 

included) directions in the time during which the parallel electric field is observed. 

The black trace includes the contribution from the parallel electric field in these 

directions.

The differences in the traces in panels 1 and 2 show that the parallel electric field 

m akes a large contribution in both directions betw een 16:55:00 and 16:55:15 UT, 

and betw een 16:56:45 and 16:57:15 UT. In the X (Y) direction, the parallel elec

tric field acts in the sam e (opposite) direction as the perpendicular X (Y) directed 

electric field

Panels 3 and 4 o f Fig. 4.10 show the electric field m easured by EFW  (black, 

m easured at C4 and in a coordinate system  a few degrees from  G SE), the sum  o f 

the Hall and ideal M HD term s (green, the Hall term  estim ated at the barycentre and 

the M HD term m easured at C luster 4, both in GSE) and the sum o f the Hall, ideal
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MHD and V. P e terms (red, with the V. Pe term estimated at the barycentre, again 

all in GSE).

Panel 3 shows that the electric field (black) is poorly approximated in the X 

direction by the sum of the three terms (red). Indeed, the inclusion of the V. P e 

makes the fit worse between 16:55:00 and 16:55:15 UT, and between 16:56:45 and 

16:57:15 UT. However, in the Y direction the approximation is very good, the in

clusion of the V. Pe term making the fit significantly better. It would appear that 

it is the parallel electric field projection in the Y direction that supports the electric 

field observed by EFW.

It is important to realise that no attempt has been made here to estimate the elec

tron inertia, or any effects from anomalous resistivity. In addition, the electric field 

and MHD terms are point sources with the Hall and V. Pe terms being estimated 

at the barycentre. Due to these factors, there may be uncertainty in the comparison 

performed here of the electric field measured by EFW and any summation of the 

measurable terms in Ohm’s law.

Fig. 4.13 shows the components that make up the divergence of the electron 

pressure tensor. As not to clutter the figure, the minimum variance direction is 

signified by X, intermediate by Y and maximum by Z. Again the largest contribu

tions come from the spatial derivatives of the diagonal components, with the spa

tial derivatives of the off-diagonal components contributing significantly in some 

places.

Fig. 4.14 shows the Curlometer current and proton and electron velocity for 

this period in the same format as Fig. 4.9. The Curlometer current was mainly 

parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic field, possibly with the cross tail current 

appearing in the intermediate variance direction as expected (17:03 UT). The error 

in the curlometer current was small, with enhancements up to x ~  1 when the 

current was small.

In panel 7 it can be seen that the particles moved in the negative maximum
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variance direction. This is approximately the positive X direction and suggests that 

their source is now tailwards of the spacecraft. Between the start of the encounter 

and 16:57 UT the parallel Curlometer current was first anti-parallel then parallel, 

consistent with parallel electrons followed by anti-parallel electrons. Again based 

on concurrent magnetic field strength, this time simply taking the magnitude of 

the magnetic field as a proxy for the distance to the neutral sheet, the anti-parallel 

current was observed close to the outer boundary of the plasma sheet whereas the 

parallel current was observed closer towards the centre of the plasma sheet. It is 

noted that these directions are opposite to those observed in the previous case study. 

These currents are consistent with the field aligned current system acting to close 

the Hall current system predicted in the plasma sheet on the Earthward side of an 

X-line (Fig. 4.1), again consistent with the retreating X-line picture.

4.5 Discussion

Between 15:55 and 17:35 UT on the 17thAugust 2003, Cluster was often located in 

the plasma sheet. A reversal of the GSM X velocity, for both electrons and protons, 

was observed at approximately 17:00 UT. The estimated amount of open flux in the 

lobe was reduced between 16:30 and 17:00 UT. A simple estimate of the current 

sheet half thickness showed that the current sheet thinned significantly between 

15:55 and 17:00 UT. The motion of the plasma sheet as a whole was initially slow, 

evolving to a flapping motion at 17:00 UT. The AE index was 200 nT at 15:55 UT, 

increasing to 800 nT at 17:00 UT. This evidence suggests that the data were recorded 

during the build up to a substorm and that an X-line was initially Earthwards of the 

spacecraft, this X-line subsequently retreating tailwards past the spacecraft. The 

closest point Cluster came to observing the X-line was at approximately 17:00 UT, 

near the reversal of the velocity reversal.

Two sets of crossings of the neutral sheet were investigated in this chapter. Dur

ing the first case study, whose results were first reported in Henderson et al. (2006b),
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the electric field properties of the plasma sheet, as well as some Hall signatures 

were investigated. It was suggested that the region investigated was magnetically 

connected to a diffusion region, i.e. on magnetic field lines that mapped close to 

the X-line. In the final set of crossings, near the X-line, the electric field and some 

more general properties of the plasma sheet were investigated.

In the first crossing investigated, which was in the vicinity of the X-line, the 

electric field from the Hall term pointed towards the neutral sheet whilst the elec

tric field from the V. Pe term pointed away from the neutral sheet. This latter ob

servation is consistent with the observation that the electron pressure is largest at 

the neutral sheet (Harris, 1962). However, this quantitative result was achieved by 

directly calculating the divergence of the full electron pressure tensor using multi

spacecraft methods. The PEACE and FGM instruments, used to derive the V. Pe 

and Hall terms respectively, are independent, measure physically different param

eters and are non-cross-calibrated. The high correlation coefficient in the scatter 

plots of the contributions to the electric field from these terms gives confidence that 

the data is not instrument error dominated. A large dispersion of these points might 

be expected if the errors were large.

These two contributions to the electric field were anti-correlated and a linear 

best-fit showed that the electric field contribution from the Hall term was ~  5.3 

times stronger during this period.

The contributions to the electric field from the spatial derivatives of the off- 

diagonal components of the pressure tensor were sometimes significant.

At times during this period Clusters 1 and 4, having the largest separation in 

Z, were on either side of the neutral sheet. This allowed the spacecraft to observe 

simultaneously magnetic fields either side of the neutral sheet. In addition, field- 

aligned current systems were observed with both magnetometer and particle data.

In the second case study in this chapter, the spacecraft observe the plasma sheet 

very close to the inferred passage of the active X-line. Initially, the magnetic field
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was very turbulent and meant that a clear determination of the correct frame in 

which to view the data was difficult, the frame being determined from the less tur

bulent second half on the encounter. The plasma sheet was hot, thin and dynamic 

at the beginning of the encounter and meant that the spacecraft often left the central 

plasma sheet and moved out into the lobes or the PSBL. As the X-line moved away 

from the spacecraft a cooler, thicker and less dynamic plasma sheet was observed 

in which a neutral sheet frame could be determined. A large parallel electric field 

contribution from the V. Pe term was observed in the first half of the encounter, 

pointing towards the X-line. In the second part of the encounter the anti-correlation 

of the Hall and V. Pe was again observed.

In the first case study, between 16:41:45 and 16:42:00 UT Clusters 1 and 4 were 

either side of the neutral sheet (Cluster 1-4 B* separation ~  20 nT). These space

craft simultaneously detect B y  with opposing signs (Cluster 1-4 B y  separation ~  

12 nT). This behaviour can be observed in both the high time resolution and 4 sec

ond averaged magnetic field data. This could be interpreted as an observation of 

tailward half of the Hall quadrupolar system (Figs. 4.5 and 4.1). There is little or no 

guide field at this time and the out-of-plane quadrupolar magnetic field is smaller 

than that observed before. Borg et al. (2005) noted that the quadrupolar magnetic 

field contributed up to 50 to 75% of the total magnetic field. In the example inves

tigated in this chapter the quadrupolar magnetic field was approximately half the 

strength of the B^ field. As the B^ field was weak at this time it can be estimated 

that not more than 30% of the magnitude of the magnetic field originated from the 

quadrupolar B y  magnetic field.

Nagai et al. (2001) observed that the B y  perturbations were less than 20% of 

the lobe field, whereas Mozer et al. (2002) reported approximately 55% of the 

lobe field. Simulations by Hesse et al. (2001) and Pritchett (2001) show that the 

quadrupolar perturbations reached a peak of 40% and 20 % of the value of the lobe 

magnetic field respectively.
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The quadrupolar perturbation in the second set of crossings was at least 15 nT 

(as the spacecraft may not sample the peak of the B y  field), and that the lobe field 

was approximately 50 nT (panel 5 of Fig. 4.2). Hence in this example it can be 

concluded that the perturbations were at least 30% of the lobe field, inconsistent 

with the Nagai et al. (2001) and Pritchett (2001) studies, but consistent with the 

Mozer et al. (2002) and Hesse et al. (2001) studies. It would seem therefore that 

the observational constraints on the quadrupolar magnetic field system are not fine 

enough to limit the predictions of theory at this stage.

Current density derived from the Curlometer technique showed a number of 

enhancements in the component parallel to the magnetic field. Towards the centre 

of the current sheet, the current is directed towards the X-line, whereas towards the 

boundary of the plasma sheet the currents are directed away from the X-line. These 

currents are consistent with the field-aligned current system acting to close the Hall 

current system (Fig. 4.1). When these current enhancements are compared with 

particle velocity moments it can be seen that electrons dominate the currents.

It is noted that other small currents parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic 

field can be observed when the Curlometer current is examined at higher resolution 

(e.g. 16:40:47 UT, 16:42:40 UT, 16:42:47 UT, 16:35:30 UT, 16:48:00 UT). These 

currents are also observed at concurrent magnetic field strengths and in directions 

such that they are consistent with the field-aligned current systems that act to close 

the Hall current system. The short time periods over which the spacecraft observe 

these field aligned currents may explain why they are not easily observed when the 

high resolution data is averaged over the spin period. The reason that the spacecraft 

observe certain branches of this system to have large currents and some to have 

small currents is not clear. However, this may be due to the spatial size of the 

individual branches; only if the spacecraft are very close to the branches will their 

effects be observed.

The contributions to the V. Pe term mainly originated from the spatial gradients
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of the diagonal components of the electron pressure tensor, with the contribution of 

the off-diagonal components sometimes being non-negligible.

Simulations predict that the region in which the reconnection electric field is 

supported by the V. Pe term alone, although extended across the tail, is very lo

calised around the X-line. It is unlikely that Cluster sampled this region as the 

electron inertial length is on the order of a few km. The reconnection electric field 

from the Hall term is more spatially extended in simulations (the ion diffusion re

gion, which is on the order of the ion inertial length). As no strong reconnection 

electric field contribution from the Hall or V. Pe term was seen during the first and 

second case studies in this chapter, it is suggested that the spacecraft do not sam

ple directly either diffusion region. The electric field system normal to the neutral 

sheet as well as the system of field aligned currents that close the Hall currents and 

the associated magnetic field deflections are expected to exist in regions extending 

away from the diffusion regions. The observation of a Bx separation of ~  20 nT 

in spacecraft separated by ~  220 km (Clusters 1 and 4) suggests that the current 

sheet was thin at this time. This, along with the observation of field-aligned current 

system associated with the Hall current system, suggests that the Cluster spacecraft 

were at least magnetically connected to an ion diffusion region during the first case 

study, i.e. on magnetic field lines that map to the vicinity of the diffusion region.

It is noted that the particle velocities from Cluster 4 are point measurements 

and are therefore not expected to correspond exactly with all the current signatures 

determined by the Curlometer, which in some sense is an average current density 

through the tetrahedron. For example, at 16:42 UT the parallel current derived from 

the Curlometer is enhanced. However, no anti-parallel electron or parallel proton 

flows that could cause this signature are observed at Cluster 4. It is noted that at this 

time Clusters 1, 2 and 3 do observe fast (~  1000 kms-1) anti-parallel electron flows 

(not shown) giving confidence in the particle moments. This result also suggests 

the parallel current signatures are spatially thin.
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In the second case study in this chapter, the spacecraft observe the plasma sheet 

very close to the active X-line. The spacecraft initially observed ~  6 keV elec

trons, the energy of observed electrons not falling to below ~  1 keV during the 

entire period. The period seemed to be separable into two distinct sections. The 

first, here denoted as period A, lasted from approximately 16:54 to 17:00 UT, was 

characterised by magnetic fields with high frequency fluctuations in all GSM direc

tions. The magnitude of the magnetic field was high (always above 10 nT), and the 

plasma was hot. 3 was high and suggests that Cluster was embedded in the plasma 

sheet for most of the period. The first plasma that Cluster observed (16:55 UT) was 

extremely hot, around 6 keV with a magnetic field magnitude of approximately 40 

nT. Towards the end of the section (towards 17:00 UT) 3 reduced to PSBL levels. 

During this time identification of a natural current sheet frame was difficult due to 

the large variations in the magnetic field, as well as the fact that the spacecraft did 

not make a clear crossing of the neutral sheet. After this very energetic section, be

tween 17:00 and 17:04 the spacecraft moved into a region containing cooler plasma 

(period B), but still above 1 keV. 3 increased and showed that the spacecraft were 

generally in the plasma sheet. During this time the spacecraft did make a crossing 

of the neutral sheet (GSM Bx = 0) and the fluctuations in the magnetic field were 

reduced. This allowed the derivation of an approximation to a natural current sheet 

frame via the use of the minimum variance technique. The frame derived from this 

section of data was applied to the entire period. It was therefore assumed that the 

frame of the current sheet did not change throughout the period discussed.

During period A a large parallel electric field was observed that pointed towards 

the X-line. This parallel electric field is independent of the choice of frame in which 

to observe the perpendicular components and could suggest that during this time 

Cluster is on magnetic field lines that map close to the diffusion regions. When the 

perpendicular components are observed in the minimum variance frame from the 

analysis carried out in period B, it can be seen that the components appear to be
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anti-correlated in all directions.

When compared to the electric field measured from EFW, the parallel electric 

field contributed significantly to the total electric field, indeed occasionally support

ing a large proportion of the electric field in the Y direction. The electric field in 

the X direction appeared to be poorly approximated by these terms. The reasons for 

the good correspondence in one direction only are not clear, but could be associated 

with the lack of applicability of a comparison of point measurements to average 

estimates at the barycentre or the fact that the coordinate systems are slightly dif

ferent. A 3D measurement of the electric field, and four point ion velocity moment 

observations, would allow the electric field, both parallel and perpendicular com

ponents, to be compared directly with the sum of the ideal MHD, Hall and V. Pe 

terms.

Parallel electric fields have been observed previously in this context. The Polar 

spacecraft has a three axis electric field instrument and can therefore directly mea

sure all components of the electric field (Cluster can measure only two directions 

and certain assumptions are used to reconstruct the third direction, such as E • B =  0 

which defines that there is no parallel electric field). Mozer et al. (2002) reported a 

large parallel electric field at the magnetopause, directed towards the X-line lasting 

for approximately three seconds.

Fig. 4.15 is taken from Mozer et al. (2002) and shows the topology around the 

X-line as well as direction and location of the large parallel electric field reported 

in that paper. It can be seen that if this figure were to be rotated through 90 degrees 

clockwise then the magnetic topology would match that expected in the tail. The 

large parallel electric field (marked red at bottom right) is in the same approximate 

location and in the same direction as the parallel electric field reported in this chap

ter. Mozer et al. (2002) argue that the electric field is caused by the divergence of the 

electron pressure tensor as the parallel electric fields were measured in the vicinity 

of the largest changes in the plasma density. In this chapter it is indeed the electric
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Figure 4.15: The geometry of the reconnection region with the parallel electric field 
marked. This figure is adapted from Mozer et al. (2002).

field contribution from the V. Pe term that causes a similar parallel electric field.

Scudder et al. (2002) also reported parallel electric field measurements at the 

magnetopause and empirically argued that the fields arose from the divergence of 

the electron pressure tensor. Mozer et al. (2003) and Mozer (2005) reported parallel 

electric fields in yet more examples, again arguing that the fields originated from the 

divergence of the electron pressure tensor. Seventy five apparent electron diffusion 

regions in Mozer et al. (2003) and 117 in Mozer (2005) were recorded by observing 

that E +  ve x B ^ 0  with Cluster and directly observing parallel electric fields with 

Polar respectively. Mozer (2005) argued that parallel electric fields are required for 

reconnection, and the breakdown of MHD in the electron diffusion region. It was 

suggested that the divergence of the electron pressure caused the breaking of this 

condition. Indeed Mozer et al. (2003) and Mozer (2005) argue that it is sufficient to
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observe a divergence of the electron pressure to conclude that an electron diffusion 

region has been observed. This chapter would suggest that a divergence of the 

electron pressure is almost ubiquitous in the plasma sheet (as a simple Harris sheet 

would suggest), calling into question their criteria.

The parallel electric field reported here came mainly from the spatial derivatives 

of the diagonal terms of the electron pressure tensor as opposed to the contributions 

from the off-diagonal. However, there was some non-negligible contributions from 

the spatial derivatives of the off-diagonal components (Fig. 4.13). The parallel 

electric field is independent of the frame in which the data is viewed. However, as 

the pressure tensor is in the minimum variance analysis frame, a poorly determined 

minimum variance analysis frame can still lead to mixing of the pressure tensor 

components. This effect could in turn lead to some uncertainty of the origin (either 

off-diagonal or diagonal) of the parallel electric field.

Fig. 4.11 shows that in period B that the parallel electric field is greatly reduced. 

All components now return to the familiar anti-correlated behaviour observed in the 

previous crossings. This suggests that the two periods, A and B, are different in 

some way. This may be a simple difference in appropriate frame (which may ex

plain the different in correlative behaviour, but not the reduction in parallel electric 

field), or that period B is far enough away from the X-line to observe behaviour 

similar to that in the first crossing discussed in this chapter and period A is close 

enough to the X-line to observe reconnection characteristics similar to those re

ported in the numerical simulations of Yin et al. (2001). Indeed, the parallel electric 

field in period A would suggest the second scenario.

For this crossing the contributions of the spatial derivatives of the diagonal com

ponents of the pressure tensor contribute the most to the electric field. However, it 

is again noted that during the first half of the period discussed the frame in which 

the electric (and magnetic) field are viewed may not be the most appropriate.

The current (Fig. 4.14) is again mainly in the direction parallel to the magnetic
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field. Between 16:54 and 16:58 UT the magnetic field in the maximum variance 

direction and the magnitude of the magnetic field is reduced. This can be taken as 

an indication that the spacecraft move closer to the neutral sheet during this period. 

The bipolar nature of the parallel (Curlometer) currents may therefore yield another 

observation of the field-aligned current system that acts to close the Hall current 

system in the ion diffusion region. In the boundary of the current sheet the current 

is mainly anti-parallel, whereas towards the centre of the current sheet the current 

is parallel. If it is noted that the spacecraft are approaching the neutral sheet from 

the south, and that the X-line is tailwards of the spacecraft at this time, the currents 

described above are consistent with the field aligned system in Fig. 4.1. It would 

appear that the electrons carry the current.

4.6 Conclusions

On the 17thAugust 2003 Cluster sampled the plasma sheet over many hours. During 

this period a number of crossings of the neutral sheet were made. A reversal of 

the velocity of both electrons and protons in the GSM X direction, as well as an 

increase in AE index, thinning plasma sheet, and reduction in open flux in the tail 

suggested that a large substorm occurred during this period. An X-line was initially 

Earthwards of the Cluster spacecraft, moving past the spacecraft during this period. 

Two periods were investigated on either side of the X-line, and allowed the Cluster 

spacecraft to sample the plasma sheet near (both spatially and temporally) and close 

to an X-line.

As the spacecraft were in burst mode (a relatively rare phenomenon) these ob

servations of the plasma and neutral sheet allowed, after considerable efforts by the 

PEACE team to perfect the PEACE calibration, the derivation of the first measure

ments of the divergence of the full electron pressure tensor.

During the first crossing the spacecraft crossed the neutral sheet and observed 

a field-aligned current system (with both particle and field experiments) consistent
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with the system that would act to close the Hall currents in the diffusion region. The 

spacecraft also made a simultaneous observation of a magnetic field system that is 

interpreted as two branches of the associated quadrupolar magnetic field system.

The contributions of the Hall and V. Pe terms to the electric field in the gener

alised Ohm’s law were anti-correlated in the direction normal to the neutral sheet, 

with the contribution of the Hall term being approximately five times stronger than 

the contribution from the V. Pe term. The Hall term pointed towards the neutral 

sheet, whereas the V. Pe term pointed away from the neutral sheet.

In the second period discussed, the spacecraft came very close to the X-line as 

the plasma sheet thinned and flapped about the position of the spacecraft. The orien

tation of the current sheet was very variable and not aligned to the GSM direction. 

A parallel electric field arising from the V. Pe term in Ohm’s law was observed, 

consistent with a previous observation and could be an acceleration mechanism for 

electrons away from a diffusion region. Again, the spacecraft observed a field- 

aligned current system consistent with the system that would act to close the Hall 

currents in the diffusion region, and the anti-correlation in the Hall and V. Pe con

tributions to the electric field.
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Chapter 5

The relationship between j x B and

V.Pe

5.1 Introduction

In chapter 4, an anti-correlation was reported between the contributions to the per

pendicular electric field from the Hall and V. Pe terms in the direction normal to 

the neural sheet.

The Hall term may have a component that points towards the neutral sheet (a 

nominal cross tail current will produce an electric field towards the neutral sheet) 

and the V. Pe term may point away from the neutral sheet (electron pressure nor

mally increases in the centre of the plasma sheet). However, the scientific reasons 

why there is such a good anti-correlation in this case, appearing to be linear, as well 

at the ratio (~  5), remain unclear.

Many further questions exist regarding this result, such as; is this anti

correlation a general result, is it directionally organised (i.e. in one direction - 

towards and away from the neutral sheet - only), is it generally linear, and if so, is 

the gradient of the anti-correlation also general. In addition, the dependence on the 

conditions of the magnetosphere - the result reported in chapter 4 was close to a 

reconnection X-line - should be investigated.
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The simulations of Yin et al. (2001) can be examined in further detail in order 

to uncover any corresponding behaviour.

Fig. 5.1 (L. Yin, private communication, 2007) shows (left) the contribution to 

the electric field in the direction normal to the neutral sheet from the divergence of 

the electron pressure tensor. Note that the coordinate system used here is different 

to the GSM system. The x direction corresponds to the GSM Z direction, the y 

direction to GSM -X, and the z direction (into the page) to -Y GSM. Red indicates a 

positive electric field contribution in the x (Z GSM) direction, whilst blue indicates 

a negative electric field contribution in the x (Z GSM) direction. In addition this 

figure shows the x (GSM Z) electric field contribution at the centre of the y (GSM X) 

domain (right). The maximum and minimum values of the electric field (normalised 

to VaB 0/ c where Va is the lobe Alfven speed) in this line plot correspond to the 

maximum (red, 0.030) and minimum (blue, -0.031) values in the left hand plot.

0 5 10 15
x (C/G)pi)

0 5 10 15 20
y ( c /« p i )

Figure 5.1: Two part plot showing the simulated contribution to the electric field in the 
neutral sheet normal direction from the V. Pe term in Ohm’s law (L. Yin, private commu
nication, 2007). The left hand panel shows a 2D map of the electric field contribution. 
Note that in the coordinate system used here, the x direction corresponds to GSM Z, the 
y direction to GSM -X, and the z direction to -Y GSM. Red indicates a positive electric 
field contribution in the x (Z GSM) direction, whilst blue indicates a negative electric field 
contribution in the x (Z GSM) direction. In this way the electric field contributions from 
the V. Pe term point away from the neutral sheet. The right hand panel shows the x (GSM 
Z) electric field contribution at the centre of the y (GSM X) domain. The maximum and 
minimum values of this panel (corresponding to red and blue respectively in the left hand 
plot) are 0.030 and -0.031 respectively.

In addition, the Yin simulation (L. Yin, private communication 2007) provides
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electric field contribution due to the Hall term in Ohm’s Law (Fig. 5.2). A con

tribution to the electric field from the MHD term does exist, and is in the opposite 

direction to the V. Pe term with maximum and minimum of ±0.07.
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Figure 5.2: Plots showing the contribution to the electric field in the neutral sheet normal 
direction from the Hall term in Ohm’s law from the simulations of L. Yin (private com
munication 2007). The coordinate system is the same as Fig. 5.1. In this way the electric 
field contributions from the Hall term point towards the neutral sheet. The maximum and 
minimum values of both panels are 0.25 and -0.25 respectively.

It can be seen from Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 that the directions of the contributions to 

the electric fields are in the correct sense to match the observations in chapter 4. 

Note that the regions of positive (red) and negative (blue) electric field are extended 

away from the X-line and are symmetrical about the neutral sheet in both cases.

The maximum and minimum values of the electric field contribution from the 

V. Pe (Hall) term are 0.032 (0.26). It can be seen from these figures that the form of 

the curves look almost identical, suggesting that the anti-correlation may be general 

in this direction at least. The ratio of the maximum values of the electric field 

contributions is ~  -8, close to, but not the same as that reported in chapter 4.

This chapter focusses on the anti-correlation observed in chapter 4 in an at

tempt to answer some of the questions presented above. In an attempt to explain 

the anti-correlation, the theoretical background will be considered using a simple 

magnetohydrostatic treatment in the next section. The observations of Henderson 

et al. (2006b) are investigated further in section 3. In section 4 an additional time 

period on 17thAugust 2003 will be discussed. This event occurs away, both spatially
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and temporally, from the passage of the reconnection X-line and can be used to es

tablish if this phenomena is reconnection or substorm-phase related. In section 5, 

an additional period of data will be discussed in an attempt to verify the generality 

of the result. Further discussions and conclusions are given in sections 6 and 7.

5.2 A simple magnetohydrostatic treatment

In an attempt to explain the properties of the anti-correlation between the contri

bution to the electric field from the Hall and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law, the force 

balance in the plasma sheet will now be considered.

Starting with the momentum equation:

P
d \
¥  +  (v.V )v =  j x B + V. (P e +  P,-) (5.1)

Looking for static equilibrium solutions, i.e. where the total derivative is equal 

to zero, shows that the magnetic and plasma forces are equal and opposite:

j  x  B =  - V .  (P e +  P{) (5.2)

The ratio of the Hall term to the V. P e term in Ohm’s law (here denoted as R ) 

is therefore:

» , L _ »  (5 .3)
V. Pe V . P e

If, as in case study one of chapter 4, it is assumed that the parallel contribution 

to the electric field from the V. Pe term is negligible away from the X-line, then R  

should be a negative number. By ignoring the off-diagonal terms in the pressures 

(which are generally a few percent of the diagonal terms), therefore writing that 

Ps — \ T r  (Ts) nskb where s is the particle species, this equation becomes:
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R  =
V |T r  (Te) nekb +  V ^T r (Tf) 7ijkb 

V \ T r  (Te) n ekb
(5.4)

In addition to assuming isotropy, i.e. writing that \ T r  (Ts) =  Ts, if the temper

ature for each species drops off over the length l3 then V |7Y  (Ts) n s —> (Tsns) / l s, 

then Eqn. 5.4 is further reduced to:

If it is further assumed that these length scales are similar, and that quasi

neutrality is valid then this further reduces to:

Therefore, when the only forces acting in the plasma sheet are those arising 

from the balance of magnetic field forces and plasma pressure gradients, the ratio 

of the Hall to V. Pe terms should be equivalent to the ratio of total temperature to 

electron temperature, (7) +  Te)/Te.

The above simple treatment suggests that the anti-correlation should be general, 

but the gradient should not be. The relation is linear and appears not to be direc- 

tionally organised, i.e. the anti-correlation should appear in all directions. Further 

periods will now be investigated to test this simple treatment, and to consider why 

the anti-correlation reported in chapter 4 appears to be in only one direction.

In section 4.3 an anti-correlation was observed between the contributions to the 

perpendicular electric field from the Hall and V. Pe terms, in the direction normal 

to the neutral sheet. This behaviour was observed for five minutes between 16:38 

and 16:43 UT on the 17thAugust 2003. Figure 5.3 shows the data contained in

V (Tene) +  V (TjUe)
V (Tene)

Tene/ l e +  TiTij/lj 
Te ne j  le

(5.5)

(5.6)

5.3 17thAugust 2003, further investigations
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panels 6 to 9 of Fig. 4.4, the electric field contributions parallel and components 

perpendicular (in GSM) to the magnetic field from the Hall (red) and V. Pe (black) 

terms in Ohm’s law. The perpendicular Z direction (panel 4) is approximately the 

same as the neutral sheet normal direction, and the anti-correlation is most obvious 

in this component.
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UT

Figure 5.3: Electric field contributions from the V. Pe (black) and Hall (red) terms parallel 
and three directions perpendicular to the magnetic field. This data is reproduced from chap
ter 4. The perpendicular Z direction is approximately in the neutral sheet normal direction.

In the electric field contributions in the perpendicular Y direction, a similar anti

correlation can be observed between these terms at 16:42:15 UT. In addition, anti

correlations can be observed in the electric field in the perpendicular X direction 

at 16:41:30 UT. It may be, therefore, that this anti-correlation appears in all com

ponents of the electric field. Figure 5.4 is analogous to Fig. 4.7, but shows the 

results for all components of the contributions to the perpendicular electric field. 

The gradient of the anti-correlation is marked above each figure.

Figure 5.4 shows that the anti-correlation does seem to appear in all compo

nents, however it is significantly less clear in the components in the plane of the 

neutral sheet (perpendicular X and Y). The correlation coefficients for these results 

are: X direction = -0.53, Y direction = -0.44, Z direction = -0.91. The statistical 

significances for these anti-correlations are all high (> 99%).
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Figure 5.4: Scatter-plot showing the contributions to all components of the perpendicular 
electric field from the Hall term and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law from the period discussed in 
chapter 4.

In addition, it is noted that if the anti-correlation was in one direction only, such 

as the neutral sheet normal direction, and the frame in which the data is viewed is 

not the accurate neutral sheet frame (note that a minimum variance analysis of the 

magnetic field data returned a frame that was close to, but not exactly, the GSM 

frame), then the anti-correlation may appear in all components of this ‘erroneous 

rotated frame’. For this reason, the data are transformed into a frame derived from 

a minimum variance analysis of the Hall term data (i.e. the j  x B /ene data). In 

this way, if the anti-correlations appear only in the direction normal to the neutral 

sheet, they should appear only in the maximum variance analysis (of the Hall term) 

direction (e.g. Sonnerup et al., 1990). Sonnerup and Scheible (1998) review the 

applicability of the minimum variance technique to electric field data, and how the 

maximum variance direction can give a good estimate of the normal if the elec

tric field in the normal direction undergoes a large change. However, to date the 

minimum variance technique has only been used on the electric field from — v; x B.

The direction of maximum variance of the Hall term (0.121, 0.104, 0.967 GSM) 

is close to the GSM Z direction, with a maximum intermediate eigenvalue ratio 

of 6.0, showing that this direction is determined with a high degree of certainty. 

The intermediate:minimum eigenvalue ratio was smaller, 2.4, showing that these 

directions were less well determined. Note that the minimum variance direction 

of the magnetic field was (-0.037, 0.088, -0.995) GSM. These two directions are 

within 17° of each other and show that the maximum variance direction of the Hall
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term at this point appears to be a good estimate of the neutral sheet normal direction.

Figure 5.5 shows the same data as Fig. 5.4, but in the frame derived from that 

of the minimum variance analysis of the Hall term data. The plot also includes 

the temperature ratio, R  discussed above. Note that the temperature of ions T{ is 

calculated as the number density weighted average of the temperature of protons 

(H+), He+, He++ and 0 +, all measured from Cluster 4 CIS-CODIF.
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Figure 5.5: Scatter-plot showing the contributions to all components of the perpendicular 
electric field from the Hall term and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law for the period discussed in 
chapter 4. The temperature ratio ((7* + Te)/Te) is also plotted. The frame of reference is 
that resultant from a minimum variance analysis on the Hall data.

Figure 5.5 shows that the anti-correlation is mainly in the maximum variance 

direction of the Hall term (correlation coefficient = -0.92). In the other components, 

however, there is still a small anti-correlation (minimum variance direction core

lation coefficient = -0.46, intermediate variance direction corelation coefficient = 

-0.52). The statistical significances of these anti-correlations remain high (>  99%).

As the correlation coefficients for the direction normal to the neutral sheet (GSM 

Z in Fig. 5.4 and the maximum variance direction in Fig. 5.5) are large, it is assumed 

that ~5.4 is the correct gradient. The temperature ratio, R, is quite variable at this 

time, ranging from 8 to 20, with an average of 12.7, approximately two times larger 

than the gradient of the anti-correlation (5.4).
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Figure 5.6: Electric field contributions from the V. Pe (black) and Hall (red) terms parallel 
and three directions perpendicular to the magnetic field. The contribution from the V. Pe 
term is multiplied by -5.4. The frame of reference is the frame derived from a minimum 
variance analysis on the Hall electric field data.

In order to show the anti-correlation clearly, Fig. 5.6 shows the same data as in 

Fig. 5.3 but with the electric field contribution from the V. Pe term multiplied by -

5.4. It can be seen from Fig. 5.6 that the two traces are generally similar, sometimes 

matching very well (e.g. perpendicular Z direction at 16:41:30 UT), and sometimes 

not so well (e.g. perpendicular maximum variance direction at 16:39:30 UT).

In order to test any relationship to the temperature ratio, a floating multiplier 

is constructed, where each V. Pe data point is multiplied by a temperature ratio 

dependent value. The floating multiplier for any point is equal to the temperature 

ratio for that point, multiplied by the average Hall to V. Pe ratio and divided by the 

average temperature ratio. Figure 5.7 shows the same data as Fig 5.6 but with the 

V. Pe data multiplied by this floating multiplier.

It can be seen from this figure that the fit is improved throughout the period. 

Indeed, at approximately 16:39:30 UT identified above as being a poor fit, the float

ing multiplier significantly improves the similarity of the two traces. Some of the 

spread in the points in Fig. 4.7 of chapter 4 appears to be therefore from a varying 

temperature ratio, not instrumental errors.
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Figure 5.7: Electric field contributions from the V. Pe (black) and Hall (red) terms parallel 
and three directions perpendicular to the magnetic field. The contribution from the V. Pe 
term is multiplied by a floating multiplier based on the temperature ratio, where the average 
temperature ratio is normalised to -5.4.

It would appear from this crossing that the observed anti-correlation is mainly 

confined to the direction normal to the neutral sheet, and is somewhat dependent on 

the temperature ratio. The temperature dependence is presumably responsible for 

some of the scatter of points away from the ~  -5.3 gradient in Fig. 4.7.

5.4 Case study one - 17thAugust 2003

Fig. 5.8 shows observations between 15:55 and 16:15 UT on the 17thAugust 2003, 

containing one crossing of the neutral sheet, in the same format as Fig. 4.2. These 

data are taken from a period that contains no obvious signs of any reconnection 

activity: Referring back to Fig. 4.2 it can be seen that the AE index is small (~  

200 nT) and the estimated magnetic field in the lobe is approximately constant (~  

55 nT), only starting to change at approximately 16:30 UT. In addition, the flow of 

particles in the X direction is small, the current sheet is thick (~  5000 km) and the 

plasma sheet contains cool electrons (~  300 eV) before their acceleration begins at 

16:30 UT.
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sheet half thickness, plasma beta and an energy time spectrogram showing the differential 
energy flux of electrons. Three periods A to C are separated by red vertical lines. Note that 
the axis labels on the current sheet thickness and proton inertial length are different.
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Panels 1 to 4 contain the magnetic field data and show that the spacecraft were 

initially north of the neutral sheet and crossed to the south at approximately 16:05 

UT. B y  was generally negative and Bz  was small, becoming slightly positive to

wards the end of the encounter.

Panel 5 shows the current sheet half thickness estimated from Eqn. 4.7 and the 

proton inertial length. Note that the axis labels on the current sheet thickness and 

proton inertial length are different. The data points group around a half thickness 

of 4000 to 5000 km. Panel 6 shows the full plasma 0 (Eqn. 1.26) and an electron 

spectrogram is shown in panel 7. These last two panels indicate that the spacecraft 

were in the plasma sheet throughout the period shown. Between 15:59 and 16:10 

UT the spacecraft enter deep into the central plasma sheet, which will be here called 

the inner central plasma sheet. Outside this period, between 15:55 and 15:59 UT 

and 16:10 and 16:15 UT the spacecraft are still in the plasma sheet but nearer the 

outer boundary. This part of the plasma sheet will be here called the outer central 

plasma sheet (the boundary of the plasma sheet is identified as 0  = 0.3). For ease of 

description later in this section, the first period from 15:55 to 15:59 will be referred 

to as period A. Periods 15:59 to 16:10 UT and 16:10 to 16:15 UT will be referred 

to as periods B and C respectively. These boundaries are marked on plots in section

5.4.

The minimum variance direction of the magnetic field, identified with the neu

tral sheet normal, is in the (0.090, 0.242, 0.966) GSM direction, with a mini

mum: intermediate eigenvalue ratio of 17.5. The large separation between these 

two eigenvalues gives confidence in the minimum variance analysis. The maximum 

(intermediate) variance direction is close to the X (Y) GSM direction. In this case 

the GSM frame should give a good approximation to the current sheet frame and is 

used here.

Fig. 5.9 shows the magnetic field and Hall and V. Pe contributions to the elec

tric field observations between 15:55 and 16:15 UT, containing one crossing of the
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neutral sheet, in the same format as Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 5.9: Magnetic field components and magnitude in GSM and electric field parallel 
to, and three directions perpendicular to the magnetic field. In these panels the electric field 
contribution from the Hall term is in red, with the electric field contribution from the V. Pe 
term in black. Panel 5 shows \TrPe

There was little electric field contribution parallel to the magnetic field from 

the V. Pe. In sections A and C there were fluctuations in all of the components of 

the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field from both the Hall and V. Pe 

terms. These two contributions appear to be anti-correlated in all perpendicular
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components. During the crossing of the central plasma sheet (period B) the fluctu

ations appear mainly in the Z direction (normal to the neutral sheet). Throughout 

period B, the electric field arising from the Hall term pointed towards the neutral 

sheet whereas the contribution from the V. Pe term pointed away from the neutral 

sheet on both sides.

A minimum variance analysis performed on the Hall data during the whole pe

riod gives a maximum variance direction of (-0.137, -0.208, -0.968) GSM with 

a maximum-intermediate eigenvalue ratio of 9.2. The similarity to the minimum 

variance direction from an analysis of the magnetic field (0.090, 0.242, 0.966) is 

noted. Indeed, these directions are within 4° of each other.

Figure 5.10 shows three scatter plots of the electric field contributions perpen

dicular to the magnetic field from the Hall and V. Pe terms from 15:55 to 16:15 UT 

as well as the temperature ratio. The data are displayed in the frame derived from 

the variance analysis performed on the Hall data.

gradient = -5 .0 2 Eiint 9rodient = “5.11 urn gradient = -3 .2 0  
1.0

- 0.2
mVm- 1  div(P) mVrrr1 div(P) Eimin mVm_1 div(p)

15:55:00 16:01:40 16:08:20
Universal time

16:15:00

Figure 5.10: Scatter-plot showing the contributions to the components of the perpendicular 
electric field from the Hall term and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law between 15:55 to 16:15 UT, 
as well as (7* + Te)/Te. The frame of reference is that resultant from a variance analysis 
on the Hall data.

The gradient (correlation coefficient) in the minimum variance direction (of the 

Hall data) is -3.20 (-0.45), intermediate variance direction -5.11 (-0.48) and maxi

mum variance direction -5.02 (-0.87).
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The anti-correlations appear in all directions, suggesting that the anti

correlations are not confined to the direction normal to the neutral sheet as seen the 

previous example. Note however that the gradients in each component are slightly 

different, and the correlation coefficients in the minimum and intermediate variance 

directions are low. The significance of the anti-correlation in the minimum variance 

direction is somewhat smaller (although still > 99%) than that in the maximum and 

intermediate variance directions.

It can be seen from this figure that the temperature ratio at this time is quite 

variable. Anticipating that a steady temperature ratio may lead to a steady and 

better defined gradient, the data is replotted for periods B and C. During period B 

the temperature ratio is approximately 10, whereas in period C the temperature ratio 

is variable, but approximately 13.

Figure 5.11 shows the same data as Fig. 5.10 but from period B, the inner cen

tral plasma sheet, where the anti-correlation is strongly directionally organised. In
A.

the maximum variance direction the anti-correlation is clear with a gradient of -4.49 

(correlation coefficient = -0.87). This is approximately half the temperature ratio of 

10.5, which is steady throughout the period shown. In the other variance directions 

there is very little anti-correlation, and it is therefore assumed that the maximum 

variance direction of the Hall data (-0.179, -0.135, -0.974 GSM) should be a good 

estimate of the neutral sheet normal. The maximum:intermediate eigenvalue sepa

ration is 38.1 and shows that this direction is defined to a high accuracy.

A minimum variance analysis of the magnetic field data, the usual means of 

determining the neutral sheet normal, in period B only, gives the minimum variance 

direction in the (0.072, 0.258, 0.964 GSM). However, the minimum:intermediate 

eigenvalue separation is only ~  3 which shows that this direction is not well defined. 

This angle is 9° from the maximum variance direction of the Hall data in period B.

Figure 5.12 is in the same format as Fig. 5.11 and shows data for period C, 

the outer central plasma sheet. It can be seen that the anti-correlations appear in
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Figure 5.11: Scatter-plot showing the contributions to the perpendicular electric field from 
the Hall term and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law for period B of the first crossing, in the same 
format as Fig. 5.10.

all variance directions (note the small scale in the right hand panel). The gradients 

(correlation coefficients) for the maximum, intermediate and minimum variance 

directions are -5.09 (-0.79), -6.06 (-0.61) and -4.20 (-0.91). The average gradient 

of the anti-correlation is -5.1. The statistical significances of these results are again 

high.

The maximum variance direction of the Hall data (0.034, 0.332, 0.943 GSM) 

gives a poorer determination of the current sheet frame than the results for period 

B as the separation of eigenvalues is smaller (5.8). The angular separation between 

the maximum variance directions of the Hall data from periods B and C is 14°.

The temperature ratio is approximately 11 to 14 throughout this period and av

erages to 13.4. It would appear that the temperature ratio increases as the spacecraft 

moves from the central plasma sheet towards the PSBL. The temperature ratios do 

not equal the gradients of the anti-correlations, being a factor of approximately 2 

larger.

Panels 1 to 4 of Fig. 5.13 show the parallel and perpendicular components of 

the Curlometer current derived from FGM data in the barycentre (black), as well as 

the current calculated from the particles (q(npvp -  neve) from Cluster 4, blue) for
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Figure 5.12: Scatter-plot showing the contributions to the perpendicular electric field from 
the Hall term and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law for period C of the first crossing, in the same 
format as Fig. 5.10.

periods A, B and C. Panels 6 to 9 show the electron and proton velocity moments 

derived from PEACE and CIS-CODIF data on Cluster 4. The final panel shows 

a comparison of the magnetic field in the X direction from the barycentre (from 

where the spatial gradient estimates are made) and Cluster 4 (from where particle 

measurements are made).

It can be seen that the majority of the current measured by the Curlometer (black 

trace, panels 1 to 4) was anti-parallel or parallel to the magnetic field. The Curlome

ter current in the perpendicular X and Z directions (panels 2 and 4 respectively) was 

generally smaller, with the current in the perpendicular X direction sometimes be

coming significant (for example at 16:08 UT). The cross tail current can be seen 

in the perpendicular Y direction, approximately the intermediate variance direction 

for this current sheet orientation. This is generally smaller than the parallel current 

but again can have a significant contribution to the overall current (for example at 

16:00 and 16:08 UT). The current sheet appears to be bifurcated (Nakamura et al., 

2002; Runov et al., 2003; Thompson et al., 2006), as at 16:05 UT where Bx drops 

to zero, identified as the neutral sheet, the perpendicular current drops to zero.

The particle current (blue, panels 1 to 4) has high frequency fluctuations but
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follows the Curlometer current on average. The two forms of current calculation 

generally agree well (particularly in the Y direction, panel 3) but occasionally the 

Curlometer underestimates the particle current (16:03 to 16:10 UT - X direction, 

panel 2). Generally, the Curlometer current does not overestimate the particle cur

rent. The electron current is very variable on small spatial scales (Alexeev et al., 

2005) and the Curlometer technique would average out a large local current. The 

bifurcation of the current sheet can also be observed in the particle current. The 

relative error in the curlometer current is generally small.

Panels 6 to 9 show that both species of particles seem to move together, with 

the currents measured by the Curlometer generally coming from electrons moving 

slightly faster than the protons. The bifurcation of the cross tail current can be seen 

in the particle velocities as both cross tail particle velocities fall to zero at the neutral 

sheet (16:05 UT) rather than having equal electron-proton cross tail velocity. The 

velocities observed were generally no larger than 200 kms-1 . Fast flows, indicative 

of reconnection activity, do not occur at this time.

The large fluctuations in the Hall contribution to the electric field (Fig. 5.9) in 

periods A and C in the Y and Z directions are caused by the fluctuations in the 

current in the Y and Z direction and the large magnetic field in the X direction. The 

fluctuations in the Hall contribution to the electric field in the X direction are caused 

by the small current fluctuations in the Z direction and the smaller magnetic field 

in the Y direction. The electric field contribution fluctuations in periods A and C 

are sometimes larger than those in period B due to the smaller electron density in 

periods A and C (not shown).

In period B the electric field contribution from Hall and V. Pe terms become 

more directionally organised (i.e. the electric field contributions are mainly in one 

direction). The contribution in the Z direction is clearly anti-correlated, with the 

anti-correlations in the other directions being less clear. It can be seen from this 

figure that the reversing sign of B* and a quasi-constant cross tail current give rise
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to this directionally organised anti-correlation. The contribution to the electric field 

from the Hall term again pointed towards the neutral sheet whereas that from the 

V. Pe term pointed away from the neutral sheet.

5.4.1 A Harris current sheet?

In the derivation of the current sheet half thickness, a Harris type magnetic profile 

was assumed (Eqn. 5.7).

However, it has been shown that the actual current sheet appears bifurcated. 

This bifurcation can be demonstrated in the present crossing event discussed here 

as the spacecraft makes a relatively slow crossing through a large proportion of the 

plasma sheet. In a treatment similar to Runov et al. (2005b), the spatial profile 

is reconstructed with use of the linear estimator method (section 2.6.2). As the 

spacecraft cross the plasma sheet, slowly enough to enable a satisfactorily large 

data set and fast enough to assume that the plasma conditions do not change during 

the traversal (i.e. assuming that the observed variation in structure is purely spatial), 

the spatial profile can be reconstructed by computing the following integral to obtain 

an effective vertical scale, Z*:

Where B max is the magnetic field in the maximum variance direction and n 

is the direction normal to the neutral sheet. In this example the maximum vari

ance direction is close to the X direction, and the normal direction is close to the Z 

direction. The integration was carried out with dt =  0.2s, using ‘trapezium rule’ nu

merical integration. Z* is defined as zero at B x  = 0.

The first panel of figure 5.14 shows the current profile as measured by the Cur-

(5.7)

ma x m a x
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Figure 5.14: In the left hand plot, black crosses show the current density in the perpendic
ular Y direction, as measured by the Curlometer (Fig. 5.13), against reconstructed distance 
Z* (Eqn. 5.8). Overplotted in red is the model Harris current, using Bl = 50 nT and hcs = 
5000 km. The right hand plot shows the profile of the measured Bx (black) and the Harris 
model Bx-

lometer (also shown in panel 3 of Fig. 5.13) against reconstructed distance Z* (Eqn. 

5.8) as black crosses. Overplotted is the current profile from the Harris model (red). 

The second panel shows the Bx  (barycentre black, Harris model red) profile against 

Z*. In the model profiles above, the values B l = 50 nT and = 5000 km have 

been used, and have been taken from panels 8 and 5 in Figs. 4.2 and 5.8 respectively.

As mentioned before, the current is bifurcated with the current density being 

clearly zero in the centre of the plasma sheet. The structure away from the centre of 

the plasma sheet is highly complex, with large current enhancements present. These 

small scale structures, embedded in the current sheet, appear not to be symmetric 

about the neutral sheet. There exists no region at the extremum of the Z* range 

where the current drops to zero, which suggests that the spacecraft do not sample 

the edges of the current sheet during this period. Indeed, 3 is high and suggests that 

the spacecraft do not come close to the boundaries of the plasma sheet.

In the right hand panel it can be seen that the magnetic field profile follows 

closely the Harris model profile, with Z* being approximately linearly related to 

Bx- This is again indicative of the spacecraft being in the centre of the plasma
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sheet.

It would appear therefore that the structure of the current sheet at this time is 

not like that of the Harris model. The direct applicability of the current sheet half 

thickness estimate in Fig. 5.8 may be in question, but it would appear from Fig. 

5.14 that the overall current sheet is thicker than 4000 km, and is composed of a 

number of smaller scale current sheets.

5.5 Case study two - 25thOctober 2003

In order to verify and investigate the generality of the existence of the anti

correlations, a second, distinct, period was found on the 25thOctober 2003 where 

the spacecraft were in burst mode. This again enabled the derivation of both the 

Hall term and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law. In the next section, an overview of a 

period within this day will be given followed by an investigation of the relative 

contributions to the electric field.

The Cluster spacecraft were located (-15.9,-4.9,4.9) GSM, separated by ~

200 km, and crossed the GSM neutral sheet a number of times. Figure 5.15 shows 

the magnetic field, electron pressure, estimated current sheet half thickness, plasma 

3 and electron spectrogram in the same format as Fig. 5.8. The spacecraft are 

initially north of the neutral sheet and cross to the south at ~  11:10 UT, returning 

to the north of the neutral sheet at ~  11:13 UT. B y  and B z  are quite variable at 

this time, with B y  changing sign at approximately the same time as Bx- Bz  is 

positive throughout the period shown, and is generally the largest component of the 

magnetic field. The current sheet thickness (panel 5) is large, ~  5000 to 10000 

km. The spacecraft are deep inside the plasma sheet, shown by a large 3 and large 

differential energy flux of electrons at ~  500 eV. The particle flows are small, being 

smaller than 200 kms-1 (not shown). AE index at this time is small (< 100 nT), 

consistent with there being no substorm or reconnection activity in the magnetotail.

In order to determine the correct frame in which to view this crossing, a mini-
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spectrogram of electrons in the same format as Fig. 5.8.
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mum variance analysis was carried out on the period 11:08:00 to 11:11:00 UT. The 

minimum variance direction was in the (-0.678, -0.699, 0.227) GSM direction, with 

an intermediateiminimum eigenvalue ratio of ~  24. This direction is far from the 

GSM Z direction and, if a good approximation to the neutral sheet normal direction, 

shows that the current sheet at this time was highly tilted.

In this frame the current, determined from the Curlometer technique (not shown) 

is small (< 10 nAm-2) in all components perpendicular to the magnetic field. There 

is no clear cross tail current. Note that it is the current in this frame that is used to 

calculate the current sheet half thickness in Fig. 5.15.

Fig. 5.16 shows the contributions to the electric field from the Hall and V. Pe 

terms during this period, as well as the magnetic field measurements and \ T r P e in 

the same format as Fig. 5.9. These data are in the frame returned from the minimum 

variance analysis on the magnetic field discussed above. The type of data products 

used to derive the V. Pe is the same as in the 17thAugust event.

In the variance frame, the spacecraft cross the neutral sheet at approximately 

11:10 and 11:13 UT. The largest magnetic field component was in the inter

mediate variance direction, varying between 5 and 15 nT (note that the maxi- 

murmintermediate eigenvalue separation is ~  20, showing that these directions are 

well determined). The magnetic field in the minimum variance direction was small 

throughout this period.

It can be seen from Fig. 5.16 that the electric field contribution from the V. Pe 

term parallel to the magnetic field is small. The contributions perpendicular to the 

magnetic field are larger and again appear anti-correlated. The electric field contri

butions are of equivalent magnitude in all components, and no clear bipolar signa

tures can be observed as the spacecraft cross the neutral sheet (i.e. no directional 

organisation with respect to the neutral sheet).

The anti-correlative behaviour is clearly reproduced in Fig. 5.17, which shows 

a scatter plot of the contributions to the electric field from the Hall term and V. Pe
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terms, as well as the temperature ratio in the same format at Fig. 5.10. The frame 

of reference is now that returned from a variance analysis of the Hall term data.
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0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.2

- 0 .3 - 0.1 0.1
mVm-1 div(P)

11:09:20 11:12:40
Universal time

- 0.2

mVm-1 div(P)

11:06:00 11:16:00

Figure 5.17: Scatter-plot showing the contributions to the perpendicular electric field from 
the Hall term and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law in the same format at Fig. 5.10. The frame of 
reference is that returned from a variance analysis of the Hall term data.

The anti-correlations are clear with a consistent gradient of -2.6 on average. The 

correlation coefficients are high, being -0.73, 0.86 and 0.70 for the maximum, inter

mediate and minimum directions respectively (all with high statistical significance).

The temperature ratio varies between 15 and 20, averaging at 17.1, approxi

mately 7 times larger than the gradient of the correlations.

The maximum variance direction of the Hall data is in the (-0.811, -0.505,0.295) 

GSM direction, with a maximum intermediate eigenvalue ratio of 2. This direction 

is not similar to the minimum variance direction of the magnetic field and has a low 

maximum-intermediate eigenvalue ratio, showing that these directions are poorly 

determined.

5.6 Discussion

During the selected periods on the 17th August and 25th September 2003, the Clus

ter spacecraft were in the plasma sheet. During these period the spacecraft sampled
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various plasma sheet conditions in which the relationship between the Hall and 

V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law could be investigated. Periods with and without a signif

icant cross tail current, close to and far from reconnection and close and far from 

substorm conditions were sampled.

Initially, a simple magnetohydrostatic treatment was proposed to explain the 

anti-correlation between the Hall and V. Pe contributions to the electric field. It was 

assumed that in equilibrium conditions, the gradient of the anti-correlation should 

correspond to the ratio of temperatures of ions and electrons. The treatment sug

gested that the anti-correlation should be linear and appear in all components of the 

electric field.

The investigations performed in chapter 4 were extended to focus on the anti

correlation between the Hall and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law in order to test the 

predictions of the simple treatment. This period was close, both spatially and tem

porally, to reconnection and was during the buildup to a large substorm. There was a 

large cross tail current in the centre of the plasma sheet. The anti-correlations were 

limited to the direction normal to the neutral sheet. Variance analysis performed 

on the magnetic and Hall showed that the neutral sheet normal direction could be 

identified from the Hall data alone. In this way, the anti-correlations appear ‘di- 

rectionally organised’. The ratio of the Hall term to the V. Pe term, shown by the 

gradient of a linear best-fit was ~  -5.4. The simple treatment put forward to explain 

this phenomena predicted that the ratio should be ~  -13, although this prediction 

varied between -8 and -20.

Figure 5.6 showed a comparison of the Hall data and the V. Pe data, with the 

latter term being multiplied by -5.4. The variability of the temperature ratio may 

explain why the multiplicative factor employed in Fig. 5.6 did not always give a 

good match between the two time series; the appropriate multiplicative factor may 

change throughout the period as the temperature ratio varies. A floating multiplier, 

based on the temperature ratio, was constructed to test this idea (Fig 5.7). It was
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shown that the match between the two contributions to the electric field improved 

significantly when the temperature ratio was taken into account, but did not explain 

the factor of ~  2 difference between the average temperature ratio and the gradient 

of the anti-correlation.

In the first full case study in this chapter, a period was investigated where there 

was a crossing of the central plasma sheet, encompassing regions with small and 

large cross tail current. When analysed separately, these different regions gave dif

ferent results.

In the outer central plasma sheet, period C, the two contributions to the electric 

field are not directionally organised (i.e. they are anti-correlated in all components). 

Relatively little cross tail current was observed at this time. The ratio of tempera

tures was approximately 13.4, which was in turn approximately twice the gradient 

of the anti-correlations in all components. It is noted that the magnitude of the elec

tric field contributions were smaller in this period than in the period discussed in 

chapter 4 by an order of magnitude. This corresponds with an order of magnitude 

increase in the current sheet thickness.

In the inner central plasma sheet, period B, the electric field contributions were 

again observed to be directionally organised in the neutral sheet normal direction. A 

relatively larger cross-tail current was observed during this period. It would appear 

that the appearance of a coherent cross tail current is associated with the direc

tional organisation of the Hall term at this time. The temperature ratio in the central 

plasma sheet was 10.5, again approximately twice the gradient of the correlation.

In period B it was found that a variance analysis of the Hall data produced 

a neutral sheet normal direction close to the minimum variance direction of the 

magnetic field, the usual estimate of the neutral sheet normal (Sonnerup and Cahill, 

1967).

It has been observed here that the direction of minimum variance of the magnetic 

field is approximately in the same direction as the maximum variance direction of
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the Hall term, with the second direction being better determined than the first. The 

certainty of the direction from the Hall variance analysis, evaluated by the separa

tion of eigenvalues, was large, indeed larger than the separation of the eigenvalues 

of the magnetic field variance analysis.

Previous authors (e.g. Sonnerup et al., 1990) have found that the maximum 

variance direction of the electric field (calculated from —v* x B) can provide a 

normal to magnetospheric boundaries, even in cases where a minimum variance 

analysis of the magnetic field fails to. This is the first such observation of this 

behaviour with the Hall term (j x B /ene) and shows that in certain cases, where 

a large cross tail current is present, it could be that a neutral sheet normal may be 

more confidently obtained from a variance analysis of the Hall term data than that 

returned from a variance analysis of the magnetic field data.

The evidence that the Hall term is directionally organised by the cross tail cur

rent supports the basic motivation of a force balance argument to explain the anti

correlation: With the Hall signature being organised into one direction, the V. Pe 

term would only appear in the same component. Therefore, the current organising 

the Hall term contribution to the electric field also organises the V. Pe term contri

bution to the electric field.

The reason for the directional organisation of the anti-correlation in the period 

discussed in chapter 4 would be the same, a significant cross tail current.

It would appear that as the temperature ratio increases from the inner central 

plasma sheet to the outer central plasma sheet, so does the ratio of the Hall term 

to the V. Pe term. Indeed, the relative increase in the temperature ratios from the 

inner plasma sheet period to the outer plasma sheet period is approximately the same 

relative increase as the gradient of the Hall term to the V. Pe term, again confirming 

that the gradient of the anti-correlation is related to the temperature ratio.

In the second case study, included to assess the generality of the above results, 

the contributions to the electric field from the Hall and V. Pe terms were again
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linearly anti-correlated. In this example anti-correlations could be seen in all com

ponents, consistent with the lack of cross-tail current at this time. The current sheet 

was highly tilted away from the GSM XY plane and a very high temperature ratio 

was observed. This period showed no signs of reconnection activity.

The gradients are approximately 2.6, this being a factor of ~  7 times smaller 

than the temperature ratio. It would appear therefore that the correlations are general 

in the cases studied, but the link to the temperature ratio is not as simple as suggested 

in section 5.2.

Slavin et al. (1985) performed a statistical survey using ISEE 3 of the ion to elec

tron temperature ratio, Ti/Te, from 30 to 220 downtail and found that the ratio 

varied between 4.8 and 7.8. Paterson and Frank (1994), in a survey from 10 to 210 

Re found the ratio to vary between 4.5 to 6.2. Schriver et al. (1998), in simulations, 

found that the ratio was between 4 to 6. Using the Geotail spacecraft during a long 

neutral sheet crossing, Kaufmann et al. (2001), found that TijTe ranged between 5 

and 10.

In the statistical study of the magnetotail from approximately X (GSM) = - 9 to 

- 18 by Baumjohann et al. (1989), it was found that the ion and electron temper

atures were highly correlated, with Ti/Te being approximately constant over a large 

range of electron temperatures, < 100 eV to ~  1 keV. The electron temperature of 

the crossings in this chapter were within this range. During the period discussed 

in this chapter, the Cluster spacecraft were located approximately X = - 16.6 and 

15.9 R^. The survey by Baumjohann et al. (1989) should provide results that are 

comparable to the results of the present chapter. In the outer plasma sheet Baumjo

hann et al. (1989) found that T{/Te = 7.2 (note that the quantity investigated in this 

chapter is (T* H- Te)/Te, so 1 should always be added to the results of Baumjohann 

et al. (1989) for comparison). Their correlation coefficient was 0.93, and more than 

80% of their data points had temperature ratios between 5 and 10 (6 and 11 for 

comparison). In the inner plasma sheet the correlation was still clear (their correla
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tion coefficient 0.71) with their Ti/Te = 7.8. Again, 80% of their data fell inside the 

range of 5.5 to 11 (6.5 to 12). The authors noted that the difference in the ratios was 

interesting, but they suggest that this may be due to a sampling effect. They note 

that the ratios seemed not to have a dependence on AE index.

The temperature ratios reported in this chapter seem to be significantly larger 

than those reported in Baumjohann et al. (1989); Slavin et al. (1985); Paterson and 

Frank (1994) and Schriver et al. (1998). It is noted that even though 80% of the 

data reported in Baumjohann et al. (1989) fell within the limits specified above, the 

maximum value of the ratio is somewhat larger. It would be interesting to repeat the 

study of Baumjohann et al. (1989) with Cluster in order to investigate whether the 

ratios reported here are abnormally high for the plasma sheet observations during 

2003, or whether the improved instrumentation and intercalibration of the Cluster 

instruments may modify the results of Baumjohann et al. (1989).

An increased temperature ratio is observed as Cluster moves from the inner to 

outer plasma sheet in the first crossing, opposite to the findings of Baumjohann et al. 

(1989). With this small sample of events, conclusions about the generality of this 

result cannot be made.

It may be that the basic concept of the simple treatment proposed in section 5.2 

is valid as it has been observed that when the temperature ratio increases so does the 

gradient of the anti-correlation by approximately the same relative amount (periods 

B and C in section 5.4). However, the simple treatment significantly overestimates 

the gradient by the factors of ~  2 and ~  7. The assumptions made must be ques

tioned in an attempt to further constrain the simple treatment.

It was assumed that the only forces acting in the plasma sheet were magnetic 

and plasma pressure divergence, and that the system was in equilibrium (i.e. no 

inflow or outflow from the system). While there is some inflow and outflow in 

the system it is not large (in sections 5.4 and 5.5 the flows are no larger than 200 

kms-1). Kaufmann et al. (1997) found in simulations that the V. Pe force balanced
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the j x B force to a good approximation in a quiet time model. Petrukovich et al. 

(1999) noted that pressure imbalances across the magnetotail could be compensated 

by the magnetic tension force. However, difficulties with measuring the j x B force 

with single spacecraft has meant, to the best of our knowledge, that no spacecraft 

studies of full force balance in the magnetotail have been published.

It is noted that the case studies presented here had very different magneto- 

spheric conditions. On the 17thAugust a large substorm took place whereas on the 

25thSeptember there was no substorm activity. The implied length scale ratio is the 

same, however, during period B of section 5.4, during which no reconnection activ

ity was observed, as in the period discussed in chapter 4 (both on the 17thAugust), 

during which a large amount of reconnection activity was observed in the tail. The 

modifications that the substorm process makes to the system might violate the as

sumption of equilibrium.

It may be possible to test the assumption that the only forces acting in the plasma 

sheet were magnetic and plasma pressure divergence, and that the system was in 

equilibrium (i.e. no inflow or outflow from the system) by directly calculating Eqn. 

5.2. This would require a four spacecraft measurement of the ion pressure tensor. 

As there is no CIS instrument functioning on Cluster 2, this is not currently possible. 

It is noted however that in certain situations this equation will be mainly acting in 

the neutral sheet normal direction (when there is a large cross tail current). It may 

be possible to carefully select a time period where two spacecraft are separated in 

GSM Z (the assumed normal) and estimate V. P* as d P i z z /d Z , assuming that there 

is no contribution from any other elements of the ion pressure tensor. Note that for 

the period discussed in chapter 4 V. Pe «  d P ez z / d Z ,  however the CIS instrument 

aboard Cluster 4 is the only one of the four functional on this day.

It was assumed that the scales over which the gradients in ion and electron tem

peratures acted were equal. However, if these scales were different then Eqn. 5.6 

could be modified, being multiplied by some length scale multiplier, i.e:
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In the examples investigated in this chapter le/li < 1, suggesting that the length 

scale for the ions is larger than that of the electrons.

By taking the gradient of the anti-correlation ((Tj/Te) +  1) as -4.5 (10.5), - 

5.1 (13.4), -5.4 (12.7), -2.6 (17.1) for periods B and C of section 5.4, the period 

discussed in chapter 4 and the period in section 5.5, the implied values of le/U are 

0.37, 0.33, 0.38 and 0.1 respectively. These values may give information about the 

structure the plasma sheets in question. The appropriate scale lengths are the scales 

over which the ion and electron pressures change and may depend on the structure 

and state of the plasma sheet.

Significant deviations from the simple Harris current sheet model have been 

observed previously, for example bifurcated current sheets (Nakamura et al., 2002; 

Runov et al., 2003; Thompson et al., 2006). In addition, thin embedded current 

sheets (McComas et al., 1986; Sergeev et al., 1993; Sanny et al., 1994, also Fig. 

5.14 in this chapter) are often observed, with Asano et al. (2005) reporting that 

in a statistical survey of atypical current sheets that bifurcation is seen in 17% of 

cases, and that embedding is observed in most cases. Indeed, section 5.4 clearly 

shows that even in a ‘quiet’ plasma sheet the current can appear bifurcated (Fig. 

5.14). In simulations, Schindler and Bim (2002) and Zelenyi et al. (2006) have 

reported that the thin embedded current sheets can be electron current sheets. Much 

theoretical work (e.g. Sitnov et al., 2006) is currently trying to understand these 

various different current sheet structures. These embedded current sheets may lead 

to a complex structure of the plasma sheet where different particle species have 

different scale lengths, as observed here.

It is worth noting that two different crossings were examined on the 17th August, 

one where the current sheet was clearly bifurcated (15:55 to 16:15 UT) and one 

where, although the crossings were too fast to reconstruct the profile, the current



sheet did not look bifurcated (Fig. 4.9). The ratio of temperatures did not change 

significantly from one current sheet configuration to the other, which may suggest 

that the length scale ratio does not depend on the structure of the plasma sheet.

A simple qualitative argument that may explain the differences in the scales over 

which the pressure changes can be made by considering the evolution of two field- 

aligned particle beams in the PSBL (for example, originating from a reconnection 

site), one of ions and one of electrons, each having the same initial kinetic energy.

f(v) f(v)

T > 0

Figure 5.18: This plot shows a particle beam (1) as it thermalises (2) by (e.g.) scattering 
and wave particle interactions.

Figure 5.18 shows that if these distributions can initially be considered delta 

functions in velocity space, they have near-zero thermal energy (1). The particles 

in these populations slowly thermalise with the surrounding plasma via scattering 

and wave-particle interactions, moving to a lower bulk velocity but a higher thermal 

temperature state (2).

As the electrons move significantly faster than ions of similar kinetic energy, 

electrons will travel back and forth along the magnetic field lines many more times 

than the ions. Therefore, the integrated length of magnetic field line that the elec

trons sample will be much larger, and they will encounter many more scattering and 

interaction sites than the ions. Thus, the thermalisation of the electrons will occur 

on shorter timescales than the thermalisation of the ions.

The timescale over which the particle beams thermalise to the plasma sheet
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populations can be converted to a length scale normal to the neutral sheet, I, by 

observing that the magnetic field lines, onto which both particle populations are 

frozen, convect, over time, towards the centre of the plasma sheet in the reconnec

tion scenario. As the electrons thermalise quicker, they will do this over a shorter 

normal length scale than the ions. Thus, the length scale over which the electron 

temperature changes, le, would be smaller than the length scale over which the ion 

temperature changes, /*. For these particles, le/li < 1, as is observed in this thesis.

The reason why the factors are different on different days is unknown and re

mains a problem for theory and simulation to solve. The extension of this study to 

a survey of the plasma sheet would be needed to assess fully the generality of the 

results. This undertaking would be difficult due to the rarity of burst mode events 

in the 2003 Cluster tail season, as well as the effort required by the PEACE team to 

calibrate PEACE moments to the level where they can be used in this way. Future 

missions (such as MMS) may be able to overcome these issues.

5.7 Conclusions

The relationship between the Hall and V. Pe terms in Ohm’s law was investigated 

in further analysis of the data presented in chapter 4 as well as two separate case 

studies. These studies were from periods with different plasma sheet conditions, 

and enabled an investigation of the generality of the results.

Initially, the anti-correlation reported in chapter 4 and Henderson et al. (2006b) 

was investigated. It was shown that the anti-correlation was mainly in the direction 

normal to the neutral sheet, and this enabled a determination of the neutral sheet 

normal via a variance analysis of the Hall term (i.e. j  x B/ e n e) data.

On the same day, during a crossing of a much thicker plasma sheet, the elec

tric field contributions were found to be anti-correlated in all components. This 

anti-correlation became directionally organised during the crossing of the central 

plasma sheet during which a directionally organised (i.e. cross-tail) current was
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also observed. The maximum variance direction of the Hall data, identified with the 

neutral sheet normal, was determined better than the minimum variance direction of 

the magnetic field data, also identified with the neutral sheet normal. This crossing 

enabled the profile of the current sheet against vertical distance to be reconstructed. 

It was found that the current sheet had a complex structure and was bifurcated.

In the final period discussed, the anti-correlations were again observed in all the 

components of the contributions to the electric field from the two terms. No clear 

cross-tail current was observed.

A simple magnetohydrostatic treatment was used to explain the correlation and 

directional organisation. While simple, the treatment was able to explain why the 

two terms may be anti-correlated, and how the gradient of the anti-correlation may 

be linked to the temperature ratio of the different plasma constituents as well as 

their spatial scales. In the examples reported here, the scale length over which the 

electron pressure changed le was smaller than the scale over which the ion pressure 

changed U, with le/U being between ~0.1 and ~0.4. A simple scenario was pro

posed to explain this effect, but further work may be needed to theoretically describe 

fully the relationship between these two terms.

From this small sample of plasma sheet observations, it would appear that the 

anti-corelation between these two terms is a general result and is linear, with the 

Hall term contributing more to the electric field than the V. Pe term. The direc

tional organisation (i.e. the electric field contributions being in one direction only) 

observed in chapter 4 and Henderson et al. (2006b) is not general, appearing when 

a large cross tail current is present. When the directional organisation is strong, a 

minimum variance analysis on the Hall term data can return a normal to the neutral 

sheet (the maximum variance direction) that is defined to a high degree of accuracy. 

The gradient of the anti-correlation is not general and takes on different values that 

may depend on the temperatures of the plasma constituents and scale lengths of the 

ion and electron components of the plasma sheet.
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Chapter 6

Summary, conclusions and future 

work

Several different objects and processes were investigated in this thesis with the use 

of both single and multi-spacecraft techniques. The smallest separation of the Clus

ter tetrahedron to data was chosen, 200 km, in order to investigate small-scale ob

jects in the magnetotail plasma sheet.

One of the most exciting processes occurring in the magnetosphere is reconnec

tion. The ion inertial scale, where ideal MHD breaks down for ions, is on the order 

of hundreds of km in the magnetotail near Cluster apogee. The fact that the Cluster 

separation is of this order in 2003 enables the investigation of processes directly 

relating to ion diffusion, such as Hall physics. In addition, flux ropes, perhaps cre

ated in reconnection, can, if observed early in their evolution, approach the length 

scale of thousands of km in the magnetotail near Cluster apogee. Having a Cluster 

separation significantly smaller than this enables the detailed reconstruction of the 

internal structure of these objects.

In chapter 3, also reported in Henderson et al. (2006a), two flux ropes observed 

in the 2003 tail season were investigated. Contrary to previous surveys at other 

magnetotail distances, few well-formed flux ropes were found in 2003. Neither flux 

rope was found to be in the classic ‘force-free’ configuration. Indeed, the flux ropes
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were found to have more magnetic force (magnetic pressure and tension forces) in 

their outer sections than in the centre. The magnetic force was magnetic pressure 

dominated and generally acted away from the flux rope centres, i.e. acting to make 

the flux ropes radially expand. Large magnetic field strengths were observed in the 

centres of the flux ropes. By using PEACE and CIS moments it was found that the 

flux ropes, one moving Earthward and one moving tailward, were embedded in the 

ambient plasma flows, unstable, and under net expansive total forces.

A technique to determine the orientation of flux ropes was developed (and has 

now been formalised by Zhou et al., 2006) which utilised the ability of Cluster to 

derive the velocity of an assumed planar surface through the tetrahedron. This was 

an important advance, as it enabled this determination without the use of the popular 

minimum variance technique, which often provides unsatisfactory orientations.

These flux ropes have been interpreted as evidence for multiple X-line recon

nection in the near-tail close to Cluster apogee (X ~  -20 RE). A scenario was 

envisaged where the centres of newly formed flux ropes may have had more time 

to relax towards the force-free state observed further down the tail, consistent with 

observations of smaller magnetic forces in the centres of the flux ropes. The outer 

sections of the flux rope would therefore be more composed of recently reconnected 

non-force-free flux.

In chapter 4 the contributions to the electric field from certain terms in Ohm’s 

law were calculated. The contribution to the electric field from the divergence of 

the full electron pressure tensor was calculated using the moments from the PEACE 

detector and multi-spacecraft techniques, whereas the contribution to the electric 

field from the Hall term was calculated using magnetic field data and the same 

multi-spacecraft methods.

One day, the 17thAugust 2003, was investigated during which Cluster observed 

a large substorm and the passage of a large reconnection X-line in the magneto

tail. During one case study, also reported in Henderson et al. (2006b), Hall sig
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natures of reconnection (Hall quadrupolar magnetic fields, field-aligned electron 

current systems and Hall electric fields) were observed. The currents perpendicular 

to the magnetic field in the ion diffusion region were closed by field-aligned elec

tron flows, observed with the PEACE instrument. It was concluded therefore that 

the observations were made on magnetic field lines that mapped close to the ion 

diffusion region.

It was noted that the contribution to the electric field from the divergence of 

the electron pressure tensor (V. Pe) was anti-correlated with the contribution of the 

Hall term in Ohm’s law. The contribution from the V. Pe pointed away from the 

neutral sheet on both sides of it whereas the contribution from the Hall term pointed 

towards it from both sides. The calculation of the V. Pe term reported in Henderson 

et al. (2006b) was the first such calculation.

In the second case study, observed soon after the passage of the X-line, a large 

parallel electric field was observed originating from the V. Pe term, as well as Hall 

signatures of reconnection similar to those seen in the first case study. This period 

was very close to the reconnection site and the magnetotail was very dynamic.

In the final chapter, chapter 5, the anti-correlation between the V. Pe and Hall 

terms was investigated with two further case studies.

These investigations showed that the anti-correlation appeared to be a general 

result throughout the plasma sheet: The two contributions to the electric field be

came mainly directed towards (Hall) and away from (V. Pe) the neutral sheet when 

a large cross-tail current was present, however, in the absence of this directionally 

organised current the anti-correlation appeared in all directions.

The simple theoretical background to the gradient of the anti-correlation was 

investigated and it was revealed that the gradient is related to the ratio of the tem

peratures of the plasma constituents, Ti/Te and the ratio of the scale lengths of the 

electron and ion components of the plasma sheet le/k .  Using a simple magnetohy- 

drostatic treatment, it was inferred from the results of the case studies in this chapter
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that the scale over which the electron pressure changed was smaller than the scale 

over which the ion pressure changed.

6.1 Further work

In chapter 3 it was suggested that the two flux ropes observed were under net total 

expansive forces, i.e. from the gradients of the magnetic field and plasma pressure. 

However, due to the time resolution of the plasma detectors, relatively little plasma 

data was collected inside the flux rope, limiting the comparisons possible with the 

high time resolution magnetic field data. The analysis of larger or slower moving 

flux ropes would give a more accurate determination of the net forces acting inside 

the flux rope.

In addition, a full survey of flux ropes in the Cluster data would be able to 

generalise the findings of this chapter. Are all flux ropes observed between -15 to 

-20 R e non-force-free, indeed under expansive forces? The sizes of the flux ropes 

reported in chapter 3 appeared to be smaller than the ‘average flux rope’found in 

surveys covering the same magnetospheric region (note that only an estimate of the 

minimum size of the flux ropes was given in chapter 3). Many flux rope models 

exist that do not require the structure to be force-free. These models could be used 

to estimate some of the observed features of the flux ropes reported in this thesis, 

such as their orientation and size.

If the Cluster spacecraft passed over the electron diffusion region, it may be 

possible to observe the spatial derivatives of the off-diagonal components of the 

electron pressure supporting the reconnection electric field. Theory and simulations 

often suggest that this is the case, but confirmation of this effect would come from 

observations. In the 2003 tail season, the separation of the Cluster tetrahedron was 

200 km, against an electron inertial length of ~  5 km. This separation is probably 

too large to observe the reconnection electric field being supported by the V. Pe 

term. In June 2007 however, Cluster 3 and 4 entered a new phase where their
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separation is as low as 40 km in the magnetotail. Depending on the orientation of 

the reconnection region, it might be possible to observe this important process.

In this thesis the effects of anomalous resistivity or electron inertia have not 

been assessed. An observational comparison of the relative contributions to Ohm’s 

law from all the terms in Ohm’s law would be a significant addition to the literature.

The final chapter in this thesis details the investigation of three periods of data 

in which anti-correlations are observed between the V. Pe and Hall terms in Ohm’s 

law. Indeed, the gradient of the anti-correlation gives information about the length 

scales over which electron and ion pressure changes. It would be useful to be able 

to add more events to this database and learn more about these length scales and 

the physics associated with the V. Pe term (indeed, the V. Pe term has only been 

investigated in small periods on two days of the 2003 tail season), however this 

is currently prohibited by the complexity of inter-calibration between the PEACE 

detectors.

It was noted in the final chapter that the ratio of ion to electron temperature 

was significantly higher than had been observed in previous studies. A survey of 

this ratio throughout the plasma sheet using the Cluster spacecraft would show if 

the ratios reported here are abnormally high, or that the typical ratio in the plasma 

sheet, when measured using improved instrumentation, was generally higher than 

that previously reported.

An assumption made in the simple magnetostatic treatment in the final chapter 

was that the magnetotail was in force balance, with the forces arising from gradi

ents in the plasma being balanced by the magnetic forces. To this date, due to the 

difficulty in measuring the magnetic tenson force (a multi-spacecraft mission, such 

as Cluster, is needed), a survey of the total balance of forces in the magnetotail has 

not been made.
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